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"The Americans after three days of
to and fro fighting through vlllagen
had learned subtlcy and were determined to have a real fight to a finish.
They consequently withdrew as If refrom Seringes and the Germans
tiring
nvtutt flriu'Tl fi'Ani
hivh vrnnni
tinvwiecf,v they tiatl tfieir Opponenin'i
Additional German troops
beaten.
came pouring in until the town was
occupied as it never had been before.

ne of the first photographs to arrive in .America showing
proiialily are now in action bomlia rding the Huns iit ihe

STREET RAILWAY
EMPLOYES GIVEN
'
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RIGIOTcilY

EXISTS

WAGE INCREASE

'

FORECAST.
Denver. Colo.. Aue. 1. New Mex
ico: Friday and Saturday generally

fair; warmer northwest pbrtion Friday.
Arizona: Friday and Saturday generally fair, except showers northeast
portion Friday;" not much change In
temperature. '
-

ALLIES TAKE BRIDGE
MATERIAL FROM HUNS
Y
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London, Aug.; 1. The booty captured by tho French In following up
the German retreat from the Marne
included a laree amount of bridging
material just north of the Marne.
- The
Intention of the Germans to
effect the passage of the river In
great strength and drive In the direc
tion of Pari la thus Indicated.
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London, Aug. 1. The allies today
delivered a new stroke over a ten
mile front between Buzaney, about
four miles south of Soissons to Seringes, north of
The result was a considerable advance
and the wiping out of tha elbow In
the line tnt
according to advices to the Evening
Standard this afternoon.
The aliled attack reported from
London is along a vital sector of tha
Soissons-Rheim- s
salient. From Buzaney the allies have held positions
running in a southerly direction closely following the course of the
Thierry high road. At
Grand Rostov the line bent sharply
to the east, running north of Fero- to the village of Nesles,
where it turns south past Meupicrs
forest.
The gain made by the allies, has
not only wiped out the elbow in the
but
line above
has accentuated tho plight in which
the Germans in Meunlero forest,
Ronchercs and St. Gemnie find them.
'
v;
selves.
Ouh'hy-Lo-Chatea-

.

(.mlchy-Le-Chatou-

.

CATTLEMEN DISCUSS
RANGE CONDITIONS

sands. .
FRRRCIAL CORRtFI ONOINCB TO MORNlNa JOURNAL)
The departure from, Sofia of King
Alarnngonlo, N. M., Aug, 1. The
Ferdinand, the arrivals at Amster- executive committee of the New iIex.
dam say', was duo to the fact that two ico cattle and horse growers
n
cases of typhoid had broken out In
met here today to, dlncuss
the royal palace.
range pests.
These meetings are held in different cattle centers of the state between
Boy Vrnshcd to IVnlh.
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 1. Carlton annual. meetings of the entire memSimpson, the stenson
of Caotaln bership of the association. Cattlemen
Simpson of the police ' department, from' all sections of the Btute are here
'
was killed last nlsht when a motor to attend, tho, meeting.
a
. y
truck which he was driving skidded w " :,
t
'
'
and overturned Into a ditch. He was
''.vIVriiH Cabinet Resigns.
caught under the truck and crushed ' Lima, Peru, Aug. I. The Peruvian
to. death. The boy was 18 years old. cabinet has resigned.
fsso-clatio-

'

.
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LOST DURING WAR
IRV

Ml'NINa JOURNAL aPKCIAL LIAStO WIRfJ

Washington, Aug. 1. Commercial
relations between the United States
and South American are In a serious
condition because of the war.
The lack of .shipping has caused a
decrease in the amount of manufactured goods exported to Argentina, nnd
the factories of that country are
to riieet the den'nm!. Kin or the
factories require raw materials that
have formerly been obtained in the
United Slates and have been Compelled to shut down or greatly to curtail
their forces.
Trade Allowed to Ijilwe.
The entrance of llie United States
into the war marked the end uf extensive shipping between this country
and Argentina. Besides u few steam
ships some sailing vessels still visit
Argentina according to consular advices, but they are so small that navigation is dangerous and they do not
even approximate
the demands ot,
commerce. The most needed urticleH
are heavy iron castings and coal.
Argentine business men are greatly
concerned because some of the vessels arriving at Buenos Aires have
come In ballast, caused, thej' say, by
the fact that they were sent away
from the Dnlted States hurriedly to
get the cargoes of products in Argentina that are needed In this country.
Diplomacy Is Needed.
The United States has a credit of
In Buenos Aires which
160,000,000
will be increased, according to this
to be
Information, by $40,000,000
used as u basis of exchange In trade.
It. Is said this situation requires diplomatic arrangement and that this is
one of Ihe affairs to occupy the attention of Anibessador Naon, who has
Just returned to Washington after six
nvonths absence.
Materials from Argentine sought by
the United States and the other nations at war with Germany Include
beef, sheep, hides and wool, princi
pally. According to official figures recently issued by the Argentine government there are 80,000,000 sheep in
the republic m compared with
in 1914, the last year in which
figures are available. The wool clip
last year was situated at 140,000,000
kilos valued, $150,000,000. The total
d
exports of Argentina last year aggro-gateabout $175,000,000 and the Imports $11(0,000,000. There were 3,000,.
000 head of cattle exported, principally to the United Stutcs, England
and France.
Warships Carry Cargoes.
To meet the situation caused by the
lack of ships the Argentine government has decided to change several
old warships to merchant vessels and
to buy more ships wherever they enn
be found. This is another of the problems with which Ambassador Naon
will ileal.
are reported
Similar conditions
from Chile. Exports from the United
manufactured
.goods have
of
Sinter
been virtually suspended except on a
limit number or articles, uompiaini
vesis made that a large number of
sels from the United States arrive ni-nt
Chilean ports In ballast to bring
trates to the United States. Urgent
have been made to this counvessels to carry
try to permit thosecommodities,
cargoes of needed
un-i,t-

commiheTaFproves

seattle

'

bond issue

Tar MORNiNa
journal aptcAL LRAaaa w,aa
Washington, Aug. l.i-I- n
approving
today a $5,500,000 bond Issue for exa
water
of
tension
municipal
power
project at Seattle, the capital issues
committee laid down the principle
that competing municipal and private
public utilities must combine their facilities to a great extent before the
committee will auhorlze Issuance of
new capital for extensions.
The Seattle issue was sanctioned
on condition that connecting lines be
built between the municipal and private plants, so that all electric power
In the locality be made available for
the fullest utilization.

A aIiiaiia M
ntyincvc I1table Gains Which Seemingly Place Teuton Armies in
Precarious Positions,

Franco-Americ-

OF MILITARY

an

o

GERMANS
IN

U-

CAPTURED SINCE

JULY 15 NUMBER

34,000

They Have Been Summoned to Haig's
Lines in
Northern
to
the
Washington
Fxpedite
France and Flanders Are
Bill; No Hint as to Maximum
Under Heavy Bombardment;
and Minimum Ages,
Austrians Claim Some Gains,
journal rprcial lrarrd WIRB.I
Washington, Aug. 1. War department recommendations
for enlarging
tile army and for the extension of
draft am limitations to provide greater
will be laid l.eforo congress next week. Members of the two
military committees have been recalled to Washington by tho chairmen to expedile the bill.
In announcing, following a confirmee with Chairman .,ent of the house
committee, that his increased army
project was virtually ready, Secretary
Buker would not say what age limits
had been settled upon, nor indicate In
any way the siz.o of the army which ho
is planning.
"I do not want to say what tho ages
will be," ho said, "because the concurrent action of tho two houses Is neces- snry to secure assent to them
ny suggestion to extend the draft
nges is to produce in ( lass one nn ade- mm for. he. enlarged'
quiue niwhci-wmilitary program, if the ages are re
vised, nicy will have to bo either below 21 or above ill. or both. I thins
j It will ho both."
Dent Agreeable lo Anything.
Chairman lient was even
mora reti-cebut said bo was willing to go
either up or down in extending
limits of the draft to win the war. ago
'My personal preference Is to go up
first," ho added.
Tho only specific Information regarding the new ago limits to be drawn
Irom Mr, (taker, was a statement that
the limits of in to 40 had boon among
th.
suggestions canvass.'d, but rejected. In many quarters it is believed extension to the ages of 19 and
311 will
e recommended
In presenting the original selective
nemee mu, KecrcUii-(taker und his
advisers fixed 10 as the proper minimum, and Mr. Taker has said
U"'" 1111,1 N1
siu'n "
lay MoRNtNa

neces--'f3eptfc- in

,

heavy artillery on llie western front,
salient.

AMERICAN TRADE

fMT

lf

THE WEATHER

s

MOttMKr JOURNAL 1C:AL IkASCO WIRK1
my Morning,
jaurnal bpcciav imieo wirii
Washington, Autr.
national
Amsterdam, Aug. 1. Keeling In
war labor board today announced Russia is everywhere
very bitter
awards to street railway
trainmen against Germany, is tho surprisingly
in
several cities, of wages frank statement made by Hans Vorst,
employed
ranging from 38 to 41 cents an hour special commissioner of the Tagehlatt
for trainmen of the Omaha & Council of EerHn, who reports from Moscow
Bluffs Railway company, retroactive on his investigations.
Businessmen,
to July !
Wb ieiieV
in. awa
Wrongly
sity justifying federal Interference," '',al"'"K t,U! "crazy tyvnnny" of the
Bolshevik for Russia's downfall and
declared the board.
"Hhould this be deemed
They believed
umviso, erom)mk' l uinwe urge upon the local
waP "Kainst Germnny was
and the people of the local- - tnB lult wt're l,ot clpar under whose
"y tne pressing need for such an in- uiieciion.
"An officer who
crease adequate to meet tho added
claimed to be
cost of operation.
speaking for 80 per cent of his cliis,"
"This is not u n.uestion turning on said llerr Vorst. "said that he was
tho history of the reliLtinnu iw.twn.... serving under Bolshevik!
authority
tne local slreet railways and the mu- - "ut Wits dointr so in tho hope thai
nlcipialillcH in which thev nnnrntn some great national uwakenlnir would
The Just claim for an increase In overthrow the Bolsheviki and that
fares does not rest upon any right to lt"Hsla would yet finish the war. Many
a dividend upon capital lonir
that thev were
invested Peasants confessed
in the enterprise. The
inerefiHA in formerly for the Bolshevik! been use
fare must be given because of the,npy nai1 ,'een given land by this re- im mediate pressure for monev re gone nun nan neen lert to manage
The division of
ceipts now to keep the street rail- - their own affairs.
roaus running so that they may meet land had turned out unsatisfactorily,
the local and national demand for however, as It was done without any
their service. Overcapitalization, cor- system, and one local soviet would
rupt methods, exorbitant dividends in take action diametrically opposed to
the past are not relevant to the dues. the Interests of other Soviets.
"The peasants thoroughly approve
tion of policy in .the present exigency.
In Justice the public should pay uri tho confiscation of church nnd mon
adequate war compensation for a astery properties but disapprove the
service which cannot be rendered ex eiergy uring persecuted U.V tnos
cept for war prices. Tho credit nt power, as the people have held
tneso companies In floating bonds is their religion."
gone. Their ability to borrow on
short notes is most limited. In the
iace ot added expenses which thlsnn
other awards of needed and fair com
OF
pensation to their employes will in
volve, such credit will completely dis
appear.
Bankruptcy,
receiverships
nd demoralization
with failura nt
service must be the result. Hence our
BY
urgent recommendation owlnir tn hi

--

ever-prese- nt

Aim-ric:iItlieiins-Soispon.-

BITTER FEELING

turbed.
Chairman Kltchin nfter the committee adjourned, summarized the
situation as follows:
"We have put a tax of 1
cent
on retail sales of mail orderper
hoiises
that have above $100,000 annual
i.
W
have increased the speclnl
lax of $30 will pay an annual tax of
$100 and if they are members of
stock exchange or board of trade engaged In buying and' Belling, will
VaiikH Kneirelo Milage.
nn annual tax of $250. We have pay
in"But as they began to organize
creased the tax on pawnbrokers from their defenses,
they found that bullets
$.10 to $100; ship brokers from $20
to be coining in from tlnee
to $60; custom house brokers from appeared
siilet of the Village and it was not
$10 to $liO.
long before they discovered that tho
How Movie Shown Arc Graded.
Americans, while withdrawing .from
"Theaters, Including
moving pic- the front of the town, had comture shows, museums and concert menced an encircling movement on
halls having a seating
of not both sides, thus forming a ring ul
uver znu people, will capacity
pay an annual
completely around it.
tax increased from $25 to $60; scat-iti- g most
"Then came tragic fighting. The
capacity between 260 and 500, In- Prussian guard had voted not to sur
creased from $60 to $100; 000 to 800 render and their
opponents were Just
seating capacity increased from $75 as anxious to see the thing through.
to $150 and all over 800 capacity, inarms, but
creased from $100 to $200 annual tax. It was an affair of small
to be better
We have doubled the present special the Americans proved off
men here
und
shots
slowly picked
taxes on theaters, circuses, bowling
there. alleys, billiard and pool places, and and"Then
tl? Americans began to adon manufacturers, cigars and cigavance and slowly their encircling ring
rettes.
"We have put a new special tax on closed about the village. As the ring
salos of seats on stock and produce drew closer and the defenders saw
their doom approaching they redouexchanges of 10 per cent on the sale bled
their fire, but still the Americans
price of the seats, and on annual due,s
oi mese excnanses a tax of 20 per ,U?uH?lm)eUnfe Two.)
cent on the amount of the dues. This
is to put them on the same basis as
clubs and other organizations already
put unoer lax.
Pullman seats and berths are under present law taxed 10 per cent and
passenger rates 8 per cent of the
amounts paid for tickets or coupons.
We today agreed to make the tax on
IN USE OE FOOD
both of these 8 per cent. This w.m nt
the request of the director general of
head."
railroads, who wanted the taxes on
Government Ready to Aid.
the same to simplify the mileage
The war finance corporation with
coupons aDout to be issued. We Im
TO BE OBSERVED an available fund of JfiOO, 000,000 to
posed a tax of 10 per cent on the
lend war Industries, is nrenarmi in
aaies or yacnts.
give financial assistance to some of
Stamp Taxes Unclinnircil
the com panics for whose employes
We consider the stamp taxes In the
higher wages were ordered. The corlaw
and
present
nvr morn,n journal rfpoial ulario w,ra
they will remain as
poration insists, however, that comv
at present.
New York, Aug. 1. The federal panies' credit be good and that adeMr. Kltchin announced that imHar food board
made public tonight the quate security be furnished.
the action of the committee so far the text of a
Directors of the war finance corpoint resolution adopted by
excise taxes would produce about $1
food controllers of the United poration, however, are said to be willthe
Includes
000,000,000, which
beer, States, France, Italy and Great Brit- ing to investigate applications from
drinks! ain and received from Federal Admin
soft
whiskey, automobiles,
with Impaired credit, and
gasoline and similar taxable; subjects.' istrator Hoover, now in Europe, with companies
to recommend informally to state or
one-haThis Is about
of the amount the
"wide
be
it
eiven
request that
local public service commissions that
alloted to commonly termed luxuries publicity."
The text follows:
fare increases for the railways be aland
but Mr. Kitchln
'
while the Increased lowed.
that
"Resolved,
said the allotted $2,000,000,000 under
production of the United States ren
President
Wilson Is .understood to
this head, would be levied.
ders It possible to relax some of the have declined
on a suggestThe special tax on mall
order
which have borne with ion of the warrecently
labor board that ho
houses was unofficially estimated as restrictions
our
all
peo
upon
peculiar
some drastic action to increase
several mUHon ples, yet Ithardship
capable Of yielding
is absolutely necessary that take
street car fares generally throughout
dollars of revenue and was adopted rigid
of
and
elimination
economy
with practically no opposition.
Pro- waste, In the
country.
consumption and handl thePersistent
of 1 per cent
posals that a tax of
reports that President
as well as Increased
he Imposed on gross sales of chain ing of foodstuffs,
Wilson
might take over street car
should
be maintained
stores and a 6 per cent tax be laid on production,
lines
generally and turn their operaallied coun- tion to
throughout the
the railroad administration
goods manufactured by concerns em- tries and North European
America
ploying child labor, under certain
"It is only bv such economy nnd were discredited specifically today by
standard ages, were rejected.
elimination of waste that the trans high officials.
A proposal to tax cotton was reportation of the necessarv men snd
Reprejected almost unanimously.
from North America to the TYPHOID ISRAGING
sentative Moore of Pennsylvania pro- supplies
European front can be accomulished.
posed a tax of $3 per bale, which he and that stocks of foodstuffs can be
IN BULGARIAN ARMY
contended would produce $33,000,000 built up in North America as an in
a year revenue, but Its opponents Im- surance against the
i
t
dan
tar morn, no journal arieiAL iiauo wirri
mediately suggested tax on grain and ger or narvest taiiure nnd the dos- anthracite, coal and similar articles stble necessity- - for large and emerLondon, Aug. 1.- - Travelers from
produced in the north. Only Repre gency draft crops to Europe. We can Bulgaria, says an Amsterdam dispatch
sentatives Moore and Falrchlld of not aamimster
tne rood
on declare that a serious outbreak of1
New York voted for It Mr. Moore the basis of one year's war.prohlem
We must typhoid is raging In the Bulgarian
also proposed a tax on dogs, which prepare for its long continuance If army and at Sofia. The number of
the committee voted down.
casualties Is said to run Into the thouwe are to Insure absolute victory."
bual-nts-

E DF ALLIES

'

COMMITTEES CALLED

(Wednesday)
July 31.
Yesterday was a day of hard
fighting on the American front,
telegraphs Reuters correspondent on
the front north of the Marne. Jle
says that the final capture of Seringes
by the Americans was an especially
creditable achievement.
After the Americans took the vil
lage Monday, IIthe
(iermuns
kept up a
.. .1
....(iiiit'i...... .uiiu
uu
t.unaiiu l ui
iiiueiijuci
fire to drive them out. This continued all day on Tuesday and towards
evening the enemy began to emerg
from the Nesles forest in a way tha".
seemed to forecast a fresh attempt to
take the village. Of the fighting

which ensued
writes:

n nm

tension of Draft Age Limita-

-

MOftNIN

PRESSED BACK BY

tions Are Completed,

Pullman Seats and Passenger Pride, of Professional Soldier Is
Rates Will Be Subjected to a
Pitted Against Pride of the
Uniform Levy of 8 Per Cent;
Free Man and the Latter
Vhis is
Brokers Must Dig Up More,
Proves Victorious,
inese guns
London

PLACE

Recommendations for Enlarging Fighting Forces and Ex-

MAIL ORDER HOUSES ARE
EVERY HUN IN VILLAGE
TO HELP PAY WAR'S COST
IS SLAIN OR CAPTURED

tUY

TD

PRINCE ARE BEING

BEFORE CONGRESS

Present Taxes Are Doubled On Americans Lead Germans into
Tobacco, Theaters, Billiard
Seringes Then Close m Fron
and Pool Halls and Bowling
Three Sides, Fdrming Almost
Alleys in New Measure.
a Complete Ring,

wr MonNiNa
jr.irnal rrbci.... liarid wirr)
Washington', Aug. 1. Doubling of
the present taxes on manufacturers
of tobacco, cigars ami cigarettes and
Increased taxation of brokers, theaters
and other amusements, billiard and
pool parlors, bowline alleys and capitalization of corporations, were agreed
on by the house ways and means committee today in framing the $8,000,.
000,000 revenue bill. A new tax of 1
per cent on retail sales of mail order
houses doing more than $100,000 annual business was adopted.
Pullman
Beats and berths and passenger rates
will be subject to a uniform tax of 8
per cent. Stamp taxes were undis-

ARM YIS

EXPAND

THEN WIPED OUT

REVENUE BILL

TROOPSOTCROWN

BAKER'S PLAN TO

AMERICAN ARTILLERY AT THE FRONT

NEATLY TRAPPED

HIGHER IN

TAXED

s

(Undated War
After
on the

I
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repeat-"iiLi!ir-
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n

paTwiM'

i mMled
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UNSKILLED LABOR
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MORNlNa JOURNAL RRRCIAl
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WIRII

Washington. Aug. .Allotments of
quotas of unskilled labor to be furnished by the various states to war Industries during the next two months
under the system of government recruiting put Into operation today un.
ner tho United States
service were announced employment
by
tho department of labor. tonight
By assigning quotas of unskilled laborers to be
furnished in each state, he employ-meservice took the first step in
meeting the Hhortage of common labor estimated by reports received
us approximating 500,000.
The onnuoncement of the state
quotas followed a conference here today of representatives of a dozen war
industries with officials of the department of labor. The estimated labor needs of each of the industries
was submitted by the representatives
anil theso estimate!) will be used In
apportioning the first quotas.
Among the state quotas announced
are the following:
Arizona 1,350.
California, 21.555.
Colorado, 6,175.
Kunsns, 5.175.
New Mexico, 585.
Texas, 7,290.
The quotas, it was said, are the net
requirements of the various war Industries and do not make allowances
for extra needs or for labor turnover.
Complete returns of the labor needs
are expected by August 15 and when
the estimates made nt that time are
tabuluted a supplement list of quotas
will be issued. State directors of the
employment service were instructed
today to begin Immediately the apportioning of the state quotas among
the local districts.
In the industrial states the, quotas
announced tonight average about five
cent of the estimated number ef
men not in military service or already engaged In war work, agriculIn
ture, mining or transportation.
Western and southern agricultural
statea, the average per centage is
somewhat higher, as allowance has
been made for unfilled labor needs.
nt

to-dt-

pr

by the

AsaumMuUhI

Press.)

short period of relative calm

s
salient, thej
central and western sections of the
battlo front again have b'en'tha

man-powe-

4

a

I .rail,

Soissons-(theliti-

scenes of mighty struggles.
f
n both sectors tho allied foroea
have achieved notable gains of ground
which seemingly place the German
armies in precarious positions.
From tho region of Soissons to the
northwest of
and
southeast of the last named town ovr
the upper portion of tho left branch of
the "V" salient running ten miles east
ward from Nesles to
nols and with St. Gemme as Us south '
ern base, American, French and BrlN
Ish troops have pushed back the armies ,
of the German crown- prince.
Northwest ot Fero the entire U
bow of the line where It turned east- ward along the northern bank of th
Ourrq has been blotted .out. making
the .line a straight one from Fere to
Martennes and giving the allies .much
better ground over which to work In
further outflanking Soiseons on the
southeast and for pressing on toward
Fismes In conjunction
with troops
now holding htratrgic points north and
,
northeast of Fere.
Germans Driven Out.
In this fighting the allied troop
drove out the Germans who had been
tenaciously holding positions between
l'lessler nnd Ilulen und the river and
took the high ground north of Grand
llosoy, pressed on past the village ot
Beugneux and arrived before the vil-- ..,
lages of Cramolsclle and Cramailht.
The general advance was about two
mlloH, and too Germans were mada 1
1
primmer. .
The most important gain, however, ,
was on the upper western point of th7.4
"V" southeast of Fere. Here the vlU
iago of Cierges and the Meuntere,
wooil were taken, a meneuvcr which'"
places tho Germans at the bottom of"
tho "V" ut St. Gemnie in a seemingly'
precarious plight, for from the wood"
and the village the allied guna will,
be able to rake the Germans, if they
should endeavor to make their waf
norr.nwuru, tneir only nsitviue of escape, by nncnflladlng fire. Through?
tho capture of tho Meunlere wood the
width of the "V" from the fringes of
the forest to Romlgny on the eaat hat
been cut down relatively to four mile.
As has been the case during the
last, w'cek, the Germans
contested
stubbornly the advance of the alltcti
to
but
no
troops,
avail, since the bat
tie of the Marno began July 15, aha
ullled troops have taken more than
34,000 Germans "prisoner.
What lint Did Yanks Play?
s
Just what part the American,
In
troops played
Thursday's battlo has
not yet been unfolded, but they doubtless were in the centirof the battle.,
front nnd In the thick of the fray. B- -r
Seringes nnd Cierges, respect-- :
ively, northeast and southeast of Fere,'
nro
known to have made goodly
they
gains over a four-mil- e
front and
have pushed further beyond NfcjTgv
and reached within a mile and a half t
of tha village of Chamcry.
On the British front In France and
Flanders tho bad weather has ceased
and the sun is fast drying the muddy '
ground. The Germans ara bombard.
ing heavily various positions held by!'
Field Marshal Haig's men, who in turn -nro answering the fire of the enemy'
guns and keeping up with much suc- -'
cess their annoying raids ' Into tha
German lines.
According to the claims of Vienna,
the Austrian troops in Albania hav
compelled the Italians to give up a. .
considerable portion of the ground
they won In recent fighting. It is as-,'serted by the Austrfan war office, that
the Italians are being pursued by tha
Austrians.
Ville-En-Tar-

tct

vli

i
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FIFTEEN SURVIVORS
STEAMERJEACH

OF
PORT?

tav MoaNiNa journal rrrcial lbbrd wiRtt '
Port Arthur.-Tex.- .
Aug. 1. Fifta
survivors of one of the Harrison line ,
steamers, which was sunk in a collision in the Atlantic ocean two weeks
ago, reached this port last night
They were at sea in the lifeboats
eighteen hours before being picked v
,
by a ship bound for here.
None of the survivors knew wbeth.
er the ship collided with had been
sunk.
Tho accident happened t.'
midnight when both vessels were run
with
nlng
lights out The men who"
were brought here did not knew
whether the rest of the crew hd been"',
picked up or wer drowned.
of the wrecked ship declined
to make any statement of the Met '
dent
V'.'j"
.

--

Ther-maste-

P TWO
CLOUDS SHIELD
II

BRITISH

II

FLO

V

BATTLE WITH

May Be Revealed in Trial
Now Going On at Austin,

THEN THREE HUN SCOUTS

i
i

SUDDENLY OPEN ATTACK
Intrepid Britisher Hides in the
Clouds, Makes Foray and
Downs One, Keeps Up Fight
Until Help Arrives.

8

V,

yan

to

'

''res (fifrpp"Ort-nfO.- )
Eritis!, Air Force Headquarters In
10. Brains and quickFrance,
ness 'of thought are as necessary to
the airman as pluck, endurance ami
physical skill in aerial maneuvers.
The Knglish jtllot of a single-seatfighter of the latest type, while cruising well over th German lines the
other day, saw below him three slow,
oldfashloned enemy machines flying
steadily westward, as though to cross
the linos Into British territory.
Unfortunately, the Germans were
loo far off to he attacked sucrensfully
and the British pilot figured that if
they realized his presence they would
fly for home and safety lotip? before
he could get within range. He therefore flew up into the clouds and then
turned in the direction in .which the
enemy mael.ir.es were moving.
liws From Clouds.
Juding his D.iio. he pushed the nose
Ct his machine downward, dived out
of the clouds to the Germans beneath,
find, when close enough to be fairly
sure of his mark, pressed the trigger
of hlB gun. A stream of lead played
about the German machine.'!. None
of them returned his f.rc.
Onoe before the pilot had heard of
a. similar occurrence.
Tills flashed
through his mind, and pulling back
he
soared
control
lever
the
up again
into the clouds. Ho was only just in
time for as he vanished into the vapor
The
three enemy scouts appeared.
slow machines were the bait and the
British airplane was the expected
prey, for its pilot was well known and
feared by the Germans in that part of
th line.
Once he knew what the odds were
against him he no longer hesitated.
Down onge more out of tho clouds lie
came, straight at the nearest scout . A
fhort burst from his machine pun
and the hostilo machine wavered, then
s
tdowly fell into a spin, hurtling;
and crashins far below.
The odds were still five to one.
True, threo of the enemy machines
were slow and oldfashlonrd.
and
taken alone might have been accounted for one by one, but the addition of
g
two
scouts maneuvered by
nkllful pilots gave the matter a different aspect. The British pilot did
'not wait, but no sooner had one machine fallen than he flew at the next,
t anking, zooming,
sideslipping, eve,
trying to reach the vulnerable snot in
the enemy's armor. All the time the
neeond scout was trying to secure a
favorable position to fire at the attacker and the three old
were firing lone; range bursts as op)

down-Ward-

t 'as

.

fast-flyin-

Sill
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Mysterious Source of Loan ot
Former Governor of Texas

av

I
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$f.0,0'i0 by otto Wahrmuiid, president
of the Sin Antonio Brewing association. It was not brought out defi-

nitely who furnished tho remaining
$?ri,iiiiu other than that it came from
Texas brewing Interests.
The government
rested its case
after Adoue finished testifying.
Adoue denied that any portion of
the loan was to be used to Influence
legislation.
Ferguson, he said, was
financially involved and the brewery
Interests decided to help him.
Ferguson, he said, requested that
the source of the loan be kept secret
and the brewers agreed "not to tell
about it unless necessary."
Ferguson's
platform was 1o let
licpior legislation alone and that is
what the brewers wanted, Adoue
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TURNING AGAINST

AN OPERATION

American Casualties
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RUN OPPRESSION
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The

URGED

army

Instead I took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound,
and. Was Curei

casualty list issued today shows:
Killed In action, 12; died from
wounds, 23; died of disease, 11; died
Baltimore, Md. "Nearly four years'
from airplane accident, 2; died of acci- I suffered from
organic troubles, ner
dent and other causes, 5; wounded se
dies Finns Are Aroused, Ukraine verely,
Observers Report Lar
vousness and headct; wounded, degree undeter
aches and every
Icrth- mined, a; missing, 3; prisoners, 1; toof Teutons Retreat
Peasants Ready to Revolt tal,
month would have to
120.
JH RSS etay in bed most of
Lieut. John I
Idaho!
Roberts,
i Cf SolG- ward On Wes
Friction Exists in Caucasus, Soi'lnes.
the time.
TreatColo., nnu spveroW,
in action.
ments would relieve
sons-RheiTurks Are Arcused,
me for a time but
Killed In Aftion.
"
"Tt
Lieuts. Wiley C. Bissett, Newborn,
my i doctor was alN. C; William
ways urging me to
Wallrlch, Shawnee,
tBV MONINO JOURNAL SFKCIAL
MORNIN4 JOUKNAI tfl
LtTD
f ABID WIRI
.have an operation.
With the French A: ;;.' hi Fi- .nee,
London, Aug. 1. There nre Indica- Wis.; Corporals George W. Tteese,
Pa.; Joseph C. St. Law"Press, tions that the situation has changed
jvty sister asfced ma
Aug. l jby the
South Bralntree, Mass.; Wagonto try Lvdia E. Pink- ,
With tin Ml of !.!::: nrns in the last three weeks in northern rence,
"VWI .1
livening.)
' i,
er
fa a m's
Edward Sindler, Oskotth, Wis.- Pribetween Ilussia and that the Germans shortly
Vegetable ,
'(tonight fighting ontirmed
the allies aruli tin' G rn.ans en the will begin an offensive against the vates Joseph L. Dalbey, Philadelphia-Compound before
ifGuerrini
8
D'Avoll, Chicago; Alexandre
i
western side of
southern part of the Miirman railway.
consenting te 'a n
Drummond, Funchal, Madeira- Dasalient. Allied ohsci .vrs vpi rtcrt that Tho Finnish population now Is In- A.
operation. I took
,7
bodies of GcTniain1 wit fh-- in;
pre- tensely hostile to the Germans. There vid Geceleak, South Jtiver, N. J.; Harfive bottles of it and
J
K. Little, Maiden, Mass.;
ry
W.
is
tho
a
road
tho
northward
food
Italph
of
and
along
-'
cipitately
great shortage
it has completely
Fryeburg, Me.; Alfred Smith
leading from Lame'., which lies about people are entirely dependent on the Shirley.
cured me and my
entente.
Both the government and Millsville, N. J.
midway between Snircons and
work is a pleasure.
I tell all my friends
Here's a view of the steel waistcoats
Died From Wounds.
the army, howeve'-.arcompletely
who have any trouble of this kind what
now being used by ilritisn gunners in
Maj. James C. Williams,
The attack bv the allied foroes under German control.
Uamer,
Comeffective
the trenches. They are very
The Germans have
whiidi
Induced the Ala.; Lieuts. Thomas 1. Bradley, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
them such good results
has done for me." Nellie B.
us a protection against spent bullets, during brought
pound
4 o'clock
Bolshevik
to
the
to
Waxahachle,
at
W.
Tex.;
Walter
the
started
government
agree
day,
Craig Brittingham. 609 Calverton Rd.. Balti- and this
cession of the whole of the Miirman "
Heto
shrapnel and bayonet thrusts, five
Jjeinienem. 1'u
morning with the aid of tanks.
They weigh
save manv lives.
W. Vamore, Md.
to
coast
the
Evcnwood,
The
with
ElmerR
the
Hnclsr
French
Iiritish
Finland,
notwithstanding
joined
made of a large numIn attacking th' wiiods. thickets and desire of the inhabitants to remain Springfield,
pounds and are steel
in.; jnmes w. Hanbery ' It is only natural for any woman to
tofixed
piales
ber vi small
ittstiurgh, Kans.; Howard R. Huston ureaa me tnougnt or an operation. ro
villages,, each- of winch hud been Hiissian. ,Tho Finnish army capable
gether bv welded steel rings.
with the"f undertaking an offensive probably Deering, N. !.; William L. Leconte, many women have been restored to
transformed into a turn-essniiu-niadoes not exceed 80,000 men.
aid of machine guns
rtiinur i . .McAllister, Boone health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
In the Ukraine the peasant riRlng vine, mo., l.eorga B. McCoy. Wnshlntr- - Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
i ud the villages
after
By 6 o'clock hill
'
has
mid i
assumed large proportions, pjditorxiLcon-j- a
PRUSSIAN GUARD NEATLY
niinor. Ptrifctttelphiar
.juwijAB hsg' bcc" advisfd ihr.t t
v..
menaces
the
selles had fallen before the deter apparently seriously
i.aiuiu
waggatt, Kverett, Mass.; will
any woman who suffers from
German
and Austrian communica- Sergeants George S. Koonce, Kvans- - such pay
wiped mined allied assaults7 and prisoners tions.
ailments to consider trying it beThe peasants are destroying
were coming in. ::y
o'clock the adwaiter T, Mann, Plains, fore submittina' to auch a trying
"ie,
mil.;
ordeal.
vance; was so marked that tho Brit- the railroads and have blown up the Pa.; Charles M. Sullivan, Sparta, Wis
out by
yankees ish
Corporals Harold R. Mason, Sioux
and French batteries were able to bridge southeast of Kiev.
In the Caucasus there is great fric- I'ulls, S. D.: Roy w. Watson, Fond Du
go forward to new positions. The
German guns replied feebly, but their tion between the Germans nnd Turks. lac. Wis.; Privates John W. Fonderen
The Germans are trying tn prevent Coleman, Tex.; Paul D.
mitrailleuses were very numerous.
Kelley, Milton
came on unfaltering like the unavoidTho enemy counter-attackefuri- the Turks from occupying Baku, on Junction, Wis.; Fran:4 W. Mattern
able stroke of fate.
a Turkish attack appears to be Mowbridge, 8. D. ; Guiseppo Polato!
which
from
and
tho
F.veipie
reached
ously
wood,
Americans
Tluzanry
"When the
Baku piobably will fall. 1 olistua, Italy; Lloyd Shoemaker,
were splendidly held imminent.
There is evidence of growing disprecincts of the village, their fire 'but their efforts
ills.; Max A. Straub, Jlerndon,
ceased and with one wild yell they up by the allied infantry.
in Bulgaria which is said Pa.
By evening the allies had occupied couragement
Fire
closed with ih foe. The fierce up'
the. exploitations
to
to
be
due
chiefly
Died of liscase.
northwest
of
Cramallle,
roar tuiddenly gave place to a xtraugc
of the Bulgarians by the Germans.
John
Capt.
I).
man.
Brick.
with
New
York;
Irving,
siltnce as man grappled
Lieut. Michael J. Troek,
und
Milwaukee;
Only the clash uf steel on steel
p. Keith, Gilliarji, Mo
Sergeant
Henry
TRY THIS PIECE SOME
tiie groans ot the stricken could ' be BAKER'S PLAN TO EXPAND
I
Storage, coal and
rivates Thomas II. Agar, Kilduff, la '
heard.
kinds of wood.
Leo
all
Bird
for
Mattern, Ga.; Kverett C
TIME ON YOUR PIANO
ARMY IS READY TO PLACE
"The issue was never in doubt
v.N.
iMlllil
I1',"'
un instant. At this kind of fighting
Worcester; Caleb Green MeriBEFORE CONGRESS
tile American in mure than euual to
(RY MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASVO WIRI
dian, Miss.; William Ichelm, Lockhart
251
Phone
and in a litl.-- rJ.
any 1'russi.ui guardsman, all
McDonald,
Aug.
Chicago,
4.
Minn.; William S. O'Kitefe, Everett'
was over.
tle' mure than ten minutes
one
in
of
the
the
defendants
CmrMnned
from
leading
J.
Mass.;
One.)
Lloyd
Ward,
N y'
I. W. W. conspiracy
Kxoept for a few German prisoners,
trial and editor
Ii d r Airplane Lowville,
AocUU'iit.
every German in the village had reason to
of "Tho
CONTRACTS AWARDED
Industrial
today
Worker,"
Lieuts.
In
Cecil
his
S.
change
final
that
was
Burlln-gamopinion
the
Such
Huntington,
breathed his last.
denied on the witness stand that he
regard.
culif.;
J.
Joseph
of
PittsMason,
Scringes.
captureF0Rr32 NEW VESSELS
Congress, however, ruled against had ever done anything to obstruct
"During the night the enemy twice
men below the voting age of 21. the government in its conduct of the liei from Accident and Other Causes
taking
each
but
to
retake
Hergy
attempted
im i MORNING
( apt. George W.
Tho reluotance of many members of war or to discourage enlistment. Later
JOURNAL SPECIAL tSASEO WIE1
Werseba, Perth
time he was repulsed with heavy losshe Identified a poem which ho had Amboy, N.
J.: Tjeuts. Julian W.
Washington, Aug. 1. Contracts for
es. Then he made a fierce assault on congress to go lower than the 21 limit printed in part as follows:
is still apparent, although there Is evi
twenty-tw- o
Wetumpka,
additional
wmcti
cast
of
Ala.;
steel cargo vesFrank Ii
Seringes,
Mciirey farm,
Sanders, Chesterfield, S. C.; Mechanic sels and ten tugs wero awarded last
was piled with the dead which he had dence of a strong sentiment toward "I love my country, yes I do,
...
mi..,l
week by the emergency fleet corporp-tiocarrying the maximum up as high as I hope her folks do well.
jenoe, Solvuv, N Y
left there the day before, when every 4fi.
Vate,
Is no doubt, however,
the shipping board announced
man defending it died at his post that There
our arms and legs and things land. John Hunnuta, karrtika,
Without
war
officials
department
today. Fourteen of the cargo steamThere again the enemy was unsuccess would
I think we'd look like hell.
to
draw
on
the
classes
of
ers
prefer
will
be built by the Ames Shipcrossed
men with faces half shot off
ful, though not until steel had
19 und
youths. Secretary Young
building company, Seattle and the
steel in tho big farmyard and the Baker
to
Are
be
unfit
kissed;
has hertoforc announced that I've read in books it
other eight by the Long Beach ship
heaps of German slain had been dou his policy in
spoils their looks;
recommending any change
building company. Long Beach, Calif.
bled in the ruins about it.
I guess I'll not enlist."
ASKS
in
be
draft
would
to
age
suffia
seek
All tugs, six of which will be steel
"This was classic fighting, indeed
men
number
cient
of
to
meet
the
and the remainder wood, will lie
C. O. Carlson, a farmer of Mlnot,
man against man and the better to
in
noeds
such
as
would
army'e
ages
was
no call for quarter.
by tho Northwest Kn'jiuccr-ii.- g
win. There
D., nnd C. W. Westfall of Outlook,
disturb the economic situation N.
Work, Green Bay, Wis.
The pride of the professional soldier least
testified that I. W. W. memMont.,
at
home.
Tho
bulk of the new forces,
FOR BIG VOTE OF
was up against the pride of the rroe in
Four 10,000 ton steel cargo ships
employed by them gave satisfachis view, should be drawn from the bers service.
will be built In the Chineso governman, both preferring death to sur- youngest
tory
class
men
of
fit.
physically
ment yard at Shanghai, i'hey will
render.
(This Has Heen a lliisy War.
b'j .1 part of the i.eneral contract enGermans Annihilated.
DECORATED
:
Y.
N,
From
a
MAN,
Wandpol'nt.
has
purely
this
tho
tered into recently with the Chinese
"Dater in the morning
fighting
CREDIT
FOR
extended still further eastward and been a loy's war from the Btart. The
government.
BY
FRENCH
GOVERNMENT
emonomio
recuperative powers have
in every case the Germans who atTho twenty-tw- o
vessels to be built
been vitally necessary to the military
at Long lieuch nnd Seattle will bo ot
tacked were annihilated. Later came machine.
MORNING
LtARID
JOURNAL
SPECIAL
WIRI
(V
the attack on Scringes and an attempt
8, 'JO'J deadweight tons each.
men are slower to recover nnd
Paris, Aug. 1. Edward Shearson
at tho same time to drive tho allies nreOldtherefore
t.V MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL
of more limited use to of New York, chairman of tho AmeriLEASED WIRE
from hill IS", west of S Tinges.
U, S, CONSUL PLACES
London, Aug.
can committee of the "fatherless child"There for the first time since the uieOnarmy.
asklng f
the other hand, however, there ren of France," was the guest of honor vote of credit of 700,00,0n
allies crossed the ourcii, the Germans
pounds
a
or
men
in
nio
WREATH FOR JUAREZ
number
who
comthe
house
great
could
at
ot commons todav, Ana luncheon given by the
today
may be said to have definitely taken be called out of the
drew Bonar
higher
ages, even mittee of "Fraternito
tho offensive.
the
chancellor
of
4H.
A far greater proportion of
up to
the exchequer said that the
Marshal Joffre presided.
"All through the day's fighting the me
MORNING
JOURNAL SPECIAL LE.ASED WIRE1
men between
and 45 have Inde
In the most cordial terms, Marshal or the amount was not due largeness
to inenemy's airplanes attempted in the
Juarez, Mix., Aug. 1. A wreath was
incomes
is
than
true with Joffre thanked the children of Amer- creased ependitures but to the fact placed
most daring manner to u.ssist In the pendent
at
tho
base of the Benito Juarmen below 31, reducing the dependi iMiiMin..,it waa about to
ica, who are helping the orphans of
battle. Karly in tho morning, six ene ents'
ez fitatue here bn tho anniversary of
adjourn
factor
for
exto
He
iFrance.
that
exemption
hoped, he said, that not more than the Mexican president's death by
my planes succeeded In penetrating as tent.
Andro
French high com- one more vote would be necessary be- American Consul
far as I.u Croix Ulaneho farm near
Burllpgham. The
It Is not certain that tho department missioner Tardieu,
to the United States, an fore the end of tho financial
l.a Fere forest. They swooped down is not
anniversary of tho Mexican liberator's
aiming at the creation of a force nounced the government had bestowed
The vote asked is the largestyear
close above the road, in the valleys and of
In'the
was
death
observed
here with parades,
any definite size. There are now the Cross of Honor upun Mr. Shear- - history of tho country. It is intended
fired- upon allied troops.
and a program given by the
of 1,300,000 American troop-son.
for carrying on the war until the end speaking
"Members of the i'russian guard upward
school
children.
It was also announced by M. Tar of October.
who were taken prisoners state that euner overseas or en route. Se cretary
Tho program was given in the opn
The chancellor said the
theft- orders were to hold the line at Baker said today the shipment rate of dieu that Seymour L. Cromwell presi
plaza, surrounding the Benito Juarez
tne
early part of July had been main dent of the society for the "fatherless ture on the armV shewed an expendiall costs, anil well they obeyed. All tallied
increase monument, which was erected in
throughout tho month. Under children of France," had been award of 8,000,000 pounds over the
three of their battalions) were appar- the
the 100th anniversary of
estia
2;0.0oo
month
ed
am
cross
of ,he ltgion of honor.
the
mates. Loans to the allies and th
Mexico's independence and the cornerently in the line on this memorable without mishap to the suggestion
line.
Oc.
supply
dominions had ben less than the estistone was laid by President Porfirio
day, which ended everywhere in vic- tober would see
2,000,000 Americans
tor- for the allies, although there was
mates by 28,700,000 pounds.
Can't Iilist Coal Miners.
Diaz.
overseas and the opening ot the
no great gam of ground.
The"
spring
chancellor explained that the
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 1. No moro
1919, when many off'cer's coal miners
"During the following night ground campaigntheoffinal
will he accepted for en- increase in the army expenditures of ALL SALOONS IN LAS
scenes of the
near Gierges was captured by the beireve
the
In
listment
estimate
for the current fiscal
the
United
States
army,
Americans. This advance will make It def at will begin in a great com'.ined orders received by the local recruit- year wa due to the fact that the
CRUCES CLOSE DOORS
drive
the
German
against
lines,
sector
In
this
possible for the troops
ing officer from the war department strength of the army was greater than
to join hands with the conquerors oi easily see 3,000,000 ready for
when
The
stated.
the
maktoday
is
was
framed.
government
budget
wit,h
another forco of substantially ing every effort to
IRY MORNING
.OtlRNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
Strgy und Seringes."
the
Regarding loans, Mr. Bonar Law
2,O0O,(ino
I as Cruces, N. M.. Aug 1. This
orgagnized at home. Thn't production of coal andencourage
all recruiting said the debt due Great Brltaln..at the
would represent tho army of 5,000,000 activities
town
now
is
bone dry. The saloons
in coal mining district of end of the last fiscal year was 1,332,.
ELEVEN ENEMY PLANES
men for which, in a general way, the New Mexico
closed last night and no liquors were
have been ordered sus- 000,000 pounds from allies and
war department may be aiming,
sold
here
The closing
being
today.
pended and all miners applying for
BAGGED BY ITALIANS
pounds from the dominona
the passage of a town ordi'v
enlistment are ordered refused.
The debt due from the allies now, he followed
nance
prohibiting the sale of liouors
C0NSTANTINE LIVES
added, had reached a total of 1,402,
while United States soldiers were en
MORNINO
JOURNAL RPCCIAL LRARIO WIRI1
Held on KmbezJomcnt duirg-e000,000 pounds and from the dominnear the town. There are now
camped
Washington, Aug. 1. Kloven enemy
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 1. William ions 208,600,000.
HIGHWAYS ZURICH
200 men
at the A. and M
J. Schwartz, president of the National
airplanes were brought down by the
amount
been dent to college at training
The
that
had
Mesilla Park.
Italians on the front in northern Italy
Association of Yardmastcrs, is in Jail Russia was 568,000,900 pounds, the
PreR Correpondm'.)
(Amodaled
saloon
Many
on Tuesday and raids were made with
keepers removed their
Amsterdam,' July 10. The Geneva today charged with having embezzled chancellor stated, while vto Jiance stocks of goods to Organ, a small set
J33.720 of the association's funds, af- 402000,000 pounds had been lent; tc tlement in tne
planes which bombarded enemy rail- Sentinelle reports
that
former
King
organ mountains,
road plants, according to an Italian Constantino of Greece, his court at ter being arrested last
night on the Italy 315,000,000 pounds and to Bel where they expect to do a thriving
war office statement received today Zurich, his servants
his mother complaint of Junius E. Mix, chairman gium, Greece and smaller nations 119,- - business with automobile parties
and
from
from Itonie.
and her suite are living entirely free of the directors of the association.
Mia cruces.
000,000 pounds,
The statement follows:
from the restraint of ration cards.
"Operations during Julv 30 and the The king's servants consume more in
following night: From the Chiese to one day, according to the puper, than
tho Piuve our exploring detachments is at the disposal of twenty citizen's
"
have been very active and we cap- during a month.
tured some prisoners In Val Conoel.
Fresh white bread is always abundIn Vallarsa and on the right bank of ant at the royal villa.
the Brenta, violent attacks of strong
enemy detachments broke, down under our fire. Our artillery has been
very active against enemy positions
in the mountainous zone; enemy detachments were dispersed in the
neighborhood of Itiva and north of
Montello enemy barracks and encampments were dmtroyed by our direct
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Employes of
com-

Aeroplane

pany, the largest manufacturers of Do
Haviland battle planes for the United
Slates army, today held a huge celebration, completing and dedicating to
the service the 1,000th plane bui.'t by
the company.
The 5,000 emplojes were given "a
'uliday and listened to addressed by
Grvernor James M. Cox and officials
of the company, while the 1,000th
plane flew over tho open air gathering,
f
Secretary Baker, In a telegram,
complimented the airplane manufacturers on the part they are playing in
winning the war. Dayton people generally celebrated the day us a
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MINISTERS ARE
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Washington, Aug. 1. Ambassador
Francis and the heads of the British,
portunity afforded.
For some minutes this competition French and Italian diplomatic misfor position continued, each party fir- sions, who recently arrived at
Russian Iipland, from Vologing short bursts without definite remits. Then suddenly the deciding da, left that place on July 30 for Murfactor arrived.
mansk, on the Arctic ocean. The
state department was so Informed In
Out of the sky loomed a
a
British fighter of the latest type. It
cablegram received today from Mr.
Vm proceeding on a special errand Francis.
Ambassador Francis'" message did
Bofore the Germans hud realized his
arrival the new pilot steered his ma- not give the reason why the diplomats
A
decided to leave Vologda und the dechine, Into the midst of the fight.
long burst from his rear gun caused partment still is without official inone of the German fighters to stagger formation on that subject. .
in its flight, then drop its nose and
Ambassador Francis .reported the
leave the combat. Kvldently the pilot various diplomatic missions had arhad been hit. Then together the twa rived at Kandalaaka July 30 and that
British machines charged the Ger- with tho exception of the diplomats
mans. A short skirmish ensued be- who were accompanying him to Murfore the enemy decided that discretion mansk, the missions were remaining
waB the better part of valor and put there. Murmansk is 179 miles north
their machines into spins t evade ot Kandalaska,
their adversaries' fire in the low altitudes close to earth where the anti. Results from Journal
Want Ads
aircraft batteries would protect them
two-seat-

. ,.

I DOCTOR

Roll of Honor

V

Austin, Tex., Aug.
which is believed to have thrown
surroundlight on the mystery
ing the $10(1,000 loan to James
K. Ferguson,
former governor, and
which figured largely in his impeachment trial last fall, was given in federal court here todav bv L. A. Adoue,
Galveston brewer, testifying In the
cases of Kenning
Bruhn. president,
and Charles Grossman, treasurer, rethe
Lone
of
Star Brewing
spectively
association of San Antonio, under fed
eral indictment for alleged falsifying
ot Income tax returns, when he told
(if three noPs for $50,000 each which
Ferguson gave brewing interests of
the state. The notes were made payable to Ferguson, Indorsed in blank,
we re to bear f. per cent interest, payable on maturity and were not securFormer Governor
ed, Adoue testified.
trial
Ferguson at his Impeachment
and during his recent campaign for
renumi nation at the democratic state
primary, consistently refused to tell
the source of the loan, maintaining,
that il was a personal matter. The
testimony developed that $25,000 of
the $ r.u.Omi was loaned by liruhn and

Kand-alask-

e, ,c;-

WHOLE OF RUSSIA

tjkrtJr1'

LSASrn WlREI
1.
Testimony

CELEBRATION
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OP ALLIED TROOPS

WITNESS STATES

Antiquated Air Busses Sent
Out for Purpose,

GERMANS FLEEING
TO ESCAPE WRATH

FERGUSON MONEY

While Cruising Over Enemy
Lines Aviator Is Decoyed by

i
i

Armored

BREWERS LOANED

GERMAN PLANES

a
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A SPECIAL OFFERING OF

In Families With

Children

TODAYS
GARK3DNET

many parents now use

hits.

"During tho day eleven enemy machines were brought down; our plane
bombarded enemy railway plants."

PQSTOM

instead of coffee, fbr
the simple reason that I
cnuaren snouia never
drink coffee,
and POSTUM which is

wholesome and healthful,
has a delicious coffee-lik-e

taste hut isrit hurtful

GERMAN FLOUR RATION
IS TOBE INCREASED
MY

MORNING

JOURNAL

ISS WlLMLW.j

tVERVt)H5

I

DOT

isV,,l6!

85c

I'ure All Linen Table Linen, four good patterns
to choose from, 60 inches wide.
fls-Fft
Special, yard.
tbl.OU
f

will-begi-

I mm

FOR TODAY ONLY
Mercerized Table Damask, full 70 inches
wide, regular $1.00 grade. Special, yard
Unbleached Mercerized Table Damask, extra
heavy, regular $1.25.
Special, yard

$1.00

1HCIAL LIARIO WIRI)

Amsterdam, Aug. 1. The flour ra.
tlon in Germany again will be raised
to 200 grams on August
19, according
to a dispatch from Berlin. The first
meatless week also
August
19,
As a substitute seven pounds of
potatoes will be supplied.
The flour ration in Germany waa
.
AC
tni.vjII . . .
' a in intra .,..11..
uaijy v i'cibuu
ounces) up to June 6, when it was reduced to- 160 grammes (5.6 ounces.)

HOUSfflO 0

Irish Cotton Table Damask w'th
satin finish. Special, yard

$1.39

Napkins, size 17x17 Inches, hemmed
ready for use. Special, dozen

$1.49

Pure Linen Napkins, 22x22
all good designs. Special, dozen.

;$5.75

9AA
- '"

M

Hordtr Kidem Wanted.

El Paso, Tex., Aug. 1. Mounted
Inspectors are wanted for the United
States immigration service in Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona, the civil
service board announced today. The
men are wanted to ride the Mexican
border and the pay la $1,000 and 120
for horse feed,
t . ,

.rvMn. Of 5AW6
mZZ

Phone

283

-

Rm- -jj

gar

RRi

313-31- 5

West Central
JJ

Albuquerque Morning Journal, FridayAugust 2, 1918
Cafe Riot
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FLIPS FROM THE riLLUMS
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UP RESERVES TO

Aviators Report Reinforce- ments Arriving to Stem Am
.
erican Advance in Center of
Soissons-RheiiSalient,

Jirj

a

ST

COPE WITH YANKS

T TIIK THKATFHS TODAY.
"Yi"
Tliciiter "A Nine O'clock
Town," with the popular Charles Kay,
will he repeated tuday; also the reel
of "Paramount Pietograph" Entertaining and Educational.
t'rjsCal ()Mra House Dark.
ljjrlc TlionU'rTwo-So-Priseilla Dean starWoman," a
ring in "Tfie
film story taken from the novel, "The
also
a
White Cat;"
good comedy.
J'astiino Tlii'iit'r William Fox presents a great film feature in "Cheating the Public;" a Keystone comedy
of two reels, entitled "Ambrose's Cup
of Woo."

r"- -

Sm.v

Mm

vf

iffei
if l4i"
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lV RNIIlt JOURNAL SrCCIAI. LBASKO WIRR1
With the American Army on the Ais
Front, Aug. (by the Associated ,Press. 8 p .m.) The American
tioop:l pushed forward their lines at
certain points Thursday on the col
s
salient
ter of the
notwithstanding the resistance of the
Hermans, who did not give ground on
some sectors until they actually had
been shot from their positions.
The Germans are desperately clinging to their strongholds at Nesles and
in the Bois Meuniere, northeast of
Ilonchirres, but the Americans have
Rained a hold on the northern edge
of the Meuniere yrood. The Nesles
forest is under the range of the American heavy guris.
WC

T TIIK LYKIC.
Priseilla Dean,

nt

Mou-nicr-

.

;

...Forest Full of rersjsns.

6,.'.!

two tablespoons vinegar and one-hatablespoon sugar, and cook five minutes.
A Good Meat SulMitutp.
Here are two dishes which It served
with potatoes may easily take the
place of both meat and bread at a
meal.
Peas and Klcls.
(A Good Meat Substitute)
'i pint peas, 2 tablespoons rice
flour, I egg, 1 cupful milk, pinch of
ginger, pepper, salt, 1 tablespoon
sugar, piece of mint.
Soak peas overnight. Boll the peas
and mint together till tender1. Pour
off half the water, remove mint, add
sugar and seasoning. Make a batter
with flour, egg and milk. When peas
ars boiling fast, drop in big spoonfuls,
then boil slowly 20 minutes.
lf

Two

hundred

jackies from the
Great Lakes naval station and as
many civilians caused a near-ribecause an Austrian eagle still adorned
ot

Vogelsang's

cafe,

on West

Mudixou

street, Chicago.
While the crowd
cheered a Jackie mounted a ladder
and hung an American flag over the
hated emblem.

Food
'

ISSUE MUCH REDUCED

Administration

State News Bulletin

Kut tlio Vegetables.
The fresh
season is hero.
No need for vegetable
anyone to
without
Tho United Slates food go"
administration urges yoii to save tho staples by
eating quantities of vegetables this
summer.
Tomato Layer.
(A Southern Dish.)
12 tomatoes,
ears corn, salt and
pepper, 6 mild onions. 1 teaspoon
sugar, tablespoon savory fal.
J'eel and slice the' tomnt
the onions, cut the corn from the ears
saving the milk. Cover an earthen
baking dish with a layer of tomatoes,
season well with salt and pepper and
a pinch of suprar. Lay onion si iocs
over, sprinkle lightly with salt, then
add a layer of corn, seasoning it with
Bill's Portrait Cremated.
1.
and a little sugar. Repeat until
salt
The
Oyster Pay, N. Y., July
of Emperor William, originally the dish Is full. Pour over the corn
milk, the tomato juice, and the melt
presented by him to Theodore Roose- ed
fat. Pake in a hot oven half an
velt, which was seized and mutilated
last Sunday by "vigilantes" at the hour, covering it for 20 minutes, then
brown
uncovered.
homes of C. If. Polluts, who had purNil
chased it at a fair for $5, was burned
Cut
hot
boiled corn from the cob,
In
celebration
tho
at
village
a,
tonight
square. The Oyster Pay band ande add equal quantity of hot bulled shelled beans; season with butler or but1,000 "mourners" turned out for a
ter substitute, and salt; reheat bethat preceded the cremation.
fore serving.
lioilcd IVjis.
Itcmove pens from pods, cover with
cold water and let stand
hour. Cook until soft In a small Quantity of boiling water, adding salt the
last fifteen minutes of cooking. There
should be but little, if any, water to
drain from peas when they are cooked.
IN
Season with butter, or butter substi,
tute, salt and popper.
li'tory Cublmge.
Slice red cabbage and soak In cold
water. Put one quart of the slreed
In stewpan
with two tableStrong and Well Since She cabbage
spoons butter or butter substitute,
one-haleaspoon salt one tablespoon
Took Tanlac Suffered
finely chopped onion, few gratings of
nutmeg and few grains cayenne; cover
for Years, She Says,
and cook until cnUbnge is tender. Add
1

HELPS HUSBAND

one-ha-

lf

HIS BUSINESS

lf

"Kver since Tanlac put an end to
my troubles I feel so well and BtronS
that I not only do atl my own housework, but help my husband at the
store besides," said Mrs. James Wiln
liams, wife of a
grocer
and niarkctman, who lives at 3667
Tex.
Metropolitan avenue, Dallas,
"For several years," she continued,
"I was troubled with severe attacks
of Indigestion, and about three months
ago, I had a spell that was so much
worse than anything I had ever ex
perienced before that it really alarmed
me. My stomach would bloat up with
gas, that pressed so on my heart I
could lardly get my breath, and
thought I would smother to death. My
head ached like It would split, I became so nervous I could hardly
sleep.
and in the mornings I would feel so
"weak and fagged out that It was all
I could do to get up and dress."
"I hadtaken all sorts of medicines
and treatments without getting any
benefits, - but when several of my
friends praised Tanlac to me so highly I decided to try it. Well, It proved
to be Just whjt I needed, for I began
to feel better right off. I improved
so fast that I could h'ardly realize it
and I am now eating anything I want
and I have no trouble at all with gas
and indigestion.
"Those headaches are gone. I sleep
like a ohlld and get up in tho mornings feeling fine. I am picking up
right along, and have already gained
'
several pounds. My confidence in Tanlac is so great that I am now telling
all my friends about the good it has
done me."
;
'Tanltto is sold in Albuquerque at tho
Alvarado Pharmacy. Ad. ,

DEBIT CERTIFICATES

IBV
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Wlfttl

Washington, Aug. 1. The fourth biweekly block of certificates of indebtedness announced tonight by the
treasury in anticipation of tho fourth
Liberty Loan is for only $500,000,000.
instead of the 750,000,000 planned
originally as the amount of each Issue. Tho reduction which also was
made in the third block was taken as
indicating It may b unnecessary to
float the $6,000,000,000 of certificates
which the treasury had tentatively arranged to sell in connection with the
financing program for tho fourth Liberty Loan, and that consequently the
amount of .the loan be less than

$,

000, 000, 000.

Tho reason for the reduction of the
size of the new issue, it was. announced, is the fact that all three previous issues were oversubscribed and
that, receipts from income' and excess,
profits taxes were greater than advance estimates. A half billion is only
the minimum of the Issue, however,
and banks are urged to subscribe on
the basis of a 750,000,000 Issue. The
certificates will ho dated August 6 and
are payable December Si, with interest
at 4
per cent. Subscriptions will
be received by federal reserve banks
to
the close of business August 13.
up
Terms are identical will terms of the
other recent blocks.

FRENCH,
my MORNIM4 JOURNAL RPtCIAt LtARn WIRB
Paris, Aug. 1. In an advance

GUERNSEY

of"

Aisnc-Marn-

AT TIIK PASTIMK.
"Cheating the 1'uliiic will
at tho Pastime thiai. f(nbeginning today.
Tho scene of tlir t"ry is
town and the life 'i' l'ictcd there Is
declared to be a c I'l'NN section cut
from human nature. The production.
though strong in love interest, tolls
principally of the strung0 of the people of the town to earn an honest living under almost impo.s.sihln handicaps imposed upon them by John
Dowling, master of .Millvale, 'who not
only is tho richest man in town, but
constantly is growing licher through
oppression of his workers and the
advancing of the prices of the necessities of life.
"Cheating the Public" is billed as
a cinemelodrania and is declared to
abound in thrilling scenes. There. Is
an electric chair in operation, a series of food riots, a thrilling night
race between a train and an automobile, and throughout the production
is emphasized the gre riy grasping
nature of the profiteer and the cruelg
"Hull" Thompty of tho
son, Who Is his factory foreman. The
is
one
of
the sort that peoproduction
ple talk about after they have left
a
.melodrama
with a
theater
tho

Cook and
Serve in the
Same Dish.

also been occupied and the village of
Romigny, north of the Iioriuans-Hhelm- s
road, was taken.
f rom July is to July 31 the prisoners captured by the allies numbered
33,400. The text of the statement

reads:
"North of the Ourcn our troops in
conjunction with Krltish units drove
tho enemy from positions to which
he had been energetically clinging in
the region of Plessier Hnleu and the;
river. We captured the height north
of Grand Ttozojt. passed beyond the
;

'
'

reached
and
village Of Beugneux
Cramoiselle and Cramaille, realizing
at this point an advance of about

'

i

three kilometers. Six hundred pris- oners remained in our hands.
' Further south we
occupied Cierges

and Mueniere wood.
"North of Dornians-Uheim- s
road
we conquered nfier a stubborn engagement the village of Honiigny,
taking about 100 prisoners.
"The total number of Senium pris- oners taken on the Marno batlle froni
and in Cbnnipnsne during the period!
between July l,r the date of the be- -j
ginning of the .German offensive
is ,'i;l,'llin "f
" nd .li Iv
ifji

WARE

Conking en caiaerole ! now pop
ular the country over. You can do it
perfectly in Guernsey Earthenware.
Counet aerved in this ware become
the most attractive of your dinners.
You serve piping hot, and the foods
retain atl the full natural flavors.
Guernsey Earthenware ii different.'
It has a rich lustrous finish, that adds
to
attractiveness of your table,
makes it distinctive.
Come in today end see Guernsey.
If you want an earthenware lining for
metal receirers, ne can supply you
in Guernsey,
Brown

Whits lined

fSRKCIAI.

OltRATr--

TO MORNIN

JOURNAL

Silver City, N. M.. Aug. 1. Word
reached here tonight of thn kiliinir
five miles from Mogollon today of
rrans. ti. uicnariis, well known resident of that place. Klchards and a.
neighboring ranchman named Smith
had a dinmite over wnter
it 4u
alleged, resulting In Smith shooting
mcnarus 10 ueain. ine stayer went to
Mogollon and cave himself on in tho
officers there.
rio-hi-

SEE OUR
WINDOW

WHITNEY

Emmlei

(

WW Hardware

RV MORNIN

JOURNAL

New York, Aug.

positions."

IPeeiAl. LCAStD WlRil
1.
What is con-

sidered a remarkable speed flight
tho transmission of air mail from

in

New-Yor-

to Washington, was accomplished today when on a rush order from
the capital, aeronautic maps of the
Woodrow Wilson airway were delivered there to Second Assistant Postmaster Otto Praeger in two and
hours. Petween' New York and
Philadelphia the airplane piloted by
Lieutenant Stephen Bonsai, flew in
minutes with seven sacks
forty-tw- o
of mail weighing 200 pounds. Another
aviator took the mail on to Washington.
The requests for tho maps was
mado upon Postmaster Patten at II
a. m. Thirty minutes later the postal
flier was aboard his machine with
the valuable documents and headed
for Washington, which ho reached at
2 p. m.
The Woodrow Wilson airway maps
are for use by aviators and show th
landmarks, eievationH and other Important objects In a belt eighty miles
wide, to guide thciu when flying. They
were mnde under tho supervision of
of Uie
Henry Woodhocse, aof member
the nero club
board of governors
of America, and comprise seventeen
sections, covering the entire distance
from New York to San Francisco.
one-ha-

i

lf

ALLIES' RESERVES IN
EXCESS OF THE ENEMY'S

piioiu!

I

placed

in

tho

cargo

of cotton.

iBV MORNIN

JOURNAL RACIAL Lf

There, was no Information

ARKO WIRR1

The official mm.
mnnication from headquarters today
sa ys
"At a few points local fighting
brisker.
In the
activity has been
I.eilro valley a large enemy patrol was
driven back and a few of tlie men
were tit ken
1Tnnln
nfimnnr
(in
t'orno enemy parties were repulsed..
mi inoiiio
ixsoiono in a nriiliant
raid nn enemy udvance post was surprised, fourteen prisoners being taken.
Thrqe hostile airplanes were brought
Home,

1.

Aug.

:

dowt."

PORTUGUESE BARK IS
SUNK BY SUBMARINE
IRY MORN1NS

JOURNAL RMCAL

LrAIIO

the petition fur dlRcharun of Rio.
Co., and A K. len;te,
l,.i..kiiipls. It ty th
court, that a hearing he h.; l .ipon tho umA
on the th day of Septeiiexi. A. I., 1918.
before John W. Wttson, a hefpree. In Bankruptcy of said court, ut Albuquerque, Sn
said rilslrlet, at 10 o'ctuclt in the forenoon;
und that notice thereof tin published In tha
Albuquerque Morning Journal a
printed 111 aatit district, a4 lhat all known
crpdltora and other p, rnona m Interest may
appear at the said ti me and place end show
cause, if any thpy h.ive. why the prayer ot
the aald petitioner ahould n.t b cranted.
And It Is further ordered Uy tho rourt.
lhat the Referee shall aend ny mail to ell
known credltora, copies uf aald petltloa aud
this order, addressed to them ut the! pUiva
of residence, as stated.

No

WYI.r PARSONS, Cterh.
Attest: A tnie copy.
JOHN w, WILSON, Re'ree.

'
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CORKING THE NECK OF THE BOTTLE

Order of Notice Thereon.
In the Cnlted States District Court for th
District of New Mexico.
No. 29S, In Bankruptcy.
In the Matter of n. W. Qulsenbury, Bankrupt.
District of New Mexico sa:
On this 31t day of July. A. D 1918, on
reading tlie petition for discharge of It. W.
Qulsenbury, bankrupt, It ta ordered by tha
court, that a hearing be had upon th aam
on tjie bitlr day of September. A. D.,' 191.
bef.ua John W. Wllsoaj, a Referee In Bankruptcy of said rourt, at Albuquerque, tn
said district, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published In tha
Albuquerque Morning Journal a newspaper
printed In said district, and that all known
creditors and other persona tn Intereat may
ald lime nd place and how
appear at th
cause. If any they have, why th prayer of
the said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further o Jered by th courb
that tlie Keferee alrall aend by mall to all
known creditors, copies of aald petition and
this order, addressed to them at tbelr
places of residence, a,s atatcd.
'
(SKAt,.

NBIH.mT.

COLIN

U. S. District Judga.
true copy.
Attest:
I
WYLT PARSONS, Clerk.
A tier t: A true copy.
JOHN W. WILSON, Petere.
Aug, 1. 151.
A
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DANCE
At SAN DOMINGO PUEBLO
AUGUST 3 and 4, 1918
SAME TIME AND PLACE OF THE
Santo Domingo Corn Dance
FAR-FAME-

GOOD MUSIC
'
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To make an egg the hen must first
have tlie material to make tho slii'll.
Tlie- - best Jknown substance for this
purpose Is cruslknd oyster shell. Keep
It before your hens at all times. We
... thn ... .... .1 .... .4 m.nII
luia
V. hmu Mn
'J
mi, J
or more e100a lbs
amount.
worth
25cts
4
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Journal wants bring results.
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and French guns, rapidly brought up behind the
advancing infantry, are heavily bombarding the
.MaiLne 8,lent
prerent the escape of the 600.000 Hun troops who are trapped in the
v,
Domba-Jmen- t
1
has narrowed the "neck of the bottle" i,tv which, dies the Germans'
Y
of escape to a distance of eight miles.
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,

r

D

;
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GOODFLOOk
Also Refreshments

Lunch will be served

EVERYBODY WELCOME

ADMISSION $1.00

LADIES FREE
Committee:
MANUEL BACA.
JUAN CATE ,

-

f

PT'S PETITION FOR DIHCIIAROB
No. :9 In Bankruptcy.
In the Pnlted statea District Court for tha
District of fevi' Mexico.
In tho Matter of It. V, Qulsenbury, Bankrupt.
To the Honorable Colin Neblett, Judre of
the District Court of the United Statea
for the District of New Mexico,
n. W. Qiilaenbury, of Albuquertpie In tb-County of Bernalillo, and State of New Mexico. In said district, respectfully represent
that on tho 31st day of M&yt
laat paat,
be was duly adjudaea bankrupt under the
Acts of Comrresa relating- - to bankruptcy:
that he haa duly surrendered all has property and right of property.' and has fully
roniplled will all the requtrementa of aald
Acts, and of the orders of the Court .touching- his bankauptcy.
Wherefore he prays that li may be decreed by the Court to 'have a full dfecharjre
from all dehia provable against hie estate
under said bankrupt acta, except vuch debta
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this L'Dlh day of July. A. D. 1911.
It. W. ttl.'IHKrfBlTRT,
Bankrupt.

'

well-know-

i

UA.NKKI

Swastika, ami Sugarlto are pnhcIuI-l.- v
prcpantl over moving screen and
Is extra fine
band picked. Sngai-ltfor domestic; use. Swastika for fur
n
tilbson-ianaci- coal,
Lumber Company, Phono :t:i;l.

I

lau.

Auk. 1,

crews have not yet been landed on
American shores, so far us the navy
department has been advised.

e,

.,

(SEAb.)
Attest: A true copy.

to show

that the submarine which sank the
Porto was the same one that attacked the tug and barges but It was assumed that It was. There have been
Several unofficial reports receinlly of
steamers sending radio messages that
they were being uttacked off the
coast but If they wecc destroyed their

IMPROVE

Liruar

COM!
VBBMSTV,
U. 8. District Judce.

JMKATOTCS
Washington, Aug. 1. The Portuguese bark Porto was sunk bv a HerHANKKI IT'S
I'OK IIINCII AKIIK
man submarine 55(1 miles off the At- In the t'mtf.l
far MORNINO JOURNAL RBRIL LtACO WIR1
mutes Dlmrkt Court fer Hie
London, Aug. 1. For the first time lantic coast July 27. The navy departDistrict uf New Mexico.
since the opening of this year's cam- ment announced today that tho crew
H i ilk
Nn. i'S.i-lpi
tho of eighteen men had been
paign March 21 fresh reserves at outlanded at In the MiitU-- of Itlo (Imndi- Drutt- Co., a
allies
the
of
considerably
Partnership
disposal
Compliant ot A. E.
tf,
unil othi-- Persons whosi' mimoa ore Unnumber the fresh reserves at the disknown mid A. K. Uinm-teindividually,
posal uf the enemy, notwithstanding
Bankrupt.
the fact that the enemy still holds a
To the Honoruhle Colin NVblott.
Judge of
substantial numerical superiority on
the Illslilet Court of thu t'nlted Mate,
the whole of the front, according to
for tho Ulstrlit of
Mnxiro.
the view In military circles here.
10.
A.
nRitte. of Sun Murclu! In the
The booty captured by the French
Counly of Socorro, nnd JSIftl,; of New
retreat
in following up the German
Iii (mid disirli-- t
,
reppetfully repro-t-nTO
included a large
ANY
from the Marne
thut on the 7eh diiy or WtiruHry, 19H,
last past, he waa duly nclluilged Imnkrupt
amount of bridging material which
under Hu Aola or i'oiiuiyss relHtins; to
tho Germans had collected Just north
bankruptcy; that ho has duly nurreiidi-rcof the Marne.
all
his properly and rlKhts of property, and
Intention
It is pointed out that the
hu rul l.v complied Willi all llm reiiulnimf-nt- j
of the Germans to effect the passage
or ald Aels ami of ihr unlrrs ot thn Court
and
of tlie river in great strength
touihlnK his l,alikiiiicv.
drive In the direction of Paris is thus
Wherefore hp pr.iys that he may he deIndicated.
l'oslam is a remedy that you can creed by tlie Court to have a full diseharKe
pick up it any time and apply to any from all delitn provable uKalnst his estute
disordered skin with tho confidence under aald l.aukrupl a fs. excepl such rtctita
SALT RIVER FARMERS
are
l.y law from such diar.liarKe.
that it provides the quickest way to be as Haled
this :otll day of July, A. T, HUa.
FIGHT BUTTERFLIES rid of any Itching or eruptiomil trouA.
IIKS.SKTTB.
ble, and that It will serve you well.
n v it
For Ulinsclt
and HId (Irunda
Pimples and Rushes, Kczema, Acne,
Co., llankriipts
Phoenix, All., Aug. 1. Clouds of Itch, Chilblains, Scalp-ScalHums,
Onl.r of otlee Thprroo.
yellow butterflies which have been and all like affections so distressing
swarming over the alfalfa fields of to endure, are, thanks to Poslam's Ill Ihe fulled filales Mulrlil Court for tht
found concentrated healing energy, so easy
Wstrlit of New Mnxli-hthe Salt river valley have
No. H3 In HaiiHruptcv,
to be damaging thn, alfalfa hay crop. to banish.
of Klo (irande llrug Co.. ft
Sold everywhere. For free sample In Iho" Mull-A. W. Morrell, state entomologist, Is
I'arterierBhlp.
composed of A. E. Pesaette,
bacto
write
Plinergency J,ahoratoriey, 2i3
authority for tho statement that
and' other Persons whose names are Vn
terial growth has been spread anions VVfst 17tri St., Now York City.
known, unit A. K. lloss-tlIndividually,
Crge your skin to become clearer,
the fields damnged by the butterflies
Bankrupt.
healthier by the daily use of Poslam Olslrlet
and Is destroying tho pests.
n:
of New
Soap, medicated with Poslam.
On this 3tb day of July, A. p.. IdlS, on

POSLl

:

reuilliiK

i.raiiilo

I

ITALfAN

Co. S
ommi

further details were given, but it is
assumed that the crew was permitted
AUSTRIAN.
to take to the small boats. The Porto
was bound from Savannah for Oporto.
(V MORNINtt JOURNAL RRfCIAL LKABCO WIR1
This u the first official word of a
Vienna, Aug. 1 via London
off the coast resubmarine
following official communication was, ceived here operating
since a sea wolf appearissued by the war office:
"tin the Albanian front the llaliiins ed suddenly off the Massachusetts
have been forced to cede their first seaboard eleven days ago and shelled
lilies northwest
and
northeast of a tug and a barge It was towing. This
Herat and a considerable belt of terri- occurred several days after the Unitory on a front, of twenty kilometers. ted Stateg cruiser San J'legoN. had been
Y., preMir troops are pursuing the enemy." destroyed off Kire Island,
sumably by a mine planted by tho
submarine.

PIMPLY SKIN

DISPUTE OVER WATER
RIGHTS RESULTS IN A
KILLINGAT M0G0LL0N

Just Received

Ecirtlierivvttrtj
are officers."
"Kastern theater: A liulgarian assault detachment which attempted a
surprise attack against the British
lines was completely checked.
The
MADE
RECORD
SPEED
patrols were very active in the region nn American port by a British steam-er- .
di
of Srka
lyegen and on the Srrblan
WITHAIRPL"ANE MAIL front. In the
region west of Pogradek
After overhauling the bark..tho subthe enemy violently bombarded our marine crew
destroyed it with bombs
new
ciunodv of two-reeli up ot Woe," will

'I
she uinx
iiiLitrii
her lapses she insulted severaKof her also be produced.

" :

Complete Line

o
about two miles on the
front today the allied troops roached
Cranioiselle and Cramaille
on the
i,o shown southwestern part of th saliente. captW(1 days,
turing 600 prisoners, according to the
war office announcement tonight.
Cierges and Meuniere wood have
a factory

slave-drivin-

Aviators report that the Germans
ore rushing up reinforcements, including tanks. The enemy's heavy guno
are pounding the Nesles ami
Observers and prisoners who had
been brought behind the lines previously reported the forests as having been jammed with German troops
and also with large quantities of suplosses in men
plies. The German
; therefore
must have been very great,
as the heavy guns started shelling the
Woods several days ago.
The allied troops continued todav
to encounter barbed wires. Between
Serlnges and Sergy there were woven
fields of wire entanglements. At creek
crossings and in the valleys the German machine gunners
held
their
commanding positions until the heavy
of
French
and
Americans
the
guns
blasted a way through the wire and
ousted the enemy from his positions.
Some of the enemy machine gunners
stuck to their posts under terrific fire
till they were killed.
The American heavy artillery commands the village of Chamery,
northeast of Sergy, tho Americans
having wrested the hill beyond the
last named village from the Germans
in a battle lasting for hours.
The
lines swayed back and forth many
times but the Americans eventually
pushed the Germans back. This
fightinsr was in the open and tho
American infantrymen showed great
courage).
Aiucrlcuiis Save Wheat.
To the north of Cierges the Americans also advanced their line. The
fight began early Thursday for the
possession of a farm from which the
Americans swept away the Germans.
North of Sergy the Americans crossed
wheat fields that had been planted
by French peasants, tho crop of which
had been partially garnered by the
Germans. What remained of the
wheat was recovered by the Americans.
There was much aerial activity
throughout Thursday. The' Germans
sent out large numbers of aviators,
who appeared to he determined to
protect the forests from tho allied airmen. There were numerous battle
in the air.

Two-So-

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

lllui

B0

lost them.
jn connection with ihc ;,IVe there
will also be shown ;, soJ
c'omedv
reel.

leading woman In
Woman," which will
open at the Lyric theater today, declares that never again will she eon-set6 appear in a dual role In any
in the dual role
picture. Appearing
in "The Two-SoWoman," she asto
lose many friends.
serts, caused her
In the picture Miss Dean portrays
the part of her own double. Her first
characterization is that of a beautiful, well behaved young woman obeying all the laws of society. Litter she
portrays, while under hypnotic influence, the part of a hateful. Impossible woman who overrides every social
law.
For the. purpose of properly por(
traying the latter part, Miss Dean
sought the society of persons she thoroughly 'detested and remained with
them until her nerves were on edge, message
A Keystone
and as she puts It "wns as hateful us

"The

Kheims-Soisson-

woods unmercifully.

friends without nicaiiim; to d0

THREE

H.WERTHEIM

"

;

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, August 2,
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("BASEBALL MADE SIMPLE"

ATHLETICS WIN

E. E. BLISS

1918

Viiilcr the heart inff, " 'iisr-liMario retire a batter.
Four balls given by
Miiil prints the. pitcher allow the batter to proSimple," the London
the following story. Comment would ceed to fist base. If the batter strikes
bo superfluous:
the ball and It is caught by a fiedler
A baseball game Is pliiyod I'.v two
eforo it touches the ground, the batteams of nine men eneli. ICnh tcum ter is retired. If the ball is not caught
normally nine nltcnuitc periods and the hit sends the ball forward inAT CLEVELAND has
of batting, called Irimm.'s. during side the general angle of the sides of
which It strives to score points. The the diamond that lead from home
KELLY-SPRINGFIEgaiue is won by the team which scores base, the hatter must run to first baso
the greatest number of points in the and arrive there before the ball,
awarded which will be fielded anfl thrown to
nine Innings, a point
the biisemcn.
If the bal arrives at
Perry Is Invincible With Men each player who, makes a complete
circuit of the
bases, which lie at first base before he does, he Is "out."
On Bases; McQuillan Pitches the corners of four
So
with the runner's progress around
a diamond of four
the bases to "home," if ho Is to score
sides.
His First Game for Cleveland At the top
a
He must not be caurrht off
is
"run."
diamond
angle of the
A
wooden fixture call- a base by a fielder who has the ball,
square
Indians.
ed "home base." at the angle of the or he Is "out'' or retired.
Two runners mav not occupy the
dinmond on the right lies 'Tirst baso,"
"second" next (opposite home base), same base at the same time:
ataThree "outs," or three batters reland opposite first
monih4 jiwRNH imciu iitsip Ni
jtcioss tlic
tired, retire the learn, which then
Cleveland, ).. Aug. 1. Philadelphia mond is "third base."
A "run" is scored by a batter or goes to the field. Its opponents taking
won its first gamo of l ho year in
Clevelntwl
Perrv ivy invincible with striker who; after safely niching fust ix turn Rt the battling.
The ball, a hard rubber-core- d
horse
men on bases. McQuillan pitched his base, then second, then third, finally
d
croFses "the home plate" without besphere nine inches in
first game for Cleveland. Score:
or
is
circumference:
side
the
his
round,
out"
before
and
ing "put
Philadelphia.
bats of l asswood or hickory,
retired.
II. PO. A.
Alt.
At the commencement of the game and the hardened biceps of players
4
Kopp, If
one team "boob to the bat" and the who are used to throwing the ball
3
Acosta, rf . .
other takes the field. A member of with lightninglike raoidltv, make for
Walker, cf .
II
the batting team takes up his position a game of real steed.
Burns, lb. . .
Pitchers sometimes "strike out" and
by the home plate. I'ifly feel in front
(iardner, 3b.
of him is the opposing team's "pitch- retire three plavcrs without t hit beSTANDING OF THE TEAMS Perkins,2b c.
bowlor
ing made in that inning. Now and
er," who corresponds to the
Dykes,
in cricket. The pitcher throws the again a batter makes a "home run"
GIANTS
Dugan, rs. .
bsill as hard as he can, endeavoring by striking the ball so far that he
Perry, p
xation.Uj i,i:A(iii;.
to put it over the plate, or home base, scurries around the circuit of the
V. I,.
Pet.
t,
so cleverlv thnt the hatter wMl either bases and scores a run before the
3
.B M.
II 27 15
81
Totals
Chicago
ball can be fielded.
strike at and ruins it or he unable to
Cleveland.
.r.r.;:
New York
f4 43
Men on the bases, waiting chances
IN
AH. 11. II. PO. A. .; send it far if ho does lilt It.
48 4:i
.alii
Pittsburgh
d
If the ball passes fairly over the to run while" one of their fellows Is
3
0
0
..110 (irancy, If.
4ti
f.l
Cincinnati
U
2
a ...Ji K. llH'''ltP
m
13
llwpn the l,Mt!cr'a.tJlQUU. "flt the ha " Jtittcluul
iXa Cllnriman t
Philadelphia
0
0
0 tier and knee. It is called a strine. the spectators, as are the (fielders in
4X
.1KB Speaker, cf
Krooklyn
out"
0
0
0 whether or not the batter strikes at their efforts to retire or "put
.4112
. . 4
Hostoii
Roth, rf
r4
If the pitcher throws the ball the runner before he can pass the
4
3
0 it.
Kt. Louis
.408 Wood. 2b
, . 40 ,"S
bases to "home"
wide, or too high, or too low it Is call- second and third
14
Johnston, lb.
I 7 0 ed a "ball." Three strikes and no hit and score a tally.
Turner, 3b .
amkhic.w
4
4
0 A
v.
j.
p.t O'Neill, c
2
2
0
0
0
Ponton
;t!l
.806 McQuillan, p
wherever they come even from the
0
0
0
d
..16! Knzmnnn, p
f5 43
Vaughn Allows Only One Hit ''leveland
Germans."
(I
0
0
0
4
2
.042 xBescher
N
Washington
P
0
0
Andrew Bonar Law, chancellor of
4S
45
.116 xxxxThomas
and Only Three New York New- York
0
0
the exchequer, followed the premier
49
4",
Chieario
.479 xxxUvuna
In a brief speech in which he ex4:1
ti.'l
lietroit
.418
Players Reach First Base; St.
6
27 13
0
30
0
Totals
pressed general agreemrftt with Mr.
4
51!
Louis
.4:16
The chancellor pointin 7th.
for
.McQuillan
xBatted
Lloyd tieorgo.
BY
Paskert Nets Four Runs,
57
35
,3S0
Philadelphia
ed out that some control of raw maxxBatted for Turner flth.
was
In
after the war, In
needed
flth.
terials
Liiz.niann
for
xxxlliitted
100 100 0204
order to prevent old enemies from orer (T.iggart. .1. L. Smith). Struck out Philadelphia
'V HOHNIH JOURNAL aCIL ttBID HHWB1
0
O00 000 000
ganizing a corner in them.
Pv Mayer 3. l y Cooper 3, by Neht Cleveland
New York, Aug. 1. Chicago inFood Sit lint Ion Satisfactory.
Summary: Stolen base (Iardner.
IE
creased its lead over New fork, win- 2. Passed ball Hy Henry.
Sacrifice hits Acosta, Dugan, ChapMr. Bonar Law estimated that the
e
scries
its
first
Double
the
man, Wood.
pf
plays Chaplast vote would carry on until the end
ning
Itrookl.wi I; Cincinnati 0:
man, Wood and Johnston; Turner and
of August.
with the Giants. Vaughn permitted but
1.
Jack Coombs Johnston; Dykes, Dugan and Barnes.
Brooklyn. Aug.
b
one hit, and only three local players received brilliant support from
Taking the period from April
the Buses on balls Off McQuillan, 3; off
g
.lulv 30 there had been
reached first base. Toney pitched his Brooklyn Nationals today and shut
I
If They Go On Fit;
Krzmnnn, I. Hit by
Perry
g Terms to the amount of 21,500,000 on the
first game for Now York. Paskert out Cincinnati in the first game ol (Craney). Struck outpitcher
By Perry, B;
services; there had been
All the four fighting
drove Iu three Chicago runs and their series. Mathcwson used three McQuillan,
Be
McWill
3.
Innings
Imposed
g
on ship building due
pitchers. Zack Wheat's hit off Luquc Quillan, 7; h'nzmann, 2. pitched
scored a fourth. Score:
of taking men from the
In the sixth inning marked the twenEnds to the need for
Conflict
Chicago.
When
Harder
the army; there had
ship yards
A. K tieth straight game in which he has
AB. It. H.
Boston 2; St. Louis 1.
on the army, due
been
made one or more hits.
. 4
1.
Flack, if
St. Louis, Mo., August
Says Lloyd George,
to the fact that the ration strength
Kcorc:
Tt. If. E
3
.
Jlollocher,
in
the
wild
throw
past first
was higher than had been anticiCincinnati . ...000 000 000 0 7 4
4
.
Mann, If
permitted Cochran to
101 (101 0x
4
6
0 eighth Inning
pated.
3
Brooklyn
Paskert, cl
base with the run that
score
that
from
BrkClAL. LIAHSO WICI
JOUftMAI.
MONNIHS
Ratteries:
Mr. Bonar "Law referred with satKller. Luquc, Jacobus
ft
3
Merkle, lb
gave Boston a victory over St. Louis
London, Aug. 1. "No man should isfaction to the favorable food situaand Wlngo; Coombs and M. Wheat.
. 3
Deal, 3b
and a clean sweep of the four game boast until the buttle Is over. But, all tion and the
great success of the, conZeider, L'b
series. Score:
men who know are pleased at the way tinuous borrowing system by means
St. IOtiis
3
.
Philadelphia
Klllifer, c
Boston.
it is going.". ,
1.
Jacobs
oflsales of war bonds.
Philadelphia,
3
.
Aug.
Vaughn, p
AB. II. H. PO. A. K.
blanked St. Ixmis in the first game of
Premier Lloyd decree thus com0
1
3
0
3
0
of
if
in addressing a deputation
9 27 14
0,awondouble header an.i Philadelphia Hooper,
Tola's
a 0 mented
4
2
4
0
200 miners of the National Union of ELECTRICAL WORKERS'
but the visitors won the second Shea, 2 b
New York.
1
1
0
4
0
0
cf
Strunk,
Manufacturers, whom he met yesterA It. K. If. po. A. K. contest in the tenth Inning. Paillette's
1
4
0
0
0
Ruth, i
3
0
day for u discussion for after the war
STRIKE IS CALLED OFF
ullong double won the game after a, Mclnuis,
Burns, rf .
1
0
0
4
0
lb
commercial problems.
t
Bancroft.
The Phillies
(i fumble
by
Young, rf
1
0
0
0
3
0
If
"Wo must necessarily, In whatever
S
5
double Whlteman,
0
oleored their only run on
Fletcher, an
1
0
0
2
3
0
(V M04NIN9 JOUtVNAt 9FICIAL LCAMCD WIKK1
Scott, sa
3
3
0
0 steal.
policy we proclaim," said the premier,
C
Doyle, ah . .
1
0
3
2
0
3t)
in touch and he. In complete
Lynn, Mass., Aug. 1. The strike of
Cochran,
3
8
0
First game:
"keep
ZtmmermHn, lb
1
0
3
0
,8 2
accord first with our dominions, and, nearly 10,000 employes of the two
R. H. K. Mayer, c
Score:
0
3
Thorpe, If .
second, with our allicu. There is a local plants of the General Electric
onu ooo 000- -- 0 H 2
0
0 st. iiuis
0
Sicking, 3b .
1
4
2
13
27
-- .29
tonight by vote
Totals
5
0
good deal of discussion about a league company was ended
0
0, Philadelphia
..401 000 02x- -- 7 8
MeCarty, c
At a mass meeting
ono of those of the strikers.
Louis.
St.
I
am
of
nations.
certaiflly
2
0
0
.
.
,
Batteries:
Meadows
and Gonzales;
Toney, p
All. R. II. Po. A. K. who believe in it. But there are two they decided to return to work tomor0
0
0
U.Jaenbg and Adams.
Rariden, x
1
1
0
0
4
await adjustment of their
3
Tobin, If
leagues of nations already in exist- row and
Second game:
1
1
0 ence
3
0
3
the British empire and the wage demands by the federal war
27 0 1 27 16 0
R. II. E Maisel, Jib
Totals
Score:
board.
labor
2
0
0 13
0
Sutler, lb
2
great alliance against the central
x
Butted for Toney In ninth.
St. Louis ...000 100 000 2 3 11
0
2
0
4
0
0
Assurance tnat the war labor board
3
powers."
000 110 003
000 100 000 0 I 6 1 Demmitt, rf
Chicago
Philadelphia
1
2
0
0
0
4
would act immediately was brought
resolutions.
to
Paris
cf
the
Referring
Hendryx,
New York
Doak and
....000 000 000 01 Batteries:
(ionza Irs;
2
0 he said:
5
2 v0
0
from Washington by International
Two-bas- e
(ledeon. 2b
hit Mann. Prendergast and Adams.
Summary;
2
0 0 2 3 1
"L'p to the present, time America organizer Charles D. Keavney of the
Austin, ss
Stolen bases Paskert, MeCarty. Sac-- j
.
3
0 0 3 0 1 has expressed no opinion upon them, Electrical Workers' union. When the
ISevercid, c
rifice hits Hollocher, Deal, Zcider.
was made at the meet
0 and it is
1
3
0
3
0
vitally important that the announcement
Leifield, p
Double plays Deal. Zeidcr and Mer- KREMIS AND MARRON
were cheers for President
there
of
thisllng
of
America
that
and
policy
Zimand
kle, Zimmerman, Fletcher
2
1
5 27 16
28
country should bo in complete ngree Wilson, the war labor board and the
Totals
merman. Bases on balls Off Toney
CONTESTING FIRST
ment on economic, as well as other strike leaders.
Score by innings:
1, off Vaughn 2. Struck out
By Toney
The strike began three weeks ago.
10U 000 0102
An agreement aoif'ig the
Boston
problems.
2.
3, by Vaughn
Passed ball
PLACE IN CLASS A St.
000 000 001 1 allies means that the economic rate of In addition to a heavy loss in wages
Louis
It
has involved a great curtailment of
e
hit Hendryx. the world will bo in the hands of the
Summary:
Oedcon. great allied powers federated together production of important war supplies.
A of the Sacrifice
in
lass
Sisler,
hits
The
Scott,
championship
Pitl.fluirgli 2; Boston 0.
and at present."
Gedcon
Boston, Aug. 1. A world's record tennis tournament now under way on Double plays Maisel,
on
After discussing the necessity of
for major league baseball of twenty Hie Y. M. C. A. court, seems to lie be- Slslei". Sisler and Austin. Bases out
Industries essen- MANGIN PRESSES ON
tween Kremis and It. Marron. There balls Ruth 2; Leifield 3. Struck
promoting after-wa- r
innings without a run being scored by Is
tial to the country economically and
keen rivalry between the other con Ruth 4; Leifield 1.
either titflm nu ma,ln Kt, Dl..l.nrnh
NORTH 0FTHE0URCQ
ever.
militarily, the premier continued:
,:h,m:
and Boston, Pittsburgh making two! trs,i,n!s ,in "l"
"The longer the war lastu the
New York 7; IX'troit 0.
.i ...ii.,,r " euch is making a determined effort
rims in ih. twentv.rir.it
terms
must
economic
be the
2 to 0.
VV MONNtNS 'OUMNAL IPICIAI. LtASCO Wlltf
Detroit, Aug. I. Detroit could got stormier
The previous no-- s ore record! !" win a h'K.h 1S,'?I'P' Nrh,1,t m 'T,?.8
off Caldwell and New we Impose on the foe. 1 think the
games to
was eighteen innings. Today's was the! ,n p'.a,M,9 wl,h
With the French Army in France,
ony two hits
He
sooner
he
of
the
the
railizes
'
better.
final
that
a
n(i
the
,'l(,tie
game
,wltl York took
longest National league game played! thirty-one- . Gall"'Kr1
Aug.
(by the Associated Press).
games were
series, (iilhooley hit a home run In is fighting in order to impose his own General Mangin, with the French and
In this city
on
will
men
terms
on
economic
allies.
He
two
the
with
B
yesThe
results
second
'l,,'s!'
the
'"
inning
by!
is
Schmidt opened the twenty-firs- t
British troops of his command,
never succeed in doing bo.
bases.
a severe battle north of the
re- - ,pr,lal' "now.
singlinit to left. Coouer. who
fighting
1''we
"So
R.
H.
as
far
is
concerned
that
Score:
f lahs A.
river and making considerable
lieved Mayer in the sixteenth, forced
4
Ill 010 000 70 122 12 niust be In a position to determine the ourcq
Marron
New York
Schmidt at second. Kllam was thrown Wegs-R- .
progress.
OHO 000 000
as
we
conditions
which
fair,
ORielly-Weg- s
regard
Detroit
After taking the village of Grand
out, Cooper taking second on the play
l
Batteries: Caldwell and Walters; without having them imposed upon us Rozoy, northwest
of
and reaching third on Leach's single l.ovett-Klby the will ol' the enemy.
Hall, Bailey. Jones and Stanage.
to deep short. Carey's single to left It.
the allied troops advanced to the
lu
"If
goes on fighting, imposing Plcssieie wood, where the combatants
scored Cooper and Southworth's sin- It. Mnrron-Kl3
Chicago
(VRielly-O- ,
Washington 1.
Marron
greater hurdens 011 us, destroying our are in the closest of gilps and the
gle to center scored Leach.
1.
McMullin's home young manhood and guilty also of out- - combat is
Marron-O- .
It.
Aug.
Chicago,
Marron
Nehf pitched the full distance for
extraordinarily fierce. fThe
i nn which drove Uisberg In uhead of
rages which shock humanity,
audi heights north
of Grand Rozov have
Boston and until the twenty-firs- t
held Mprrit.t-I.ovover
hi mi fuvc
makes it difficult to shake hands with fallen Into the hands of the allies and
'hlcan a victory
. ,6-- 1
!
Pittsburgh to eight hits.
Dltcha.-WHS
name
a
The
him when the
Is over, sterner will at several points the allied
n
Marron
Hi."
troops
Boston had nineteen men left on Merritt-o- .
- bo the terms war
.6-Imposed upon, him."
have anproached within five miles of
ilng duel between Russell and Mattcbases and played errorless ball, while Lovett-WH'g- a
2
son.
One
Kcrguson-Stevon- s
to
Great Difficulty.
the railroad leading
Razoches,
"brilliant support saved Mayer iu sevR. H. E.
Mr. Lloyd George said that among which is tho only railroad that can be
1
Score:
s
.
eral Innings. Southworth, Kllam anil
1
6
1
. ,ono 000 ion
4 .Washington
the
war
the
after
R.
greatest
difficulties
for
used
tho
Germans
by
maintaining
0
5
2
Hcrzog contributed excellent fielding It. Marrnn-Kremi- n
.. .000 000 20x
would be (he question of raw ma- communications.
Chicago
lays. Score:
Untterles: Matteson. Ayerg una terials and transport,
3
which would
IMtsInirgli.
Alnsmith; Russell and Schalk.
Claw C.
require a most complete understandClub Abandons Hike.
AB. R. II. PO. A. K liallier-Parker
ing with Great Britain's allies and
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 1. Con.
Lllam, ss
im2
Callier-Schut- t
most
is
"It
dominions,
because
ditions
3
resulting from the war have
3
CHAMPION COWBOYS
Bigbee, If
d
portant that you should carry with prompted tho Sierra club of San Fran1
Leach, if
4
Allard-Payou the people who contributed with cisco and Los Angeles to abandon
s
2
4
TO ATTEND fiOUNDUP
Carey, cf
1
s
you to the common sacrifices."
this year's organized trip into the high
2
6
Southworth, rf , . . 9
4
Schutt-FaThe premier, agreeing that the ex- Sierras.
Tho "high trip," as it is
AT MAGDALENA, N. M.
8
I
Cutshaw, 21)
not
could
be
of
control
system
isting
called, Is an annual feature "hike" in
7
0 24
Mollwitz, Hi
said:
continued
war,
after
200
the
or more members of the
which
2
McKchnle, 3b ... 8
coMiapaNDtao to mokaiW jouhmaU
"All the samo don't despise what club participate and includes explora
CATS AND YANKS LOSE
7
2
Schmidt, c
Some1.
N.
M..
Aug.
Magdalena,
the German has won from combina tlon trios union it the snow cans of the
t
0
0
Mayer, p
between here and Cheyenne, tion
'
x Let us learn our lessons, mountains.
TO RABBITS AND STARS where two
2
0
Cooper, p
of the world's greatest
cars
Wyo.,
1
Hinchman. x
0
0
more
than
outlaw bucking horses and
Tim
Rabbits obtained their a score of the best exponents of f ron- Totals .
69 2 12 63 28
long sought revenge on the Wild Cat tier snorts are speeding in this direcxBatted for Bigbee In thirteenth.
here
yesterday, when Ihe.y beat thmu In tion to take part In the round-u- p
Boston.
a school Inairue baseball game. The August 7 to 11. Among the contest,
bunch
one
AB. R. H. PO
I
fifth
In
E
of
the
are
:r, tied
the last
hands that,
coming in
9
6
5
0
0 and remained until the ninth, when from the Frontier Days contest which
Herzog, 2b
1
1
8
0
took place at Chevenne last week are
Taggart, If
Oj the Rabbits forged Ahead.
4
0
9
31
tfl
Maasey, cf
Richmon and Faw of the Cats ,rach nearly all the winners in the various
8
2
3
0
rf
Wickland,
0 obtained a homo
run. Parker and events there, and the old and new
is
1
J. C. emith, 3b
4
in nearly every line of
0
0 Wll'ams played an excellent game for champions
8
fl
0 'he Rabbits. The
25
Konetchy, lb
for the Rab- - frontier snorts will bo seen in action
battery
0
2
1
I)
0
Henrv, c
bits was Williams and Parent f. while at the big show here.
5
0
(I
7
Wilson, 0
The arena for the contest here is
Abb'tt. and Richmond performed for
J. L. Smith, ss . . . . 7 0 0 f.
0 the Cuts.
completed, the entertainment com
7
0
0
0
Nehf, p
The American F,agles won a snappy mittee has engaged all tne spaic
1
tt
0
0
at all private residences
Oi contest from the Yankees.
Miller, a
The game rooms
0
0
0
0
0: was called on account of darkness.
Johnion, zz. ,
throughout the city for the accommo-of
hundreds
1
0
. . . .
0
0
0
Rawlings.
Today the All Stars will play the dation of visitors and
Bear Cats. Following the game the cots have been ordered so thatbe" these
able
71
0 15 63 34
Totals
0 teams will go on a. hik'e.
together with ,the hotels will for thouz
to furnish sleeping quarters
Batted for Henry In eighth.
zz Ran for Miller In eighth.
sands,
Cliff House in Dry 7one.
zzz Batted for Nehf in twenty-firs- t.
The city council has engaged a proSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 1.
Twice closed by fire, the Cliff House, fessional decorator to dress MagdaPittsburgh
con000 000 000 000 000 000 0022 1 2 I one of San Francisco's show places lena In nrala attire. The queen
election of a queen for the
BoBton
overhanging the sea. was out of busi test for the
attention
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 15 0 ness today for the first time, followroundup Is attracting much
has developed into a real race
e
hit South-wort- ing an order placing it in a. prohibi- and
Summary:
with
Mrs. Hitchcock. Miis Mearen,
Stolen bases Kllam, Schmidt, tion zone.
Miss Stuppi and Miss Luna, all runBigbee, Johnson, Taggart. Sacrifice
one
l
P"'
To keep vermin away from your ning at the head of the ticket in ever
hit Mollwlta,
All over the world the pig Is back of the firing line.
Leach, J. C.
Wurs canof the closest popularity contests
Chloro
flock
not
l'licno
chickens
of
be
to
won
Nehf.
put
Double plays F,llam
Smith,
without him. He makes pork, bacon, ham and lard, foods
section.
'nat w must save for our allies.
fCutshaw to Mollwlta (2); J. L. 8mith on tlio roosts. A tablo spoonful will waged in this
And w must raise more
so
hundreds of thousands of farm boys and girls are Joining pigpigs,
25ct botUo will
to Konetchy to 3. C. Smith. Bases jon gallon of water.
clubs
Because
and
Ads
cities are turning their garbage Into pork.
A pound of
make ten to fifteen of strong Insect lournal Want
Pay
ball
Off Mayer 1, off Nehf 6.
garbage
s worth
Delivered to your house.
nearly one cent In pork if you feed It to the
pig. .". If you '
by destnTer.
pitched By Mayer IS 3
,
dou't, it i worth npthin-- ,
Everybody Reads the Journal,
Hit by pitcher By May. E, W. FEE. Phone 19.
Cooper 6
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WITHDRAWAL

You'll

Bake Another Cake

'V CNINa JOURNAL FACIAL UUlD WIAII
Washington, Aug. 1. The German sfter you've tried these. That's what
her friend.
armies apparently arc? again on the one of our customers told was
she knew what she
talking
retreat In the
salient. And
for at first she was decidedly
The American thrust in the center of about,
skeptical regarding any baking done
the line at Seringes already has given outside the home. Rut why praise
results. The Paris statement tonight our baking? Try some pies and
showed that the allied forces had cakes and you'll do the praising.
leaped forward on the German flanks
on both sides Indicating to observers
here that the withdrawal to the Veslc
was In full swing.
This has been expected by officers
here since the American divisions outfought tho crack German divisions in
terrific conflicts which began Satur.
N. BALLING, Prop.
day. Tho enemy made every effort
to hurl the Americans back acrosi tho
to 7 Month Fin Hum.
Alsue-Marn-

o

Pioneer Bakery

1118
piCKCd
iTCt; but "ilw "fTiTieu.
troops fought to the death, reports
from all sides Indicate, but the fierce
attack of the Americans was not to
be denied and the positions which
Cleaners-liaUe- rs
broke the back of the German line
on this front were consolidated.
With magnificent gallantry Brit 320 West Gold.
I'bone 44.
ish and French forces took full ad
vantage of the situation. The enemy
In a
was hurled off Chalmont-Butt- e
dashing assault by Franco-Britis- h
units and to tho east, the French also
I
hammered him. Tonight's report
shows his line was made untenable
and French' and British have made
rapid progress in exploiting the suc
cess.
Retreating Cndcr Pressure.
The fact that six hundred prisoners
were taken In one part of the action
indicated the retreat was innro prelast
cipitate than It has been foras the
runner
his was viewed
few days.
vcidenco that tho enemy was withnew X Fourth fit. and
drawing under pressure and gaveVcsle
Copper Ave.
hones that his lines along the
w"ould not be fully prepared when the
allies arrived before them.
Aside from the gains in territory
,
made in tne ainea couiut-- urm.-ficers believe it has already served
Wallace Ncsselden
its greatest purpose in proving 10 me
German army that it is not invincible.in
His best troops have been thrown ne- - I General
ecklessly and fought with uuer
We are In a position to
rolsin without avail.
more value for the money than
It is a new lesson for tne uerman
no
Is
any other BUILDING I IIIM In
armv, many officers say. There
this vicinity.
sap the morale of
thought that it will but
Office With
filtering back
the enemv forces,
to the peothrough the fighting a men
new conception,
The Superior Lumple at home will go
s
it Is said a feeling that Germany It
ber & Mill Co.
task
best is not sufficient for the
has set Itself.
FHONJS 877

DUKE CITY
Hudson for Signs
Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames

I

Contractor

1

Imports Show Iiktcohc.
Aug. 1. Imports .in
Washington,
the vear ending last Juno 30. were
issued today by the department of
$2,4fi,059,4b2, an Increase of
Glass,' Mnlthold Booflnfl
over the previous year, figures Paints, Oils.
and Building Paper.
commerce show.
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Soldiers InvaliiUtt Home.
Washington, Aug. 1. Two iiundrev
sick and wounded sol
and thirty-nin- e
diers from the American expeditionary
forces were brought to the United
States (luring the week ending July 26.
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LfJNMTUB.
NOTKH FOn rtlUMCATlON.
V. 8. Land OfDeiwlment of (Tie tnti-nor- ,
fice at Sanla Ke, N. M . July 3, J rt R.
Notice l hereby ttlven
that Patroc.inlo
Mnrquci!, of Markups, N. M., whi. on Spt.
maild
11112,
24,
llomlead entry No, 0172BO.
for NK1-4- , 8fctl"n 6. Township
Hange
notice of
N. M. I. Meridian, ha fll.-llomeetrad
Intention to make five year
Final Proof, to eetabllell latin to the land
above dene rlheri, before 'W'llltiini C. Kennedy, It. 8. Commissioner, at Soboycta, N.
M.. on Kept. 3. lflU.
Claimant names aa wltneesea:
rtcyca Marqueis, of Marquex. N. M. ; Antonio Jaramlllo, of Bldo, N. M. ; Marqarll U
Romero, of San Mateo. N. M.: Permit
8alaar, of Bibo. N. M.
FRANCISCO DBUiiAi"'.
ReKtnter
Of
Department of the Jnleitor. U. 8. Land
"
fice at Santa re, .
C..I,, aiu.n that Egtevaa
iNouce IH I'fi.u,
4.
Chavea. of Seboyeta, N. M., who. on Oct for
017.110.
No.
11118
made Homestead.
Section S, Townehlp
ON.'Ranue SW. N. M. V. Meridian, nan filed
five year Proof,
make
notice of Intention to
dn
to eaiaoneo .i.im tn il.- land- above
Com- crlbed. before Wm. C. Kennedy. 0. R.
ra
me
on
,
0,1.
mlanloner, at SeDoyeta, jv.

-

J.

101.

w
Claimant namea
r rnrreo. N. M.: Patricio
n .,..inCTinn
Oonzaiea. of SeboyetJl. N. M. ; Samuel Oar.
cla, of Behoyeta. N. M.; Dlonlclo Marque.
of Beboyeta, N. iw.
Roitlelef.

FARft COMPANY
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Wholesale
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SALT MEATS
Be usage a Specialt y
For Cattle and Hoes the Rullw
Market IHeea Are Paid

FRESH

I VYMtmma

IKLW2.

AND

kt

ffl

A

remedy

for Infeetirma

ol the urinary tract.
l'"0
tUiotui
Reliareain i to S

Treaties with each bottle or mailed oa request.
PRBPABED ST

CO. CINCINNATI,

0.

Teil it through the classified
columns of The Journal. RerTRlr'
ilt
ure min-l- i
and

By Getting

w. s.
For Gold and Silver
Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sara Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For
A

War Savings
and

'

Thrift Stamps

;
.

II DM1
lTrri ot day,
mr
PRICE $1.20 Sold By Dragglsts
THE EVANS CHEMICAL

LUMBER

COMPANY

ri

Radon Mixed
Alfalfa and water.

h

n

J. C. BALDRIDGE

Hens ure moulting now but careful attention will give good egg production. Tlmt will more than pay for
keeping the entire flock. The reason
1 know this am keeping a hunch of
bens that pay a handsome pfol'it.
UiSlit now. They are fed ftnyal

Lovett-Steven-

Marron-Ooodrlc-

LUMBER

$287,-000,00- 0

H

c

Never

-

Mr. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Pott 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee 'and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
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Cut-haw,
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I

LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerqtie
4t mobth first STREET
..
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Sky Stars

SEES-IIURKE-

crop

AMERICAN DBIVE

jNUMBFtf'OF
HjUN PLANf?

IMPROVEMENT IN

101

Increased Rain Assures Supply
of Grass for Cattle; Small
Grains and Fruits Promise
Big Yield, Says Report,
lCIAL COKt0DIKCl

TO

IS

IMPHQBABLE

OF- -

Offensive

Before Autumn;
Pershing's Men Make Effort
to Reach Rhine,

MOHMfl JOURNAL)

flly Newspaper Kiilerprlso Ass'n.)
will
Washington, Aug. 1. What
follow the Foch offensive in the sec
ond battle of rhe Maine?
Present indications point to the be
ginning by American troops of the
battle of the Rhine!
The allies are now definitely pur
suing tho initiative on the western
front, and there is no indication that
they intend to give It over.
In the wake of the Franco-Amecan drive which is pinching the I Inns
e
out of the
salient, the
Hiritisb have started a series of local
attacks between the Ancre and the
Somme which is keeping the Germans
innoyeu and resulting in the capture
V
of villages and prisoners.
The next thing in the Foch plan,
in the belief of American
military
observers, wiii be an offensive bv the
American divisions which are holding
four tectors of the front between
erdun and the Swiss border.
Hun Lino Weakened.
Here lies a great
onnortunitv to
make a considerable advance upon
German territory and to glvo'German
morale, already weakened by the allied advance from the Marne, a crushing blow.
The German
line in Alsace- was
weakened for the drive alonz the
Manne and east o
R helms, which
died
on July Iji and 16.
German reserves hail been massed before Toul and St. Mihiel. but these are
believed low to have been shifted farther west.

that tho "range 'is coming up on tho
southeast plains and that stock losses are ending-- The hnrvest of winter
wheat is practically finished and of
rye begun, also of some early spring
wheat which in Home localities is
three weeks early.
The third cutting of alfalfa is under way in southern count
and the
second in central and northern counties. Corn, heans, gardens, fruits, are
doing well. riuwlng for fall strain has
already begun inthe southern coun.

FONttu

grade furniture

HI:gh

Washington Looks for Great

fr'anta Fc August 1. The lust Now
Mexico Crop bulletin for Julv issued
I'.v Section Director C. K.
Linney 8vH

is Now in Full Blast Come Early. A Chance to get
Bargains in Household Furniture

LIVINGSTON FURNITURE CO.

218 SOUTH SECOND
M

STREET

TELEPHONE
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Showers (iroat Hem-fit- .
Fairly general showers and cooler
,
iLiiiiif; inc iasi icw
days and were of lm:n benefit to
range anil crops in southern New
Mexico although Insufficient in some
of the southwestern lowlands.
101 Paso
reports moderate temperatures and showers during the
week
which was favorable to ciops. Corn is
excellent and roasting ars arc coming to market. The third crop of alfalfa is being cut with good yields;
pasture and range were greatly bene fited by rains; truck crops are excellent, also fruits anl large crop of
pears which are being shipped.
Carlsbad reports that local showers
have continued over F.ddy
county
materially improving farming condithe
tions. Crops undr
irrigation project are good, the cotton acreage being the largest every grown under the
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California Hotels
Health and Summer Resorts, 1918
Read

the Announcement

California's

of

Famous

Hotels

11HALT1I. 1SFACH AND MOWN TAIN liKSORTS AND SOLVH
"Til AT ( H'TING riKIHI.K.M."
LITKUATCI! K AND Fl'LL
ATION RY WltlTING HIltKCT. OR AT

Bureau at Office of The Morning Journal

Free Information

k

JL

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT

It II INK FRONT.
l

F

THiONVU.l.t

project.

Stato College reports partlv cloudy
skv dm ing the week with Ugh:
are excellent; shipments of
pears and cantaloupts are undev way
with good yields.
At Koswell the rainfall tor the
to
week was light and not enough
.benefit the ranges to the west, but
Corn
eastward.
beans
anil
heavier
hip
doing exceptionally well. Appl's atill
beuru
Cantaloupes
badly.
dropping
ing marketed.
Fort Stanton had good showers
during tho week with a heavy local
downpour improving coiiditijns lor
tho cattlemen greatly.
l.ernalillo reports the wheat harvest two to three weks ahead of the
normal season and a good yield is be.
ing obtained. Shipments of early apples are being made daily.
wheat
Katon reports the winter
mostly harvested and the rye harvest
begun. Corn is making a good growth
The range is good as are fruits and
show-conditio-
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BY GOVERNOR
PCCIAl. CORNKSrONOBNCa

TO

LINDSEY

monninq journal?

Santa Fe, Aug. 1. John Martin of
Curry county we.s pardoned today by

Governor Llndscy because he is needed by his parents in harvestins their
crops. Martin began in August, 1917,
to serve a term of two and a half

years.
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ACAUL OF

NAVAR

RCj

TOTAL262
of
These are the seven super-ace- s
the allied aces. As the mathematical
stunt shows, they have brought down
a total of 2i')2 German airplanes on
the western front. If they keep it up

mis won't have any planes left
after awhile.
tho

LINDSEY TO ASK FOR
FURLOUGHS

i

FOR MEN TO

RETURN HOME TO VOTE
TO

MOHNINa

jauftNALI

Santa Fe, Aug. 1. Gov. W. K. I.ind-se- y
will seek to arrange with Secretary of War Raker for a furlough of
such New Mexico men as are in the
service at election time and are In
this country and arc entitled to vote.
This in lieu of calling a special session
of the legislature, a plan which has
hern definitely abandoned because of
almost insuperable difficulties to devise and enforce
that
legislation
would give every Xew Mexico soldier,
no mutter where located, an oppor
tunity to cast his ballot.

Vernon Spencer, serving two to four
llliiliin a Mounted Policvmaii.
September, 1 91 B, from
Santa Fe, Aug. 1. Fred llinton
San Miguel county, was pardoned by Mountainair
has been appointed
the governor. Spencer has just be- mounted policeman" by Gov.
W.
come of age and as his mother in another state needs his support the par- Llndscy.
don was granted.
Journal "Want Ads bring result

years since

I

Tho allied line, on the contrary; has
been
strengthened by large, fresh
American contingents. The five American army corps now organized
In
France and ready for action are mado
up of a total of thirty divisions.
Of
these only seven have been officially
identified by the American
general
staff as having taken part in the
counter offensive
on the Marne.
This leaves 4wenty-thre- e
division
which are occupying other sectors of
the front. A few divisions are at
Montdidier and further north on tho
Rritish front, but the majority of
them say eighteen divisions are on
the principal American front, which
Is that between Verdun and Belfort.
Allies Have 700,(Kn.
As each American division at Its
full strength numbers 27,000 men. thi
makes a total of 484.000 American
soldiers who can safely be said to be
available for a drive through Alsace
to the Rhine. To these must bn added
a.
slightly smaller proportion of
French troops, giving an army of perhaps 700,000 men.
Striking tho Germans all along the
lino from Verdun to the Swiss border, this army could cross the Meuse
and wipe, out the St. Mihiel salient,
cross Into German territory south of
Metz, roll up tho Germans alonu the
Rhine south of Colmar and Muehl-hauseand reach the rivers Rhine
and Raar along a front of 1R0 miles
before the Huns could throw enough
reserves Into the battle to stop the
advance.
'This is part of the blij allied offensive planned for later In the year,
ft the allies succeeded In driving the
Germans to their old trenches on the
Aisne In their present drive, it is extremely likely that the "Rattle of tho
Rhine" will come before the summer
Franco-America-

u

LOS ANGELES
FIFTH
RATES

$1 Vio$3

ABSOLUTELY
FIRE PROOF

PER DAY

CAFE

NIU1

The Amerii'iin front in AIhiicc the
stars indii allng where American
tiooim are holding Ihe line whei-- nil
allied attiu'k to reach tlie Ithlnc is
iinniliK'nt.

LUF5ERV
putts Ht.tfnre.

IBPCCtAL CnRfltSPQNOKNCa

TWO MEN FREED FROM
STATE PENITENTIARY

I'M GOING TO PUT YrtU
SlDGlvUK, AMD IP" You

A

T

LeAvXS

garden truck.
Springer has somewhat cooler hut
fine growing weather and crops ar
advancing rapidly. Prospects of the
harvest are excellent.
Fort Sumner reports numerous

good showers over deUaca county but
light locally. The range conditions are
the poorest In many years.
Pearl has had rather high tempv- Ptures and moderate showers; heavy
however in some parts of Lea county. Range grasses are coining up ending the stock losses. Some few potatoes and corn are being harvested.
Black Hock has had moderate local
showers and the range is in good condition, spring wheat, alfalfa and oats
arc good and corn and potatoes fair.
East Las Vegas has had heavy
Ehowrs extending all over San Miguel
county and assuring a big bean crop,
benefiting
ulso forage and greatly
range and pasture.
Tres Pledras reports high temperatures and local showers that were
beneficial. Native blue corn is growheaded rather low;
ing rapidly; oats
is also ncad''d; potaspring wheat and
seting well.
toes in bloom

JTV.
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J'l'"

mil. PERFECT VOUBSEtF NOW for
?e '!
.1... 'Sln'VLV' ?!
1 maw Bmilbls.
Lflirn Traotlonoprlnv. Aiitomoblllnfl,
"
Aoitvinna
Ignlton,
In
WtMlng.
MacMnht Trail
Vuloanlilni,
mrlc
Ohlil. Largest inrl Mmt H.ll.blK Mechanlnf Trad. School.
d
1905. Owr 5.000 grarliial.a. Wrltt
tar
BIO
CATALOG, which may.
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FRANCISCO
S.OP..HOTEL STEWART
c-.SA-

N

for a

n

IN UP TO 45
10 BE TAKEN
'

CAFETERIA
AT

TRAINING CAMPS

Cool,

Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation

for good accommodation from ll.SO a day up. Breakfast 35c and 80c (Sun-day- "
75c) T.nnch enc, Dinner ft (Stindayg
1.25).
The STEWART on deary Streot, Jnit off Union Square la close to everything
r
worth while. Municipal car line pasaei the door. Stewart
Bub 'meets
,
principal traini and steamera,

S

L

ON SUCAR USES

and substantial foods at moderate
cost. Tho use of substitutes, therefore, has efiablcd the cafeteria management to servo Its menus at lower
prices contrary to the widespread belief that substitutes aro nioro expensive.
The cafeteria is not operated for
profit. It cun be readily seen, however, by tho following menu taken at
random, that if these prices were
doubkd they would be moderato and
still permit a substantial margin of

Military Institute Food Administration Employes
in Washington Use GO Lbs,
Authorized to Raise Age
Limit On Candidates
of Sugar in Serving 6,000
for
profit:
Commissions in the Army,
Wholesome Meals,
Lima bean

New Mexico

IPPVCIAL COqRfLf

ONOKNCC

fO MOSNIN9 JOURNAL)

(FfCIAL ROaaiirANOINCI

T

MOININ

JntlMNAkl

n:fti;ini4j.i,n..'ii7-tit it

mil MB
11

B

a

tK M
r iriiltin

$0.10
soup
Hakcd mackerel, parsley sauce , .10
10
Cold tongue
Potatoes au gratin
,05
Corn on cob
,05
Corn, barley or bran br'ad, 2
slices
.or,
,
nice or corn muffins and butter, .or,
05
Cottage Cheoso
American cheese
.05
Sliced pickles
01
Salads:

Unswell, N. M., Autf. 1, The New
Auk. 1. Kix thou
Washington,
BROADWAY t SEVENTH
Mexico Military Ihsttuto has been no- sand meals using only fifty pounds of
The center oi hopping, buainru and thetified by the war department to acl KiiKiir for all purposes is the record
atrical dulrict: Convenient to all car linea.
cept qualified candidates from 21 to established by tho crjeterla In the
JOOoulaide room with private bath. Eu45 yearn for tho officers' Mainini; food administration huildlnr
ropean plan. Ralra $1.50 and up. Dining
durinc
room aervica rehned and excellent.
camps. The age limit previously an- the past ten working; days. This is at
Fre.
11 na from
lftpnta. Foldt-- r upon rrflueat.
nounced was 40. Ijxte instructions the rate of one pound to 120 meals
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager.
Indicate that the department wants and is in glowing contrast with what
J. B. LANKF.RSHIM. Owner.
la oveM
o'der men and is willing to. take into the lood administration
is asking the Fruit
19
the camp men above 40 in the event American
housewife to do to save Tomato und rgg
of
jo
they have had training along: particu- sugar to use two potmds per month t
a DEMOCRATIC LEADERS
,05
lar lines and are physically qualified. per person or one pound for forty-fiv- e abbage and celery
nut
E.
with
Maple
pudding
New
of
whipped
Mexico Military in
rcight
meals.
service, has learned that smlb's and
cream
.1.
.05
FLOCK TO CAPITAL TO
stitute cadets are now at the Presidio
Tho food administration's cafeteria
n rivcc-- disposition alone are not so
i i.niituiiim
.05
mi; in iraininp and feeds an average of 600 persons per Watermelon
necessary to the conservation of tho
INTERVIEW SELIGMAN instruct ns; trie eoiiege boys who have day for the noon meal and the suirar Ice cream
,10t
been ordered to the Preaidlo to pre- ration mentioned covers
.0:! II' es cf 'our boys' as a sound know'-edg- e
use for Fresh peaches,3 each
its
to
themselves
pare
teach military
of asepsis, tho ability to recogfor
.05
tarciAL coaMiaoNOiNoi To MntNiNA jouhnal)
purposes. Including
tea, coffee, Fresh plums,
tactics at their respective schools. all
,
.08 nize symptoms und an understanding
desserts and in cooking. Most of the Milk, pint
Santa Fe, A115. 1. Chairman Ar- This detail
from the New
Mexico
of
dietetics.
Milk
The present campaign Is
or
desserts contain such Substitutes as
.05
buttermilk, glass
thur Setlgman of the democratic atate Military institute is headed
by Cadet honey, maple syrup, whito syrup or Coffee
.05 for student nurses who are to bo incommittee announced that no decinlon Oliverwho was
Klliolt,
last veaf
Iced tea
haa been reached as yet aa to the date senior
.05 structed in these essentials.
of the corps of cadets corn syrup and the use of sugar Is
Salted peanuts
of the democratic state convention. at the captain
lvn ,
,y
.05
T
r.Tv. .u' .
N. M. M. I. Cadet KUiott has ' V;'!
He declares it In immaterial- whether ben
' y
in u. inrKU ,ie- a commission In the
mand. Kvery patron is asked If he
the democrat or the republicans hold regularpromised
upon
his
army
completing
in
his
tea
desires
or coffee and CODY STILL AT HEAD
their convention
sugar
flint.
However,
as Instructor at the school camp.
so it Is served in uniform quantities
there la noticeable a conntant stream work
is an excellent young man and if
He
OF CAMPSF0R HEALTH
at the time the cup Is filled. Without
of democratic leader and ma- - homed has had five
years' tralnTng In the exception this proves
to
who. are making; their way to the cap- ?v'ew Mexico
satisfactory
institute. Prac- the patron and it Is only In tho reital and appear in clone and earnest tically all of Militajy
the institute's gradufltjs motest
Camp Cody again reports the best A. Ktw Borne Cure That Anyone Can Uie
instance that an additional health
conference with Mr. Fcliitman. Jiidne and
Without Discomfort or lost of Time.
are now In the service.
rccqrd of all tho larger army
N. R. Laiiphlin and other
oldttme It is impossible to find a sufficient helping of sugar is requested.
(HMi.ps, according to the Official
We haven NewMothod that cures Asthma,
No wheat In any form is served, not
leaders and democratic officials. To number
to act u(l assistants ''or
for
Admissions fur the and we want you to try It at our expense.
IJread Is made of past weekJuly
No matter whether your cose is of longday It was State Senator J. N. Upton
session at the school.
are given as S33,
The even in cooking.
of Demlnsr. who Is being groomed for coming
or recent development, whether it
four who had been selected for this coin meal, potato, rice, bailey and
rate 11.1 and one death, standing
la present as occasional or chronic Asthma,
corn
cerflours.
nomination
tha; gubernatorial
by
caused by traumatism.
puiOf;e hiivo been taken- - intp the
you abould send for a free trial of our
tain element, and Attorney Neill ft. army
is
served
Heef
will
once
be
a week and
within a short whilo.
or
only
method.
No mutter In what climate you
Field of Albuquerque, who was can- However, among the undergraduates
then In some form which present the
live, no matter went your nge or occupaSANTA
didate for supreme court justice two of the Institute are some as capable opportunity of stretching the
FE
if
WOMEN
are troubled with asthma, our
tion,
SEEK
you
quantity
method should relieve you promptly.
years ago. .
drill masters us could ho found In the used such as in stews, croquettes, casWe
wnnt to send it to thoan
especially
VOLUNTEER
Is
souffles.
seroles
and
NURSES
United States. Responsibility will be
Fish
served
bopeiesa cases, where all forma
apparently
Need Mr ro Skilled Worker.''
thrown pn these young men and they twice a week as a main dish but ia
of Inhalers, douches, opium preparations,
Waahinitton. An 8. 1. A shortage of will be required to do the worn of frequently used in salads.
-- CIAL
fumes, "patent amokea," eto have failed.
MOHNIN4 JOUHNAkl
fcOO.OOO
unskilled workers in war
We wnnt to show everyone at our Own
The tablo
and kitchen refuse
regular officers. Jt will be fine trainSanta Fe, August 1. The drive for expense,
rethxt this new method Is designed
Is shown in incomplete
arid
will thoroughly amounts to about four ounces per per volunteers for nurses Is in full
ing for them
to end all difficult breathing, all wheezing,
swing
ports to the department of labor's fed- equip them to. take up, their duties
in son per nay including fruit and vege- and the woman's board of the state and all those terrible paroxysms at once
'
,
eral employment service, which today the army next year. table peelings, plate scrapings, etc. council of defense has
and for all time.
opened registook over the recruitlnsr of this class
MaJ. W. S Barlow, Ui S, A., retired This is not
This free offer Is too important to neolnct
wasted.
The peelings tration facilities In the new
Museum,
reIn
a auntie day. Write now
of labor for war Industries. Final
is still
California.; He la expected from potatoes (a burre'. t f potatoes with
and then begin
members
of
the
in
board
charffe.
the
method at onoe.
Send no
to
tne
to
arc
to
return
scnool
a
next
port
show
week ar t: td dally) are disposed ,f for
expected
shortage!
Mrs. L. 8. Higbee, chief of tha navy Simply mail coupon below. Do It money.
of 1,000,000 Workers.
o
Today.
b.-During his absence Capt. H. P. Saun- chicken feed.
Apple
peeling"!
:
corps at Washington
ders, commandant of cadets, Is giving used for making a Juice which is the nurse
"A
have
may
to
girl
those who wish to make foundation for jellies.
flickering dimples
attention
FREE ASTHMA COUPON
Building niuncctr.
Other r.'ft.i
and the features of a movl queen;
Santa Fe. Aug. 1. Work has been application for the United States serv- it turned over to
collectors she
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.. Ttoorn 8WIT
be
to
able
fluff
a
started at the Santa Fe coun'v tail on ice schools.
may
up
roJuc-tlothe
pillow
n
its
and finds
way Jnto
city's
Magura and Hudson St Buffalo, N.Y.
the aeaffnld upon which Elbert C.
out con- or write home to a man's family, buv
plint which Is
Send free trial of your method tot
Planeett ia to be (tanged on August
Five girls of Aberdeen,, Wash.." have siderable quantities turning
of greasoi end she must also know how to dress his
1. Isidoro Martinez, convicted wife signed as oilers on a. Pacific steam- t'.nlage from vhlch munitions id wounds, causing the minimum of iuin
slayer, has been taken to the nenlten. ship.
and must know how to move a fract,R; ,.
fertilizers are mi ie.
until after the
The cafeteria is self supporting ured limb without
Haryjor safe keeping
wrenching the
,
Aeronauts aver that the barking of Iroin every standpoint It Is operated newly set bones apart. The romantic
oiancett nansiqg.Ha dog can be heard At an elevation of for food administration employes who young girl untrained but thrilled .with
v.
Join the Two-h- it cwt.
, 4
four miles,
are able to get a variety o( appetizing tho deair for government hospital
i
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the malls of a vast amount of superfluous matter he could not do better
than to bar this personal and departmental "puff stuff from free transmission.
Tho following
from the Stuart
(Florida) Messenger sums uy the
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THE SPIRIT OF JOAN CALLS
5

Unruly States Would Haye Hardi

.

Sledding Under Prussian Rule
ARTHUR LYNCH, M. I.
i.yncn, wno lougiu against
the British in tho South African war,
is now again in tho British army and
ruining Irishmen to fight on the Brit,
ish side)

"Wo felt a little rebellious against
the government authorities for sendWMttra Rpraeiita.tl
C. J. ANDERSON.
ing us pages upon pages of elaborately
Mro.uatta Bide. CUomow IU.
worded press matter demanding free
Xuttrn Rapraaentstlrs
publication and then raising the rates
RALPH R. MUU.IGAJ.
that we must pay for its free distriH But 42nd BtrMt, New York.
a
matter at the bution. This war haa developed some
Entered &a
pflatofflca of Albuquerque, N. M., made? Aet strong men, also a bunch of notoriety
1871.
1,
nt Congraaa of March
amateurs who occupy official positionr
Larger circulation tb.an an? other paper
but who. if
In New Mexico.
The only paper la New under the. government,
tfexlce teraed erery day In the year.
they conducted business for themselves
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
as they attempt to do for Uncle Sam
Taily, by carrier or by mail, ona month. .TO
I'M would soon be bankrupt."
Yearly, In adranre

,

O

THB JORNAL take alii prists
sixty houra and thirty minute of exclusively Aaaoclated Preea leaaad wtra
service each week. No other newapaper publlahed In New Mexlca take
more than twenty-fou- r
houra of Aaaoclated Preaa aervlce durlna a weak.

Fill DAY.
A

b
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lioports from the battle front between Soissons and Rheims indicated
on. either side
no new operations
Wednesday or yesterday, but the
portended

even

fiercer

fighting than that of the past two

r

weeks. Military observers at Washington were of the opinion that the
Htorm might break at any moment.
It Is probablo that the allied forces
are organizing their late, won posi
tions and preparing for another plunge
forward. The strain, of the past weeks
hag been terrible, particularly trying
to the Americana who have not yet
learned how to savo themselves from
a good many hardships of battle,
hardships which veterans know how
to avoid.
While America is anxiously awaiting news of further advances, It must
be remembered that our men who
have borne the brunt of tho fighting
In certain areas aro tired tired beof a civilian
yond tho Imagination
mind.
They are deserving of. rest
after their labors.
It is not likely they will be given
nil that is due them, for lime Is the
essence of victory. It is especially so
whon one arm is in retreat in an effort
to reestablish itself on new ground.
If the American, French and British
forces are able to get their second
wind and press onward in time to
forestall the marshaling of the crown
prince's army before it reaches the
river Vesle, a real advantage will have
been won and the German forces will
be compelled to withdraw still further

toward tho north.

out in

Fein-leader-

The ieoplo of England as well as
those of her allies will lend a patient
car to tho expressions of the Marquis
of jiriBtiownD concerning tho desirability of peace discussions.
Lord Lansdowne Is a conservative
pacifist, and while admitting that
"sooner than acoept a dishonorable
peace, we all aro willing to fight to
tho bitter end," ho contends that there
already exists a means for ending
bloodshed which at the same tlmo
offers a possibility, through discussion, of coming to terms honorable to
the allies.
He neglects to make clear, however,
how such a goal may be reached.
Even if the allies were willing to
declare an armistice whilo peace discussions wero undertaken there are
innumerable reasons why such a procedure should be opposed. The Germans aro not likely to conduct their
peace negotiations with a greater degree of fairness than they conduct
war. The world has learned it may
never again rely on the word of a
German statesman. That is the first
stumbling block in tho road to peace
.
by agreement.
Tho military party is still the strong
As
party 3n the central empires.
long as it remains powerful there can
be no peace conversations which will
lead anywhere but back to the battle
fields.
Lord Lansdowne Is no doubt sincere
in his wish to stop tho terrible loss
tho world is suffering. Everyone is
sincere in that. He is probably no
less sineero in his belief it may bo
stopped by the simple process of calling an armistice, but he misses, or
refuses to recognize tho main point;
that an army can be beaten only with
a greater army and not with words.
It would bo better if Lord Lansdowne would abstain from putting
forth peace talk altogether. His recent statement will be published in
Germany to show the people that
England is "crying for peace." Jt will
give renewed hope that victory may
yet be won, and In that way prolong
tho fighting.
.

"What men do lives after them"
sometimes to their sorrow. An I. W.
W. has been Quoting president Wilson's "The New Freedom," which he
testified he used to recruit members
to his organization and a speech
whi

i

"LORD LAN SIX)

PAISE FOR IUUCATII.

calm

......

The Cologne Gazette complains that
a number of American dontists who
have remained in Germany are garnering excessive fees because there is
a set of society people In nerlin "who
think it fashionable to be charged
steep prices on bills made out in English." The Germans are due for another and quite difforent bill before
long. It, too, will be made
English.

J. Hamilton Lewis delivered In

The German communiques telling
the house of representatives during
g
the war with Spain and in hich he of the evacuation of tho
area says the Germans wlthdrey
denounced the policy of giving the
Those
president unlimited executive power, "undectcd by the enemy."
has recently been read in the United who were detected are still there.
States senate much to the chagrin of
tho administration senatorial whip.
1)11. HOLMES' SLIP.
Marne-Sols-son-

In his Breakfast Table Talks Olive?
THE POSTAL REGULATIONS.
The government has acknowledged Wendell Holmes put a good many
that the newspapers of America have wise sayings Into the mouth of the
done a great deal in disseminating, autocrat, quaint New England philoswithout charge, governmental pub- ophy which has been read by two
licity aimed to nld In the. prosecution generations with growing relish.
Holmes was a physician of considof the war.
Notwithstanding that
now, more than ever before, there is erable note, and while professor of
live news with which to fill newspaper anatomy and physiology at the Harcolumns the newspapers have willing- vard medical school ho made a numly acceded to the government's request ber of important medical discoveries.
and gladly given much space, to food, It will be by his philosophical works,
fuel and other governmental publicity however, that he Is longest remember.,
,.;
enterprises.
They will willingly con- ed.
Dr. Holmes liked to speculate on
tinue to do so.
The government has lately promul- the future. In one of his Broakfast
Table Talks, In which the boarders
gated an order excluding unpaid
between newspapers from are discussing what the daily news of
the mails. Unpaid exchanges docs not the world might be like two thousand
mean that the newspapers do not pay years hence, he has the poet wonder
the regular mailing rate, theyhave if men will have succeeded In flying
.
It means that by then.
always done that.
That was a little more than twenty
agreements between two newspapers
to exchange must be discontinued, and five years ago.
that hereafter each must pay the
The earnings of the United States
regular subscription price for every
newspaper that comes Into his office. Steel company for three months and
,,.
Een to this ruling the nowspapor the loans to the allies since tho war
'publishers of the country have not began make one wonder If Its any
seriously objected for, us a matter of use to go on trying to round up the
truth, there Is a great deal of promis shekels.
cuous newspaper exchanging which It
Should the Turks throw in their lot
of benefit to no one,
.What the newspapers do object to, with the allies there will bo no more
however, Is the action of the post- heard about "the unspeakable Turk"
master, general's department In cutexcept In Germany.
ting put the practice of newspaper
exchanging, as a means of eliminating FUNERAL AT DOUGLAS-unnecessary matter from the mails
FOR SOLDIER BRiDE
at the same time it allows every
Kovernment department to continue
lev MOaHINS JOUftNAL trKIAL LIA8BB Wia
sending thousands of tons of pom
Douglas, Ariz.. Aug. 1. A military
phletg, books, congressional records funeral
was held here for Mrs. Hazel
and Dubliclty "dope" .through tht Carter, the young woman who dismalls every day, all of It bringing no guised herself as an American soldier
revenue whatever to the government and succeeded In reaching New York
Qn her way to Franca with her husand, none of It of any use. whatever band, who
ofwa sa
...
to the public.
,
ficer In the first American contingent.
She died recently In Doming, N. M.,
The Morning Journal and every
sent here for burial.
newspaper. In the country receives andA her body was
chaplain from ne of the regievery day an unbelievable number of ments stationed here officiated, an
pounds of mail from various depart American flag was draped over the
casket and six soldiers acted as palljnents at Washington. which goes into bearers.
She gave as her reason for
tha waste basket unopened. If the
going to France that she expected to
postmaster general really wants to rid enter the Red Cross there as a nurse.
,'

.

the power and efficiency of Ger- many and of the good will of that
country toward Ireland.
I know nothing, I may say here, of
any German plot, und 1 believa that
tne sentiment of
'which is more or less prevalent in Ireland, Is of superficial character. Tho average .Irishman
knows
very nttlo of Germany and I am not
disturbed in this opinion when I
recollect the saying of a young boy of
13 who assured me, with an
air of
diplomatic profundity: "We are in
daily communication with the kaiser."
If the Germans should prove ultimately victorious they will, so some
of these young men believe, help Ireland to set up a free and independent
republic.
of.

.
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Inner Workings o f

WITH SCISSORS

Teuton Spy System
Revealed to World

IJY HERMAN HKRNSTEIX
Who produced the; famous "Willy-Nicky- "
letters and who lias just returned
from a six months' liivestlgntinjr trip in Ruwdu for the New York Herald.
(Copyright, 1918, the New York Herald Co. All Rights Reserved.)
(Copyright, Canada, by the New York Herald Co.)
INSTALLMENT V.
Culilo works, was a German officer.
One month before the outbreak of Dick, a publisher, was a German ofthe war a representative of tho Krupp ficer, lienmucller ami Schauring,
munition works, with which the kaiser supervising the agency Kultura, were
is connected financially, was sent to rfJerman officers.
Spann, director of
England for the purpose of ascertain- large munition works in Russia, is a
ing to what extent England was pre- brother of Major Emil Spann, of Her- ii. These are but a fcrw of the names
pared for a war. The agent rushed
back with his report to Kiel,,' where of the German officers who had been
tho. kaiser and Admiral von Tirpitz placed in posts of great importance
wer waltnig for him impatiently.
by the German firms In Russia.
German firms in foreign lands have
These German . officers had access
frequently acted' as espionage agents to practically all the information they
for the German government. They needed for tho German government,
knew that the kaiser took a personal
regularly to Berlin in the
interest in such efforts on the part reporting
form of business letters.
of the commercial firms und showed
As a number of these officers had
his appreciation on various occasions. established
closo relations with firms
In one of his spocches the kaiser deisupplying tho needs of the army and
clared:
the
they were in position to learn
"I am protecting the German mer- mostnavy
of tho military secrets of the
bo.
chant wherever he may
His enemy Russian government. The Gorman
Is my enemy."
government frequently knew of imThe Russian commercial agent In portant projects and military proF.erlrn wroto just before the outbreak grams before they were disc ussed in
of the war as follows:
tho secret sessions of the Duma.
Hut espionage was only one of the
Dreaming of "Grcntor fiernutny."
"Tho Germans, looking upon the in- aims of German firms in Russia. They
vestment of German capital in foreign were instructed to organize strikes at
lands as a means of "extending the the most critical moments, and, at a
sphere of Germany's economic and signal from tho German minister of
political influence, are ready to go to war, concentrate all their efforts on
extremes.
Their ideals reach far spreading unrest among the working
beyond the boundaries of Germany, people.
not only as tin empire, but as a naFomented SrrSkcsi 111 Russia..
tional unit. They are dreaming of the
Such strike. did break out in Russia
'Greater Germany,' which comprises In the beginning
of the war, and there
also more than thirty million Ger- is no doubt that the German repremans living outside of cJermany. They sentatives in Russia played an imn
speak of these Germans now as
portant roln In fomenting them. It
human colonies under foreign nlso
was established by the Russian
governments.
authorities that in certain factories
One of the strongest weapons em- under German mipervision
certain
ployed by the German government to Ichemjeals were found which were
promote its political interest In other used In connection with provisions for
countries was the German blinking the army arid which Were injurious to
system abroad. German banks Have the health of the troops.
studied and developed the markets,
controlled factories
The German
have aided in every way tha export either delayed the war supplies or detrade of the German fatherland, have liberately spoiled such supplies.
seized concessions with the help of
This is one of tho characteristic inGerman diplomacy, have served as stances o! how Germany had organGerof
channels for the development
ized within Russia to defend her self
man ambitions in tho field, of diplo- effectively
during the war.
macy. These banks havo'so" directed
In December, 1914, the Viksunk
German capital as to fortify the po- factory had accepted orders from the
litical interests of Germany abroad.
Russian government for war supplies,
thi'J German
militaristic but for many
When
months, under various
group decided upon the world war the pretests, the firm operating the facGerman government prepared the war tories made no deliveries of the supalso from a financial point of view. plies so sorely needed.
IFlrst of all, the German banks redisclosed the fact
An
ceived Instructions in the beginning that noinvestigation
efforts had been made at all
of July, 1914, to see to it that the to manufacture thj1, necessary supgreatest possible amount of gold be plies and that the stockholders were
'"
Just two Germans.
transferred to Germany.
months before the war the German
Three Russians were employod by
to
letters
Relschbank sent circular
tho Germans
for the purpose
the various lanks affiliated with It to of disguising merely
the German ownershrp
this effect.
of thfi factories.
Another Interesting
Controlled Nine Ranks In Russia.
fact came
when the frm of
; manufactured
According to the report of tho Gor- H. Hantke,
which
man financial agent in Uorlin at the shovels and wire and other supplies
time the German hanks have carried needed for the army, suddenly closed
' v
In Russia its doors.
out these Instructions.
"i
;
nine important
Germany controlled
documents of the
the
According
banks.
counter intelligence department soon
In Russia, perhaps more than In before the
outbreak of the war about
other countries, the German .general ten million rubles' dleappered from the
staff utilized the representatives of offices of the company, and the GerGerman commerce and Industry for man owners not only refused to give
The any information to the Russian stockpurposes of German espionage.
branches of the German firms that holders about the mysterious disap
German
the
of"
in
behalf
operated
pearance of this sum of money, but
government in France, England and declared
firm
.the books
the United States were most active In also had that
and only after
Russia. The scope of their activities the chief disappeared
had
Warsaw
Of
of police
was wide. It has been estaonsnen ordered that
the' names of the stocksince the outbreak of the war that holders to
the names were
these German firms' had planted a given out. published,
Tie Russian stockholders
largo number of German officers un- held a meeting at which it became
der various disguises In factories, known that the Henlke factories were
shops and offices.
for the German armies, that
Thus at the head of a Russian working
their factories In Saratov and
electrical society, which was In reality
which, wei;o supposed to bo
nothing else than a branch of a Gerproducing war supplies for the
man firm, was a German officer, busy
Russian army, wero Idle, and that all
Weisleder, who was on intimate terms. the superintendents of the factories
with the German ambassador in Retro-grod- were
-- their
Instructions from
Count Purtales Sohark, the di- Berlin getting
by way of Copenhagen, and that
rector of a Russian firm, turned out they communicated
With
the Germans
'.
to he a German officer.
..
also bv way, of Denmark.
Herwagor, the director of the fulled
German espionage PAd German for- 11
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AND PASTE
N THE FRENCH SPIRIT.
"Americans have become a shade
over trained on the subject of the
(French spirit," Writes Major Robert
Davis of the Red Cross in Everybody's

for August.
"Nevertheless, they re
main the magic words. No one has
adequately d" fined it. It is composed
of tho siiifting emotions of millions
of people, each with his own faiths
and hopes and fears. Ono man's generalization does not please? another
man. What you would stress as im
portant, seems trivial to your wife,
Any attempt to Include the aspirations, resolutions, heroisms and high
endcavers of a whole nation is, from
the nature of tho case, vague and
only partially true. An ordinary man
goes up and down throughout France
following his trade. Ho sets down in
a diary the sights and sounds that
confront him, without moralizing,
without trying to, fit them together
into the jigsaw puzzle. They are just
what happen in little towns, each day
of the week, to common men and
women. Rut when you gather them
together millions of them, and multiply them by all tho people, of a nation, you have that chivalrous, upand wet eyed
lifted, stern lipped
miracle of devotion and power the
mobilized soul of France.
The evidence is before you. They are glimpses
of the surface and of the depths of tt
nation's soul. The evidence might be
expanded without limit, but It would
be of tho same order and. tono. Mix
the ingredients in the proportion th- t
pleases you, but if your definition is
to be truthful, it must contain an admiring recognition of" tho resignation
of the resignation, sense, of duty,
loyalty, delight in beauty, the courage,
tho magnanimity, the pure hate, and
the will 'to conquer, that shines out
from the present life of the common
people of France. At the present
moment it is,the living combination
of these blithe and valiant traits which

i

-

" to watch a French gamin
keet-baof 12 leading the negroes in "Dixie."
Derfec.t
imitation of Lieutenant
with a
EuroDe.
under the approval of
Europe's erin. there you n have a
glimpse of the new
alliance In practice.
g,

Franco-America-

REAPING THB HARVEST.
v
(Cicero.)
VOUth
disordorlv
will bring to old age a feeble, worn
;
out body. ;

intemnernte.

An

,

i

7.

llt.70.
j
T. C. McDERMOTT

.

FATWOOD.

Journal; Wants Brina ftesults

.

M.

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!
THE JOURNAL.

TO

Tob acco Fund

constituting the protective barrier
behind which tho United States Is
girding herself to become an effective,
partner for the business of freeing
the world."
Is

How Our Soldiers Will tong for
Good Old American Tobacco!

STIRRING MOMENTS.
Ring Robinson in the Independent., N. Y.) ,
There are few more stirring moments than when five thousand bluejackets in massed formation swing
together into the rhythm of "America,
Hert.'s My Boy!" or "Mr. Zip, Zip,
Zip," or chorus the charms of the
two Annies, Laura and Rooney.
(Helen

guarantee to (Mirer,
iy special arrangement The Jourru.1
manufacturers, two dollars
through n arrangement with tobacco
to our 'soldiers In
subscribed,
worth of tobacco, for every dollar,
;
,
,
France and on the way to France.
are put up la attraotlTe
The packages (60c- worth of tobacco)
patriotic packages. In every package w put a return postal card
'with your name and address so that youaswill get word back, from
you subscribe it csnt
the battlefields from as many soldiers

y

pieces.

HUN POLYGAMY IS PROVED.

-

"You will be Informed upon visiting
as to the district, alloted to

this-offic-

TOBACCO

elgn commerce worked hand In hand
to conquer the world boh economic'
ii-,
ally and politically.
Every branch of German activity In;
foreign, lands has been utilised bv tho
kaiser
kaiser, to spread
ism from one end of the earth to tne;

oer.

SCARCE

IBVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORX"
through the rate of he sohool
stood-whehouse
puft ot wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront brought
our noses a certain smell which we Already knew full well.
3,!!t..rtTmi get It, I see,! said the German officer, who Wood long-"- !
of fine; "It comes frorrv thres mllaa off but you can get It fly;
mHss wen the Arm Is strongWand- fc.iaWBd his left arm. toward
it as though, the scent, had been a visible thing. That explains why
f hck, yonder in Uot.
.obMMt to.HQjScarce with gg along,
i VUI the tobacco which can be spared Is sent toonthe men 'in the
smoking they
front trenches.. As long as they smoke and keep
'' r .';.:.. itw '..'ijyjt'-iitt-.'- c.
can stand that."
i ?..
WBOM

twe had coma
.. I rmll thenow:automobile

m

.

-

)iBffni,

Striill
It j
;;.
'v?4;.6ur boys arer'gojnaj io need
great quantities. "t ill out
the .coupon now Today to None Too Boon and make it generousl
mail It, to The Journal Office.- -Bring it,

;;;Maer,
r

--

--

THE JOURNAL. nAIBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
--
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Pan-Germ-

IS MIGHTY

Near the Trenchet.

v,

-

HOT SPRINGS
FAYWOOD
For Rheumatism, Stomaeh Troubles.. Kidney, Ailments, InflammaLocotions, Arterial Hardening,
motor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
Perfect Treatment, Perfect
etc.
Climate. Health. Pleaau, Large
Round
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
trip to Faywood from Albuquerque

'

-

(Committee on Public Information.)
Washington German propagandists
in this country are busily denouncing
as "British lies" various authentic re
ports that the authorities 1n Germany
are encouraging polygamy as a means!
to restore the falling birth rate among
the German people. The committee
on public information has obtained
from the military Intelligence section
of the war department a revolting
proof of the truth of these reports. j:It consists of a letler from the
"head- office for the increase of the
defense power of Germany'' to one
Herr Bruno Schnoidel of Hamburg,
'
Translated It reads: .
"Since, as a result of the war, the
greatest part of the manhood of the
country capablo of bearing arms has
been called to the colors, it is the duty
of the masculine population, In the interests of the fatherland, to take to
themselves in loving manner the young
women who have been left behind with
or trebling the"
tha object of doubling
"
"
birth rate.
"We believe that In you we have
found the right man, and that you, In
this difficult time., will fulfill this
honorable and responsible duty in a
conscientious manner.
. "The
duty with which yeu have 'been
Is
Instrusted
of a public nature, and
by refusal you will Incur severe pen.
alties tinder the statutes of wter.

t

I 'meet oy'young Irlshmun In the
country; he is of military age, of magnificent proportions, active as a cat,
and strong as a bull. Moreover he is
sober the young Irishmen of today
aro'temepratc. Ho is the native material of a fine soldier.
I ask him to enlist. Ha looks we
up nnd down, and Instead of tho beam
of friendship which I had hoped to
find, I see an angry glare in his eye.
Ho Invites me to go to a place that
Is warmer even than the Western
'Frotjt,:and he says this wHh a flash
Now, lam not In daily communicaof his eye, a set of his whole frame,
and a defiant toss of his head, all of tion with the kaiser myself, but I do
know
a little of Germany, for I studied
which assures me more and more that
at the University of Berlin, and I
he will be a splendid soldier.
I endeavor to- peTsuade him. To do Imagine that if, by the impossible, the
so 1 must first ascertain, what are the Germans were finally victorious, the
real motives which determine his one thing that they would hate most
actions, and I engage him in friendly in this world would be the talk of
freedom' of unruly states, and the deconversation. ..
I find that, though a country boy, sire to set up a republic, which
he has an astonishing acquaintance would he a constant reminder of tho
with politics, and with a certain vein preposterous pretensions of tho
regime.
of history, not always Very accurate.
As to the Peace conference, which
Ho talks much,
of the
moreover,
bulks
In the program of the
largely
Peace Conference, of the possibilities
of tho ultimate defeat of the allies. more serious of the ISnn
and which is, Indeed, the favorito
plank of Mr. de Valera. I need only
say
I also would like to see Ireyou and the addresses of the women land that
represented at the Peace conto be visited by you.
ference. Rut that is one of my many
"You may use this communication reasons for
entering upon this new
as a voucher."
This letter was tuken from a Ger- campaign.
One of two alternatives must fol- man prisoner captured April 10 last, low from this war. Either
by the Third Army of the American is going to win, and the talk Germany
of
or of conference Is futile, or, onpeace
Expeditionary Forces in. France.
the
other hand, the allies may win. I ant
A NEW KIND OF AMERICANS.
confident that thev will win and
(Herbert Adams. Gibbons in the Cen- then I would ask my Irish friends,
who Is going to help Ireland at the
tury Magazine.)
The villagers know the A. E. F. It Peace conference?
It would be too
is the same everywhere, in fact, where much to expect that from John Bull.
our boys go. They are splendid misThe Sinn Fein papers spend a good
sionaries of Americanism, correctins deal of sace In slanging their old
decades of wrong impressions rrude by traditional friend Franco. That has
The French are seeing not made Ireland more, beloved in the
tourists.
American youth, high spirited, lovial, great French republic.
Uncle Sam
The America of remains. But to try to defeat the
clean and gentle.
dollars and display Is replaced by the drma of the allies cannot mean anyAmerica of "pep" and play.
thing else than to attempt to beThis is the America the French did smirch the Stars and Stripes and to
not know existed, and it is peculiarly i"Mg that glorious emblem through
own the mud. After that display of policy,
sympathique to them, to use theirdiKni-fied
or of temper, do Irishmen expect that
untranslatable word. Even tho
casino orchestra at Aix Is contam. Undo Sam will sit at the conference
Tbd
inated with the rag time fever.
table with a wet towel round his s
more dignified casino frequenters see head, wondering how he can best do
American boys and Amcri'ar. i:lrl some good thing for these champions
dancing and romping about in a way of republic and of liberty? I do not
that is a revelation and a wholesale think so.
sex relaI deplore deeply the conditions
revelation, of Anglo-Saxo- n
.
which have produced this state of
tionship.
Our furlough men share their pleas-vr- e mind, for my own hope has- always
with the French wounded and eon- - beer that Ireland might attain a ful)
vatueseent soldiers, with the towns- measure of liberty and that, havin?
people and villagers, with the school reached that plane, Ireland and Engchildren. To see Lieutennnt Europe's land should be ready mutually to exfamous negro band playing in the tend the hand of friendship and to
adopen square at Alx and Chamber; and live together in amity for the real
I
In the hospitals and the civilian popu
vantage of both ever afterwards.
enterin
In
view
of Aix attending an American have that ideal still
"big show" in their own casino,, to ing upon my recruiting campaign.
hear a hundred boys of the Enolo (By the International Nows Bureau,
the stage. Inc., Boston, Mass.
Superieure singing on
"Pack up your troubles in your old
'

aecund-claa-

MEMBER Or THB A8SOCIATBD
PRKSS.
The Aaaoolated Preea la axcluaJTely
entitled to the nae (or republlcatloa
of all newa credited to It or not other
wtae credited In thle paper and alaa
the local newa publlahed herein.

OI

UY

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Suaacrlbars to the Jonrnal when wrltlnt
to have their paper chanced to a sew
muat be aura to lve the old mddraa.
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation rating than la accorded to any other
The American
paper In New Mexico."
Newapaper Directory.
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I QCK DEALS

'Owner Liable "to Draft
A 1,280 acre ranch comprising C10
Jiomestead, 640 stale school land;
plentiful supply good water; fully
improved; good house, furnished;
stable, corrals, horses,' wagon, bug--

7,

implements,

Leaders Fluctuate Idly While
SpcwaWes Display General
Heaviness; U, S. Steel Re- mains Unresponsive.
Aug.

1.

LAW1EMCE L.

Prices opened with an uncertain
trend, but the list immediately became reactionary on moderate selling
of rails.
aich issues as Union Pacific,
nadian Pacific, Reading, Baltimore &

Norfolk & Western, Wabash
preferred "A" and "B." and Missouri
Pacific preferred fell back one to almost two points.
United States Steel remained unresponsive to the remackable ouartcrly
financial statement, making a gross
reversal of slightly more than one
Ohio,'

point.
Shippings, motors, oils and an odd
assortment jot unclassified shares reacted one to three points and tobaccos
reflected the absence of professional
interest. Sales amounted to 250,000
shares.
The day's most noteworthy development was a sudden decline during
the afternoon in rates for call money
from 6 to 4 per cent. The break was
without influence in time funds.
Domestic bonds, including Liberty
Issues, were irregular, but the inter
national group gained large fractions.
Total sales, par value, aggregated 15,
225,000. Old United States bonds un
changed on call.
Closing prices:'
68
American Beet Sugar
46
American Can
78
&
American Smelting
ReflrHng.
:

Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper

304

14
3114
90V4

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central

.

62
96
33
112
100
28
23
71
88
43
23
. 87
91
83

.149
.120
.128
.107

'

. 80

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRAMS.
Chicago Aug. 1. Unfavorable crop
reports, especially in regard to Oklahoma, gave a pronounced upward
swing today to the corn market".
to
net
Prices closed firm
and Sephigher, with August $1.55
tember $1.57 to $1.57. Oats gained.
c. The finish
c to
c to He to
in provisions varied from 20c decline
'
to 5o advance.
Bulges In the value of corn began
as soon as the' market opened. As a
result of damage by hot winds ' the
crop conditions in Oklahoma was reported only 39 compared with '80 a
month ago. Other reports were circulated which put the present condition of corn throughout the United
States six points lower than on Joly
1. The prevailing sentiment continued decidedly bullish throughout the
The 'act that arrivals here
session.
hardly exceeded 120 cars was an additional strengthening factor.
Oats derived firmness chiefly from
corn.
market
Interest, in the provision
was the smallest in many weeks.
Closing prices:
"Corn Aug., $1.65: Sept., $1.57.
Oats Aug., 69c; Sept., 68c.
Pork Sept, $45.30. .
Lac Sept., $26.67.
r Hibs Sept.,
$25.02.

lo 2c
v

'

Kansas crry pitomJCK:

.

Kansas City, Aug., 1. Butter and
poultry unchanged.
Eggs Firsts, 87c; seconds, S2c,
"

i

i

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

Chicago,

Aug.

J.

Butter

Market

A

SAtUE

TBiUnrON

L L mmtm co.

soup iMffi to

FILKCEEM

Istts,

rouitry and Eggi

LOST.

bunuli
comh cockrels, California stock. 709 North Loot' Onereward utuf Koa. Addlcga un tug.
Kereiv;
Alvaradu Pharmacy.
Twelfth.
ihti party who found sold wr(t watch
WiLL
FOIt SALE Twelve black Mlnocra laying
at luilun school pool return to 314 H. 6tU
701
hem at 41.25 each. Phone 1237-or phone 'il6-.l- . Hi'uuril. ,o lUcatloji. ankid
South Walter.
LOST
IJet ft cell UuLhei lit's'fcloiu anil A. P.
Meut Market, an Elgin watch, with O. Q.
FOR SALL lVeal Estate.
O. on four Ike wind for return to Journal oi- FUR SALE Lot.NoM 10. Block II.. Grant lll'Ctract, cash. Will sell cheap. Plume 2301
between 7 and 8 p. m.
HELP WANTED.
FOK SALE Residence property bringing In
130 monthly. $1,600 cash vlll swing It.
Hale.
The rent will more than pay the balance.
P. O. Po 44K. Cltv.
VVKM K i.oa Anueiea 1. M. C A. Auto School.
'train for service.
-Sto
WA.NTKD
Uarbei', J'.uu gualalitesd. Klk
J surlier
Shop, Callup, X. M.
FOR KENT Nice big More with all fixture!
Two
experienced
Two living ronmH,
per month. 9ufl
wallura or waitresses. Pullman Cafe.
South Broadway.
WANTED Experienced man for milk house
work. Apply Uek
Dairy. 1903 North
Fourth,
unsettled.
Creamery. ;9Vi D43V4c.
WANTKD
Teacher for manual
training
Kggs Lower. Receipts 11,391 cases.
and an all round mechanic. Itlo Grands
Firsts, 37 0 37 14c; ordinary firsts, 30
Industrial
005 City.
box
School,
to
'
fi)38c; at mark, cases included, 35 U WA NTED
Carpenters-per day.
37c.
Laborers fi.M) to 13.80 per day. 4U labor-er- a
Potatoes Unsettled.
Ttecelpts 23
for Okluhoina at once. Kmploymeut 110
cars.
Kansas and Missouri Early Hftuth Third. Phone 354.
Ohios, $2. 00(82. 25; Virginia barrels, iiiVElt.Mli.NT n'UKDH 2000 Cl.HUks at
Kentucky cobblers, $2. HO WuJ4hington. Examination
$5.155.30;
In
&3.00; Illinois and Minnesota Karly August. Kxperleuce unnecessary. Men and
Ohlos, $2.65ifi;2.7o.
women desiring government positions ivrtte
Poultry Alive, unchanged.
for free particulars to J. i Leonard, dormer Civil Seiviee Examiner.) 10.13 Kenola

FORENTT

NKW VOHK MOXEV.

lllrti!.,

and peeping porch, nice yard and out
housekeeping. 621 West Silver.
buildings. 1300 Nurth Second.
FOR KENTMourn
rumtsiaeo rooms! no
sick: running water.
West Central.
Boutn.
FOR KENT Rooms cn
o. week, oatb;
Full KENT One furnished hotrae, four
no sick; over Golden Rule Store.
rooms' at 403 and one four-roounfurnished at 411 South Seventh. Also one five-roo- FOR Ith,NT Large, well ventilated bed
room.
218 North
Fifth street. Phone
unfurnished house at tioo West Silver 19S7-W.
Apply 214 West Gold.
RIO GRANDE HOTEL RiAuna und apart-men519
West Central. Mrs. KlehurU
Highlands.
Desirable
tutt KENT
oaoatra West. Proprltress.
furnlsbed oottage.. Phone S1SS-IMPERIAL HUUMa
Nk. clean rooms,
rates by day or week; over Woolworth
FOR RENT Furnlshe! twoJroom cottage
310
West
Central.
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter.
rooms for light
FOK ItfciNT Four-roohouse tiva gtaSeU FOR RKNT Nice cool
In porches. Waier paid. 114. Phone Hau-J- .
housekeeping and bed rooms, cheap. 415
2101-FOR RBNT-Three-rfurnished cottage. North Seoond. Phone
Inquire 417 South. Broadwaf. Phone 2134-8ou.ni,
FOIt
with sleeping porch, piano, water, garage, FOR KENT Furnished rooms 41 West Silver; no sick, no children.
112.00. 1.106 South Edith.
FOR KENT Three Bmall clean housekeepFOK KENT Well .furnished modern bunging rooms. Ground floor, no children. 41u
alow facing L'nlverslty campus, "'hone 3S1, West
Lead.
mornings. Keys rft U24 East Central.
FOIt RENT Lit rge front room und sleepFoil RENT Modern bungalow three rooms
ing porch, 410 South Third, for gcntlemun.
with large sleeping
porch. furnished. Inquire Mrs. TIlmn-IlnKPhone 671. Inquire 1123 East Central.
FOR KENT ModerVfurilTshT'ii
f fat nnEasT
Eignianos.
Central can line, convenient to sunator- FOR RENT f urnished rooms.
211 South
liims. Thaxton
Co.. Third and 'lobl.
Walter. Phone 202.
l- ut
fc..s j
iii.iit.u coituge, inoUni-n- ,
glassed porches; University car lines. FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
preferred, lot South Walter.
Phone, 381,
Keys 1B24 East tvn-tra- t.
FOR REN-.
Large room with elMpIn"
porch; Ideal for two.
ll Bast Central.
FOR KKNTjHouse. In High lands, fTu
room bungalow, furnlihe.li giaised in Full HUNT KoomS with sleeping porch
or
with
without board. Phone 571. 1131
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1201 Eust
East Central.
'
Itntral.
I

General.

General.

Washing-ton-

FOR

KENT

IClKht-roo-

house, suitable for

two apnrtmeius. Phone 613.
FOR KENT
"house?
sleeping p.,rrh. g.ta and Shade. Close In.
With or wilhout connecting store room.
Inquire 20.r. West Lead. 'Phone 780.

For Rent Room With Board.
KENT
Room, wifh sleeping porch sad
i
410 East Central.
bonrd.
FOR KENT Furnished
room Hi modern
home. With board.
Ideal for summer

Full

I SI 5.
X. 3rd. Phone
sewing. Denver Cleaning Club,
HIUH class board and steeping poron
itbj
WANTED
OItK METAL.
NEW
room
at summer lauea. 3i. Ut South A no.
family Apply between 9 ' and 12 a. m. Phone 1518-New York, Aug. 1. Lead Un 612 North Fourth.
i
furnished
porch
WANTED A girl tor general housework In FOR v RENTZSlt-epinchanged.
rooms, flrst-clss- s
table board. 301 South
s,
small family. Apply mornings at
Spelter Easy. East St. Louis spot,
8S0.
Edith. Phone
Mrtt Abbott.
COS
,
Tenth.
North
$8.008.12.
WANTED Girl for general housework at FOK KENT Room with board for man and
wife or two ladles. Large glassed In porch
NEW YORK COTTON.
Cowles, N. M. tipper Pecos. For particuno other boarders. For
particulars Phono
lars call at 019 North Second.
Hid.
New York, Aug. 1. Cotton futures WANTED Competent girl or woman for MRS. W. 11.
KEEft. ol (he Lock hart Ranch
closed firm. Oct., $25.81) Dec, $25.19;
housework, family of two people. Apply
has moved to 602 South Arnn. where she
Jan., $25.00; March, $24.95; May, 323 South Mulberry. Phone 2113-J- .
Is prepared to take health seekers. Phone
$25.00.
WANTED Woman or girl to help cook and 2335.
work In kitchen in small hotel. Address WANTED
By young lady, room and ooarcl
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
In private family. Employed durinir day.
Eva Utely, P. O. Box 21, KMlno. N. M. '
Can give good references. Phone 1007 beWANTED
for
two
Qlrl
general housework,
Chicago Livestock.
adults.. Good home and wages for gnod tween 7 and 9 p. m.
Chicago, Aug. 1. Cattle Uecelnts girl. Call in person, don't phone. 1124 East EL"jXribl.V
K8?6"N"DItH)--T- he
convalea
3,000.
Beef steers and good butcher Centra.
cents Ideal home. Has room with private
to
cattle strong; others slow
steady;
bath. Also desirable double room vacant.
calves
Peef cattle, good,
steady.
tsui wesc t entrai. 1'nona 1112,
choice and prime, $17.50018.75; com8HADT NOOK ranch offers excellent room
WANTED At once capable woman housemon and medium,
$10. 500)17. 50
and board. Just the place to get strong,
keeper; email family. Call ut 608 West
butcher stock, cows and heifers, $7.50 Silver.
For rates phone 2420F-4- ; free transportation
.
60
$6.
cutters.
and
now available, lire. H B.
Accommodations
14.25; canners.
:'
Thomaa
7.50; stockers find feeders, good,
choice and fancy, $10.0013.00: In
ffl)
A
W NTED Position.
ferior, common and medium, $7.75
FOR SALL Houses.
lo.oo; veal calves,
good ana cnoice, KrtK BALE
'
Good office man wants
WANTKO
employNice home, furnished and a
17.00.
$16.50
to leave town. Box 28, care
ment.
good paying business, 14,000, half cash Journal. Willing
213, 000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
office.
Bungalow,
Journal
Butchers,
mostly 15c to 20c higher.
Position by experienced nurse.
FOR 8ALE--Ceme"bloc house five rooms WANTED
$19.00l.65r light.- - $19,200)19.60;
P.lvate nursing preferred. Address Box
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
of sales,
bulk
packing, $18,00118.90;
Jcurnal.
4.',
one block from car line, handy to shops
$18.25(919.50; pigs, good and choice, alotlittle
cash and 112 per month. Call 1301 WANTED
Position as matron In hospital
'
$18.00018.75.
IflOll-Hnuth
Arwi Ph-or Institution; experienced and competent.
9.000!
Sheen Recelntn
Market
Address L'. J.. Journal.
residence In HighSome prime native FOR RALE
steady, strong.
lands. Worth t.1,000, and 1.00 will swing WANTED
Position as salesman or clerk
lambs higher to local butchers at
it. The amount the house will rent for will
by experienced mad; can furnished ref$17.76; feeders active.
H. C, care Journal.
on
balance
erence.
Address
Phone
monthly payments.
pay
1237-Address P. O. Bo 445, City.
POSITION
Kansas City Livestock.
wanted by experienced-off- ice
Kansas City. Aue. 1. Cattle Re
man. Bookkeeper,
salesman or clerical
line in store or office. Address B. 8 ,
ceipts 10,000. Market lower. Steers,
$17.75018.60; weRtern. $12.00(5)16.00;
WANMt'?char
cows, $6.50 13.00: heifers. 18 00
stock In elevator, feeding and fertiliser
CARPENTERING.
15.00; stockers and feeders, $8.00
plant In Kansas, paid one dollar per share
I
17.80; calves. $8.00(914.09.
dividend last fall, for a gnod sited track of FOR CARPENTER work,
reasonsoie. Drop
Hors Receipts 7,000. Market high land suitable tor sheep ranch. Muft have
VortH rie
CM
er. Bulk, $18.80019.15: heavv. tioftn shallow
water in abundance or running
19.25; light. $18.7519.10:
nlr.. water In quantity. J. A. Itankln, Emptorla,
FOR SAUL
.
lUnches.
18.00.
$17.60
.
Kans.
S.00O.
Market
Sheep Receipts
FOR SALE Six aorea of cultivated land
Lambs, $14.50(5)17.25; yearsteady.
house, three miles north of
and
lings, $11.00
14.50; wether. $10.00
town. Cash price 4800; on
terms
ISa
FOIt BALE Household furniture, reed bab
13.60; ewes, $8.00 12.25.
Phone 1.185-buggy, sewing machine. 600 South Broad
160
acres mountain rancn Zu
FOR SALE
way.
Denver Livestock.
15 acres under
cultivation;
Denver, Aug. 1. Cattle Receipt FOR SALE Two brass beds, mattresses and AO Pecos river.
wn
1 mn.rn .1
fenced:
im.
1
300.
Market strong. Beef steers. springs, 1 buffet. 1 dining table, 1 book- Blows; ans mile protected trout stream. Ad
case
combined.
and
desk
library
writing
$10.0017.00; cows and heifers, $8.00
woe izi. vtnev nancn. k. m.
table, (as and coal range, eewlng machine dress
ll.Zb; siocKer 1 ann feeders, 17.50
and. many other useful things. 1318 West
1.00
12.60.
13.00; calves,
PASTURAGE.
Hogs Receipts 1.40X). Market 40c Marquette, Phone 60.
- - - .MMWW
hlgber. .Top, $19.00; ' bulk, $1$.'T5
70 acres good,
KENT
FOIt
pasture; 12 per
TRADE.
lt.00.
month. DoMe's Ranch, 4, miles south of
Sheep Receipt none. Market un' WANTED To trade Victrola and thirty
changed.
records practically new for Burros and FOR "HBNT PaaTofs wun water la eity
wagon outfit or what have you? Call 602
"Two-Bit"
Ctom Pub, South High,
Join U

l

.rr

......

k.

TP

Hd

Fsiir Ssile, M(s4shj)

Ml-f- f.

mi

The Star Furniture Co.
I'lionc

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and ncreened Bleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Cloee
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment

Co.,

North Third.

102

adobe
FOR SALE
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grape, etc. A nice home
CHAS.
for a Bmall family.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

"".

'

'

...

;,

KENT Nicely
furnished
modern
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 177s

FOR

FOR

REN1

Apartments.

RENT Furnished apartments Elms
Hotel, corner First and TIJeras.
FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartment
slso sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
FOR KENT Two ana three-rooapartments and sleeping rooms.
Highland

Bought at a bargain a line of cups,

ninny other equally good items.
Kxchunge.

Three or four room furnished
apnrtments, modern; B09 Bouth First. Inquire Savoy hotel office.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
Two buildings at Seventh and
Cenerai Avenue. Apply to J. E. Elder,
.
agent.
FOR SALE Barber shop and pool room,
also furnished rooms. Apply Central Barber Shop, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Hutel,. seventeen, well furnished
rooms, centrally located, close to denoL
Owner will sacrifice. See National Invest
ment t;o., iuz norm i nra.

Full KENT

TYPEWRITERS.
TTPEWKITBIIB Ail man, overhauled sik
repaired. Ribbona tor every machine. A14
lbuquerque Typwrller Bxohange. Phone
122 South Fourth
TYPEWRITERS REPAIRED
0'ERIIACLINa, cleaning, aligning, adjusting, etc. Ribbons and platens for all
makes. Satisfaction guaranteed. D. Russell,
Elms Hotel, Phone 888.

FOR
FOR SALE

SALfcUvtyk.

Belgian hares and hutches. t:3

West Fruit
A good cow. Sea M. M. Dutch- er at Journal office.
FOR SALE Two well broken cow ponies.
Besemek's Dairy. Phone IC1.
FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow at a bargain.
ln,.ilre 1118 South Arno or phone 1400-- J
aftef 5 p. m.
FOR SALE Young work horses and mares.
cheap. To be sold ' at once. Address W.
A. L.. care Journal.
FOR SALE Three Jersey cows, J Jersey
heifers, bred, 3 Jersey heifers, 2 months.
Box 215 or phone 2408-FFOR SALE Twenty-fou- r
pigs range In age
from 6 to 12 weeks. Mostly thoroughbred
For Information call at 414
North First.
rORSALEExtra ribi; young pedlgreeu
breeding stock Flemish Giant, New Zealand, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William
Oestrech, Sr., 924, North Eleventh Street,
.
Albuquerquet, N.
FOR 8ALE Standard bred stallion,
years
1,000 lbs. sound, gentle and good looker.
for
estate
real
will
or
rldo
exchange
Drive
or take diamond as part payment. 401 West
Central.
ItIO GRANDE DROC HOO CO.. of Albuquerque. The largest breeders of registered hogs In the southwest. Can supply you
with herd boars and young stuff at moderate prices. We can also supply you with
medicated crude oil for lice, at BOO per
gallon. Plain crude oil at 250 per gallon.
Oil furnished to all pig club members free.
Office lfls South Third.
FOR SALE

MONEY TO LOAN.
Nl West

OoM, GUI

MsJti

Ca

Ml

Style No. 4, In first class
Cheap.

FtJU

AI.

3U.1

Eut

Aplles und piuis. t'lioue U.IJIi.
One-haiiorse power motor.

Oonl.

HljNT'Altl.oll,
.South

-

THE ECONOMIST

The

PROFESSIONAL

Miscellaneous.

7x10x6
F.dllll.

2

und spring ml.

Ft)R SALE
guago snotgur almost ikw,
;iO. 401 West Central.
Folt SALE Two good double seated carriages and one single, buggy. Apply Joe
LewlB at A. J. Uavhechl's store.
ul-FOIt KALE High triu, o upright piano,
u t rinlHh. sllglitly used. Cost I too will
Kox
cuslr.
tloo
ttke
9. Journal.
FOR HAL E N oTl d r I V I U g ho rite u H gTiT
1050. 2 saddles, 2 Bet harness, one lienvy;
t runabout, very cheup. 620 North Second.

A TTO

CARDS.

UNISYS

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney
Rooms IS, 17 and 10.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1173.
ItKNTISTS
I) It.

J. t.. KKAtP

Rooms

Dental Nnrgeoa
Harnett Hull. ling
Phone 144
Appointments Made by ' Mail

lOTTopr

Dentist

Rooms

5

Mullnl

Building

PHVSIt IANH AND SIKtiKGNS
T. Ml KI'IIV, ,M. II.
rttctit-l.linlletl to Tuberculosis Wright
building; opposite postoffica. Office hours,
10 to 12 a. m , 2 to 3 p. in. Phone, office
3i-oor jhnt
residence 3D7-'
c per gallon. Roofs
under oar ear will H iTTliTrtTA it fcfli." TAKTWRiTATf
'
on
to
We
from
can
year
Improve
year.
put
Prai'IK-Limited to Women's and t'hll-dreu- 's
a new roof that will last as loog as the
Diseases
Uol-Co.
The
Phone
MansaSo
building.
112.1 E. Central Phone 671. Albuquerque, N M.
ilO South Walnut.
ER1U carbon roox paint ana root oement
I, It. BAK.lt tUHKK
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoe
I'm ft Ice limited to Children.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laOffice Rooms 1 and 2, Wright lildz.
mohair top and seat dressing. Motor car fin-tFourth and Gold.
cold water kalsomin. and be satisfied.
Hours 3 p. m. t 6 p. m.
Thos. F. Keletier, 403 W. Centisl. Phone 410.
Office J'honi
Residence Phone MiU.
FOR S A?, E C. mper-- i wit f ialtlp." No Tu be
12(1.
MuiHh picture frame vise with saw.
FORSALE Automobiles.
n
112. Twelve
Juns, IK. Ten
batteries;
iXTitSATirGou'u
waJugs, 2dc each. Thlrty-gallon.hgood tires; 1750. 710 Kent.
ter tank, 1.1. 3 2 In film deyelopljig tank,
3.1.
Two-toauto truck express
Ilanna & Manna, blaster Photographers.
Full SALE
body. Eight months old In best of condition. 407 South Seventh.
LE
FOK B A LB
Fold roalsterfTrBt class
FOR-SAONR 2 Inch t slSKe Centrifugal pump and
Will
take Liberty
condition.
motor. With pressure control, apBonds In part payment. Phone 22 after 6:3i
ply I). Weinman, care Economist.
p. m.

i4t

FOR

House.
FOIt RENT

Underwood Typewriter

Mincers and other tllsht'H; while tlu-la.si will sell large pllttes at 15c, small,
Cereal bowU, Kie;
Mi', lie and 13c.
coupe sotipH, 20c; saladH, 25c,' and

FOIt bALE

'

FOR SALE

DISUSES

FOR SALL

118 West Gold

400

-

92
18

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania .
Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading .
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Texas Company
Union Pactfie
IT, S. Industrial Alcohol..
United States Steel
Utah Copper .

2

Femne,
New York, Aug. 1. Mercantile pa
per, unchanged; sterling, unchanged;
VAiVijiilJ
Coiiipcleui saiewuiuau.
Ecnomlst.
commercial bills, unchanged; francs,
6G
85
unchanged; guilders unchanged; lire, WANTED Competent woman for general
r.3
housework. 115 North Elm.
unchanged.
liar silver and Mexican dollars un WOMAN For general housework; no cook.
27
161 4 changed.
Ing. Address Box 6t0, Albuquerque.
Time loans Strong, unchanged.
66
WANTKD
Competent woman for houseCall money Weaker. High, 6 per
h6
work. 124 West Copper, Phone 1148.
cent; low, 4 per cent; ruling rate, 6 WANTED Competent girl for general
43
per cent;
per cent; closing bid, 3
38
housework. Apply 1402 East Silver.
offered at 4 per cent; last loan, s4 per. WANTED
45
Mexican or colored girl to do
cent.
65

American Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
Atchison .
Baltimore & Ohio
Butte & Superior
Canadian Pacific

'

N. M. (Suwaiiec)

Today's Btock

heaviness.

""

LEVI

Wlfttt

LSASCD

market resumed its lethargic and inconclusive course, leaders fluctuating
FOR SALE
idly within one and two point limits,
while speclulitis displayed
general

"

Five miles

fice.

V. O., Correo,
JOURNAL BrsciAk.

etc

northwest Suwunee. open range
with good drltt fence. I want quick
action and will take any reasonable
offer. Come out and see this place
with a check book In your pocket
if prepared to trade, as I'll sacri-

modern,

Have a Regulator Clock for. .$0,110
Steel Cable for. $10.00
1'hone 40'J when you have anything
to sell.

I01E FOR

A FINE

Valley ranches are our long suit.
. Bleeping
If you want to buy land it will pay
porches, completely furto see us. We have several close
nished, suitable fur 2 families,
8;room modern house, closo In. you
In farms 'now that can lie bought;
rents for $30.00 per month; Srd
large basement, fine sleeping porch, worth the money,''
ward.
cement block plumbing on both floors, garug and
$4,760
A CO.
and Bhingle residence, hardwood other outbuildings.
The owner is
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot, leaving city and will sell at a sacrifice.
INSCKANCR AGKNTS
FIUE
good location, Fourth ward.
Third and Gold
3,SU0.
shingle bungalow, See
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,, glassed
sleeping
porch, REAL
nBunr
ESTATK, r'lHB INSURANCE.
garage; 4th. ward.
LOANS.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,600.
1S87
Phone
216
Gold.
West
fireUniversity Heights, modern,
bungalow, modern, good
place.
fire place; for only $2,200;
1
$3,600
story, brick, stucRood terms.
coed, large living room with fireR. McCLl'GHAN
FOR REN"! Dwelling..
place. South Seventh.
210 West iolil
I'hoiiP 07
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
liiNiiruncc, Loans, Notary ruhlUMart It.
modern, hurdwood floors, garage;
Highlands, close In.
Fort KENT Three room collage fin nlslied.
312.60 per month, lull North First.
A.
FOR RENT Rooms.
FOJt .. KENT Threrown
uofui nislod
house; porch. Inquire 1300 North Second.
iMal
total
Insurant,
110.
Nortli.
111
outh Fourth f tract
Ftilt KENT rPurnlshed house, two rooms Kilt KENT Furnished rooms for lis lit

frame,

12,000.

Cattle

NTEREST TAKEN

'" MtPMkC
New York,

1

WANTED
WANTED

Miscellaneous.

Maxwell
truck, completely
FOR SALE
Worn parts replaced: flno
overhauled.
condition, will trade for a Ford. Call Charles Passmorc, North Fifth and McKlnley.
phone llUC.
FOR SALE 11)18 Cadillac, five passenger,
7.' Goodyear cord tires, one extra,
Model
Mlns, etc. All In first
seat covers, bumper,
class condition, $3,7 Su .00 cash. Would cost
new over liUao.OQ. Address II. B. .1. Journal
FOR SALE A pr?e for some one. Beautiful
1018 Mitchell car, nearly new. a snap.
Cash, II. ("; terms. 11.200. It will be re.
duced $2. each week till sold. Act quickly.
Phone C85 First week July 30 to August 6.

To buy, small second hand safe.
Ortntshiiw's.
WANTED Some young chickens andool
cow. &u South Third.
SPECIAL rates made to plcnlo and fishing
parties. Call H82-.I- .
WANTED If you need a eai'penrr,cajTj7
-- H.
Durllng. Phone lf.M-J- .
WANTKD
To buy bowling alley equipment.
Address P. O., Box 3, Gibson, N. M.
WANTED To buy tile best twelve hundred
PERSONAL.
pound horse sis years old. John Mann.
DENVER CLEANING CLt'D All
work
guaranteed. 225 North Third. Phone 6r,8.
WANTED to purchase small house, modUi'JUAlsl.& LADY (jointf cast shortly will
ern. State price and location. Address J.
ext'cur. any lesritimatft buflnexn en route.
Journal.-"P., care
Arirlrvfiii FU'X 3. Morning Journal.
WANTED At once second hand furniture
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
'
range. Phone 2196-J- .
FOR KENT Offices In suite or single. Cal
WANTED To get In touch wllh person who
upstairs, over Woolworth's store.
can drive car, who wants to go to Denver and return, phone 420.
rwtt nftAi 1 from connecting office
ims over Golden Rule Store.
WANTED Men's Bilk shirts to dry clean.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Coffleld CleanREN1
Miscellaneous.
lir. South Slxih, phone 107,
ing
WANTED Cash buyer for two good Ford HOUSES
to
Jetoes
and
Springe, aheap
R(
cars and one Ilulck
All cars
rates. S. Uarcla, 1103 North Arno.
In first class condition Phone 349, Mr. Bush.
HfoH EST CASH pTuCBIirrFdR"jUN K PIANO FOR RENT. The E. C, Whltson
Music Co., vhonea 390 and 144-W- .
206
BY THB SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
West Gold.
114 WEST LEAD PHONB 411. WB ALSO
Bl'T OLD AUTOS.
FOR RKNT Ideal theater central location
WANTKD-Seoond-ana
men's and boys'
completely equipped ready for business,
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks seats 454. Apply Arthur Everllt. Jeweler,
and suit cases. Call 111. Chicago SecondAlbuquerque.
hand store, SIT South First
WANTED Hl.tM) bags. y
from 2o to lo
each, too tons scrap Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patrlotlo duty. St. Louie
Junk Co., 404 South First street. Phone 172.
MAIL STACK
WANTED Careful kodok finishing by masPhone call
any time.
ter photographers.
Twice dally service. Lv. Silver City T anywhere
a.m.; ar. Mogollnn 4 p.m.
Send I, v. alogollon 7 a.m.;
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
ar. Stiver City
p.m.
your finishing to a reliable, eetabllshed firm. Best equipped auto livery in southwest.
Hanna & Hanna, master photeernphers.
MOTflB
BENNETT
CO.
TBANSPt
WANTED Will take party of alx. to Santo
Silver City), N. M.
Domingo Red Cross Indian Dance and
for 44.00 a passenger, Aug. 3 and 4.
I se of car all day. "Illg Six" Buick,
TIME CARDS.
car. Phone 759, ask for Mr, Larson.
WA NTED 1,000 Housewives
an- d- Laundresses lo call at their grocers and purchase a trial package of LA FRANCE
LAUNDRT TABLETS for 6 cents. Enough for
two large washings. Thin wonderful tub
let produces the effect of a water softener, dirt loosener end linen whlterier, It
KANTA TM BAIU
Is one of the greatest labor savers on the ATCHISON, TOPfK
WAT CO.
market. You simply dissolve tablet with
WMtbcwael.
half cake of ordinary laundry soap and soak
Class.
Arrives
Departs.
clothes In same; rinse and they are ready No.
T:14 pm. 1:34 pm.
for the line. It hurts nothing but dirt. 1. The Scout
4.
California
Limited
am. 13:44 pa,
..11:44
Guaranteed not to Injure the hands or the T.
Fargo Fast ........10:45 am. 11:11 am.
finest fabric. Satisfaction 'absolutely guar1:44 am. 1: 44 ant
I. The Navajo
anteed or money cheerfully refunded.
Soathtxmad.
r401. SI Paao Kxprees
14 til pea.
WANTED Rooms.
107. El paao Bxpreaa ...
11:41 as.
Baatbesaael.
WANTED Two or three rooms for light
14. The Snout
am.
4:41 aaa,
f
tl
without
housekeeping, by healthy couple,
4. The Navajo
4:44 pm. 4:44 pirn.
children. Close In. A. K., care Journal.
:
4. California Limited ,. 4:4t pm.
ens.
WANTElI
4. Santa
By tuslness woman two or
F Bight..-- . 4:11pm. 1:M pas,
three unfurnished rooma for light house
keeping. City references, Addreai B. A. L., 114. Kaseaa Oty u4 enwaao, f:s asjol i
can Journal,
VM IMh
IS. BA4SSS 1

v'

f0

MiAi

riw!rGlly

....

.........

Wm,

J
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

ROTARY CLUB 15

NEWTIME

L

CARD

SHEET

BO

SI8 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

4Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
'

ABSOLUTELY
I5.

FHOXE

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQCERQCE,

N.

tW. and

South

HT

STARTLING EXPOSE!
AMAZING INFAMIES!

SPEAKER

William Fox IiesiMUs tho Sttinilaul Picture

Following a meeting in which Senator ,Isaae Barth- was the principal
speaker, approximately fifty men
formed a union of unskilled laborers
in Arcane hall last night. Temporary
officers were elected who will serve
que's
colony.
foi
in
effect
until a permanent organization is
rangement which was
for Club, Is Appointed,
almost five 'years the train crews on formed and a permanent charter ob- "
what Is known us the Helen
tained.
ran between Helen and t'lovis. theii
Senator Barth spoke both in Span- A letter from the department of layover time being a hunt
equally ish and Bnglish. Ho told of the value,
labor nt Washington, urging the mem- - Jivided between the two towns. A of organization and the benefits to be
hers of the Hotarv club to help bothlchange which was reccnilv consum- - derived from united effort.
emplnyes and employers through the mated gives these crews the bulk of
"Get together.'' he said, "ami use
employment service here was read at their layover time here, and instead ot your influence as a unit to obtain lrt- at ter conditions for
the meeting of the Rotary club yes- their run eastward terminating
yourselves and your!
terday noon. Following the reading Clovis it has been extended to Ann- - families, to provide
a nearer equal
of the letter by John Tombs, secretary rillo,s Tex.
distribution of the results ofyourlu-- i
of the club, Mr. Tombs touched upon
The equipment used on the cut-obor.
the merits of the employment serv- train is brought In here each night on
"Investigate political candidates oni
ice and the work lie service
:n train No. 808, avoiding the trouble of their
to labor. Don't,
record in
He was given passengers changing at Helen, and the take their wordrelation
doing in Albuquerque.
are goloud applause.
crew comes with 'it. In other words, ing to do, but on what they
investigate what they.
Aldo Leopold, secretary of the the 'train from Kl Paso and the one have done for you.
Don't let any of
are, consolidated at them bluff
Chamber of Commerce, announied the from the cut-oyou with talk about soi" charge cialism.
progress that was being made on the Helen, each crew remaining
Taking care of your own
Rio Grande park and asked that a of their portion of the train. A simi- business is your work. When
you are
committee be named to investigate lar arrangement exists having Albufor
your betterment you are
working
foi
destined
all
a
passengers
querque,,
conditions
and
take
park
greater
care of your own business. If
or eastern points occupying taking
Interest in the park project for the cut-of- f
don't care for your own business
and the passengers foi you
benefit of the club members. A com- the cut-of- f
you are blind to your own interests.
mittee which lie suggested was then south of Helen being placed in the El
"No man has ever built a railroad
equipment.
across the United States with individappointed. The members of the com- Paso
cut-ocars
Helen
the
On
at
arrival
K.
T.
T.
are:
J.
mittee
McLaughlin.
Individuals could not place
are switched out and another engine ual effort.
Chase anil Louis MeRue.
ocean greyhounds upon the wa'takes them spinning eastward. This the
David S. Rosenwald.
or lay a cable across tho Atlancrew a layover of ters,
tic ocean. It fs the united effort that
presided at the meeting in the ab- plan gives eachhours lure and
Only a
sence of President John Milne, who some fifty-od- d
the strength, and then the big
gives
was called to the State college on bus- short time at Amarillo.
become easy."'
jobs
between
crews
now
The
running
iness Wednesday night. Guests at the
Wulter Webster, a union organizer,
W. H.
club included Don I'. Johnston of the here and Amarillo arc:
was chairman of the meeting und gave
A. S. Keugy. J. W. Finney and a
forest service; It. K. Lnrkln of Las C. E.
talk. An interpreter presented
Minor, conductors: K. T. Dunn, hisshort
Vegas and L. C. Mersfelder of Albutalk to the Spanish-speakin- g
men
Roy K. King, F. A. Duiiiek and 1. L. present.
querque.
Sears, brakemen.
Rio

"Cheating; the Public"
A

j

timely mid thrilling American story. Desperate luill'.e to death
man and girl on inaii-'m- n
stairway. Mad,, wild,
train! IlcadlighW gleaming! .Marand
race
between
auto
nlghi
velous re;; II sin that staggers Imagination.
Also

Comedy

Keystone

Two-Re-

"AMBROSE'S CUP OF WOE"

ft

I

Walter.

Phone

OF TRAIN CHEWS

.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROLERT JONES

II. WARD
SIS Marble Avenue.
Phones

FORM UNION

cut-off-

License No.

HOMER

10

BUSES SHIFTING

Since the new time card went into
Grande Park effect
on the Santa Ke about a month
around
Is Announced and Commit- ago there has been a shifting
among the passenger train crews
adds somewhat to Albuquerted, to Investigate Project which railroad
t'nder the ar-

Progress of

We will have just about 100 lbs. home grown mostly
Kentucky Wonders and our price is only, lb., 5c, today
only.
Our new crop Japan Tea opens up fine. If you enjoy
Japan tea we want you to compare it with any you have
ever had at any price. Pound, 75c.
Another month starts and as usual we had new customers.

STORE

HELP

LABOR SERVIG E

M.

:

WARD'S

10

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWti

!Now, Then, Just arLittle rSpecial Today Only
on ureen Deans

V. S. Food

URGED

FODAY and TOMORROW
House of High Class Pictures and Music

876

Children, Re; Adults, 10c
Children, 10c; Adults, 1,1!

t
VJ ATI NEK,
N'K.HT, 6 lo II
1

ff

LYRIC
TODAY
PlilSCILLA

DEAN

in

"The

Two-So- ul

Woman"
I'riuii

the Novel, "The Wliltc
Cnl"; in rive Paris.

homo of their daughter, Mrs. W. J.
North Second street.
Hsirtle,
The membership committee of the
Y. W. C. A. will hold
its regular
monthly meeting at 7:30 o'clock tonight at the association's residence.
a prominent
Mirabal,
Sylvester
rancher of Valencia county, spent yesterday m Albuquerque in conference
with the food administration officiula
here.
Sheriff
Frank Shlerner of Silver
last night
City was in Albuquerque
He was taking the Parks
brothers
from the penitentiary at Santa Fe to
Silver I'ltv.
K. K. Kdgar and
O. A. Matson,
whose families are spending the slimmer at the .lemez Springs, leave
today for the springs to be absent for
several dav
will be a regular meeting of
Adah chapter No. ii order of the
Kastern Star, in the Masonic temple
at 8 o'clock tonight. There will be
initiation of candidates.
Mrs. llamas W. Ford, who was visiting relatives and friends here for
Heveral weeks has returned to her
home in San l)iego, Calif. She was
accompanied by .Mis. T. J. Ford.
Negro draftees who left yesterday
morning for Fort It ley, Kans., are:
Louis Alex, Karnest (Hover, F.lfego
Hares, Tom Houston, Carl N. Franklin, l.ouis J. Malda and Ollic Collins.
The recruiting station for volunteer
student nurses under the auspices of
the woman's committee of' the council of defense will be temporily at
101 ii West Central avenue, phone 704,
The city clerk announced yesterday
that all dog licenses in the city expired July 31. The police have been
notified to hold dog owners' liable
whoso dogs are not licensed by August lf.
All Odd Fellows are requested to attend the big class initiation to be held
at the regular meeting of Harmony
T Lodge No. 1, 1. O. O. F., tonight. The
initiatory degree staff Is requested to
be present.
of
The Rev. Richford I). Orton
jdencoe, Minn., who is to become
pastor of the Congregational church
here is expected to arrive in Albuand
querque tonight. Mrs. Orton
daughter will join him here later.
have been placed in the
'office of each sanatorium in the city,
club say that
Members, of the Two-bi- t
If the patients will give their money
to
in
to the nurses
the boxes they
put
will see mat tne money is conecieu.
here the Los
to
reports
According
I.unas Roller mills now are grinding
flour out o ft he new wheat crop. The
mill is following all rules of the food
i

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

REEL

Adults 10c

Children 5c
AFTERNOON

AND NIGHT.

Sweet Onions, quart jars. . .3r'
Preserves, any fruit, qt. Jars 40c
20c
Oscar Sauce
25c
New Comli Honey
3 11). Jar Extracted Honey $1.00
Premium oleomargarine. . ..35c

!

Two-box-

Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
8
W. TIJerus. Phones

UOl

495-49-

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

administration regarding the manu- fuctufle and distribution of its prod

J;

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
75.
STRONG Itl.K., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Mrs. H. B. Bryant is entertaining
her sister from San Antonio, Tex.
M. Nash, who was at Denver, Colo.,
on business, returned to the city yesterday.
Albuquerque Camp No. 1, V. O. W.,
will meet in the lodge hull ut 8 o'clock
tonight.
Mrs. Frank Harris underwent an
operation at the Presbyterian hospital
yesterday morning.
An anniversary mass for Alejandro
Perea will be said ut the Sacred
Heart church August 3.
Born yesterday
afternoon to Mr.
and Mrs. Trinidad Haca, 307 North
a
son.
Fifteenth street,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ruppe, who were
at the Jemez Springs the past week,
returned to the city yesterday.
The Rrotherhood of Railway Trainmen No. 570 will meet ut the K. of P.
hull of Gold avenue at 8 o'clock to-

night.

All boys and girls in gardening and
club work are urged to meet at Robinson park at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Senator James 1'pton stopped here
yesterday en route on his return from
Santa Ke to his home in Deining,'
N. M.

H. W. Warren, switchman for the
Santa Ke railroad, and Mrs. Warren
left yestorduy afternoon for Indiana
on a pleasure trip.
Mrs. J. 15. Thomas of Armory Miss.,
is visiting her son, J. Kinlny Sims and
liis family at their home, 801 West
Marquette avenue.
Certificates for the first aid classes'
have arrived. It was announced last
night and will be distributed at
Strong's book store Saturday.
H. (1. Hush, assistant to the food ad- ininstrator here, returned yesterday
from California, where he spent some
time on government business.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Lysinger of
Hutchinson, Kans., are visiting ut tho

SPRINGER
HAULS ANYTHING

ucts.
Miss Louise Dadey, member of the
Kappa Kappa Gumma sorority of the
University of New Mexico, who was
visiting the Misses Kstelle and Anna
ar,
Harris at Three Rivers, N.
rived in Albuquerque last night. She
will leave in a few days for her hpme
'
in Winslow, Ariz.
Ulatr Leeds, formerly of Albuquer
que, who recently enlisted in the navy
has completed a trip to France and
return, according to information re
ceived by his wife here yesterday.
Leeds enlisted as a second class fireman and has been promoted to first
class fireman.
W. C. Oestreich has been appointed
county chairman of the Y. M. C. A.
war fund drive which will be held In
His appointment was
September.
made by Col. R. K. Twitehell, state
chairman. Superintendent John Milne
and Capt. W. C. Reid also have been
named to work on the county com.
mittee.
The production of the orchards at
La Salle ranch, of Rernallllo, Is prolific if a cluster of early apples received at the Journal office is nn Indication of the average production of
the trees. One small branch had a
cluster of twelve handsome apples
which were almost perfect, it is reported that Bernalillo is shipping a
ton of fruit daily.
M--

The letter urging members to do
more work for the employment service follows:
"Kotanans you have nobly responded to the call of duty, yet there
is work without end for loyal hearts
resolved to help others. You can help
your government still more and In a
manner you may not have considered. You can. each one of you, constitute himself a committee of one to
keep in closer touch with problem.-at Washington than would the aver-ogcitizen, and assist when the occasion arises. I have asked my information and education service to help
you to help your government by sending information of special interest-frotime to time, to your secretary.
"You may not know that the U. S.
employment service of the department
of labor is the first employment service of national character designed to
connect the employe with Ids job
without expense to employe or employer. Roth should go to the nearest I'. S. employment office for thit
bring it
service, and by
to the highest point of efficiency for,
men
and
while it is now used to put
boys on the farms and men and towomwin
en into war material industries
the war, after the war it will be used
to readjust the labor conditions on a
peace basis and return brave, victorious soldiers to gainful and worthy
Upon the efficiency of
employment.
this department depends to a large
systematic re
otent the regular andconditions
after
turn to normal labor
is
tne great topic of
the war. This
ii,- - ,i!iv among thinking people
'The U. S. employment service with
,n
more than 400 offices and witn
division, the
agents of its recruiting
reserve,
reaching
U S public service
everv part of the nation, is organized
government
federal
the
bv
'run
and
as a national clearing house. Without aiiv charge, It finds help for the
the wage
employer and work for touch
with
earner. It is in intimate the counthe labor situation all over
men for emtry, and will help get of
experience
kind
of
any
ployers
war
without interfering with essential
of a nause
the
It
is only by
work.
emtional employment service by all
of
turnover
the
expensive
that
ployers
Instead of
labor can be prevented.
emneighbor theserv-chiring men from his the
e
national
ployer should give to fill hw need
an opportunity
advertising for
Avoid competitive
necessary. Get
help, unless absolutelyofficer in charge
acquainted with the
in
our local employment if office
this de
.......
In return,
serve
your
partment can in any way
members, Kinuiy aie u-

i.iiiv.

ECONOMY MUST BE

BELIEF
0FF00D LEADERS

CONTINUED,

SUITS CLEANED,
Four

pressed

$1 WACHTER NAMED MAJOR .
$1.25.
IN UNITED STATES ARMY
Co.

A. R. Wachter, head of the store
Person who wieu lo renew or-- take
for the Santa Fe railroad
out membership In the Red Cross here, has accepted a call as major in
ran do so by calling at Strong'! Book the United States army, to be in eharg(
Co., Grinuthsw's of one of the large reserve station foi
Store, O. A. MhIwh
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by pbonlng stores. Mr. Wuchter received the call
Washington yesterday morning.
the chairman of the Membership com- from
He did not know yesterday where he
mittee. Nn. tS1-would he stationed. Mr. Waehter left
last night for La Junta on a husines.'
"Two-Bit- "
trip. He expects to return Sunday.

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
V,

THEATER
LATT TIME TODAY

Fitz-patric- k,

81

Contract plnn. Columbia Cleaning
0.
Hellvenr. Phon

George Walsh in "THE KID IS CLEVER"

ff

The food administration here, as
well as in other states, ha received
an important cable from Herbert
Hoover, who Is in F.urope. The cable
gives the joint resolution of Hoover,
as food administrator for North America and the administrators for France,
ata'ly and C.reat Britain. The. resolution follows:
"Resolved, That while the Increased
of the United States ren-,iproduction
it nossible to relax some .of the
restrictions which have been borne
with peculiar hardships upon all our
peoples, yet It Is absolutely necessaryof
AT
TRUCKER, WORKING
that rigid economy and elimination;
in the consumption and nano
in
FREIGHT DEPOT, HURT waste
ling of all foodstuffs as well as
nroductlon. should be main
t.iineri throughout the European allied
Juan Maciel, a trucker at the
countries ami in North America. It is
freight depot of the Santa Fe
only by such economy and eliminationof
railroad, received an injury to his
of 'waste that the transportation
left foot while at work yesterday
necessary men and supplies from
afternoon. He was unloading
front
North America to the European Btocks
some material when a piece of
can be accomplished and that
1,600
machinery weighing aboutSeveral
of foodstuffs can be built up in North
pounds fell on his foot.
America us an insurance against the
of his toes were badly smashed.
.ver nresent dancer of harvest failure
He was taken to St. Joseph's hos- and tho possible necessity for largo
nital In Strong Brothers' nmbuund emergency drafts to Europe. We
lance. Dr. W. R. Lovelace was
cannot administer the food problem
called to treat tho injured man.
on the basis of one year's war. We
must prepare for Its long continuance
if wo are to insure absolute victory."

luita

Coming Si. inlay ami Monday

rUNDELIVERED

WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY DEPT

DANIELS GIVES LIE TO
BILL'S
CLAIMS

The war department is to assist the
MORNtNU iOURNAL PECIAt (..AMD WIKH
University of New .Mexico in the
Washington, Aug. 1. The submahandling of the military training de- rine is no longer a determining factor
partment, according to Information in the war and statements by Empjust received by David it. Boyd, pres- eror William in a proclamation to the
ident.
rjerman army and navy that submaAll students who enroll in the milrines "are tenaciously attacking and
itary .diViartnient Will rectVve fultl fighting the vital forces
which are
equipment. Including a uniform. The streaming across the sea," are without
students also will be given a short foundation, Secretary Daniels said toperiod, of intensive training at some day.
wnj
military camp. It is pioiianie tneyCalif.
"The reduction in sinkings has been
be sent to the camp at Presidio,
Mr. Daniels said. "The subPresident Boyd declares that there steady,"
marine as a
Important factor
is little doubt but that the minimum In the war isleading,
ended. It was always a
will menace as
enrollment of 100 student-soldier- s
as
their is one on
long
be reached by September 1. The prin- the seas and we are losing ships and
asare
here
civic
organizations
cipal
and
of will continue to lose ships now
sisting in obtaining thea enrollment
then, but as for its being a determstudents and already lnrge number
ining factor in the war, that fear is
have signified their intention of ended."
enlisting in the military department.
Perhaps no other educational InstiAmies' Hut Is in the Ring.
tution In the United States already
Reno, Nev., Aug. 1. Miss Anne
has done more for the country In tho Martin, former president of the Namatter of supplying soldiers than has tional Woman's party, filed her petiDuring tion as an
the New Mexico, university. student
independent candidate for
the past year student, after or the United States senator from Nevada
the
either
army
enlisted in
with the secretary of state today. Miss
navy until the roster of the university
Martin's petition was signed by 7,217
dwindled to merely a few. Supplying us electors.
Under the Nevada election
It did Bplendld specimens of manhood
law
she was required to obtain apdeit is small wonder that the war of proximately 3,300 signatures.
has recognized the worth
partment
,v,a i.,utitnilm and agreed to ussist in
dethe establishment of a military
FOR QUICK SERVICE
partment.
Phone Mil.
223 West Copper.

Bryant's Delivery

ONLY

STOLEN

$13 00

BY MASKED

LORDSBURG

Livery and sr.diftn toram. Trimble's
Red Harn.

MAN FROM

STATE BANK

IIMnAl OlirTCH TO MOHNINO JCUKNAL1
Lordsbnrg. N. M., Aug. 1. A few

GENTRY'S EGGS
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
and Son Jose Market;
dozen.

FATTY ARBUCKI
fv

r-'-i

Ls

Entertaining
1

6

to 6 Admission
to 11

10c

Adults 15c; Children 10c

Chocolate

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
"Orlnulinw Wants to See You"

Mission

Big Dance Tonight
ZAMOK VS HALL, OLD TOWN'

of Dressmaking

SciTump

si

.Phone

855.

608-1- 0

West Central

Resident Officer

amora's Orchestra

Queen City College

lu-nes-

George Roslington

E wry body Invited

ll

Apply

All persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

British Canadian Recruiting

Automobile Bargain

PHONIC 67
AND
CALL
DFXrVXKl
immediately' ppswetwJoB.
BATCH'S OU STAND
EvcrlW, Jeweler. '
, ...

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

The Real Hoover Candy

over-size-

B.B.ELKINS

-

fclw.

IT

i.

i V-

ft

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPH

Let Us Send a Man

IDEAL THEATER
Fully equipped and
ready for
'

7

In Five Purls

WANTED

e

'X- -

"A Nine o'clock Town

WANTED

Bargains in Renewed
Automobiles

.

IN

j

moments after the Lordsburg state
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
bank closed for the day Wednesday
afternoon U. L. Hill, cashier, was sit819 3 South Eir
Phono 221.
ting at his desk conversing withof Jim
the
door
back
M.
when
the
B.
WT1.LIAM8
Wright
bank was quickly opened. and then
Dentist
locked. Cashier Hill paid no atten- Rooms I and S. Wblttnc Building
men
Mechanics at the American Garage,
tion to this nor to the masked
Pbone No. 684.
Corner Rnnnnd and Gold.
that stepped up behind him und diFourth and Tljeras.
rectly in front of Wright and ordered
' ARMLIO'S TAXI
lioth men into the vault. Cashier Hill
WNE
Two large cars at your service, day
thought some townsman was playing
a prank on him but as he turned he and ulght
Cheap rates by the hour.
muzfound himself looking Into the
PHONE 414.
DR. MARRON
ALONSO
zle of a revolver in the hands of a
masked man and realized at once that
S3 IK WEST CENTRAL
he was at the mercy of an InexperienPhone 831-ced robber and threw up his hands.
WANTED TO RENT
The robber ordered Hill to get
plonu sirio of Wrisrht and marched
Four-roomodern furnished house
them toward the vault. Harry Lackin 'Highlands; must be desirable;
land, assistant cashier of the bank
was balancing the day's business. The
no children. J. C. Jordan, Y. M. C.
work,! an fast and so quickly
A.
A bright, energetic 'girl for wrapthat he had Wright nd Hill along
side of Lackland before the latter
ping counter. Apply
robon.
The
THE ECONOMIST
realized what was going
V
ber ordered all of them Into the vault
and closed the door. Mr. Lackland
The New Model Reo Four
had just finished counting the cash
If you want one of these beautiful
and had it ready to put in the vault
cars at present price it will be '
when the robber appeared. It is there
fore oni, i, ,..,! that tne ienow mm
NECESSARY TO APPLY SOON
To Replace That Broken Window
watched for the opportune moment
Remember the Reo Is the car
V.
Glass.
to make the holdup. After closing the
d
of
Ask
parts throughout.
vault door the robber grabbed whatLUMBER CO.
ALBUQTJERQCE
for
booklet
ownNew
Mexico
gethy
cash was in sight and made his
Phone 431.
42S N. First.
ers who have driven their cars
away. The Jl.SUO inai vue
from 10,000 to 80,000 miles. The
is fully covered by insurance so that
Bennett Co. recently purchased a
the bunk is fully protected,
Reo for stage route from Silver
BANK !S"R0BBED OFCity to Mogollon. WhyT
Gibson of Socorro recently purfor quick sale"r
$2,000 BY. BANDITS chased three Reos for mountain wlll take Ford Case
In on trade. Car in
taxi service.
splendid condition, newly painted ana
imt MONNIN. JOUMNAL .PVOIAI. CtAMO
COOPER MOTOR CO.
Los Angeles, Calif.. AuR. 1. Three
Phone 612.
overhauled,
New Mexico
Distributors
for
masked men
today held up three
Coleman Blank Garage
persons In the West Lake branch of
the Home Savings bank. In a busy
suburban district, and escaped with
2,00fl in an automobile through the
crowded streets.
This was the second robbery of
this branch. February 14, 1917, two
masked men held up th-- bank and
Open for business.
Special rates.
321 14 West Central.
escaped with about $2,500, They
7 passenger
Super-Si- x
Hudson
were caught several weeks later.
Rig Bulck Six.
Paige 7 passenger, wire wheels
Chandler 1917 Touring Car.
YOUR HAULING BY TONS
Hudson Model
Touring Car.
Case Turing Car.
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
i
In
select
a car that
and
Come
:
.
Phone
;
will please you.
PHONE
;
.

t:VE"'t v t.VAY

CHARLES RAV

lr

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP FOR RENT
FREE

"i

PARAMOUNT PRLfsi.

MESSAGES

The following messages remain un- delivered at the offices of the West- eru Union because of insufficient ad- dress:
C. M. Gorier,
Lieut. John
Bartmunn, F. M. Davidson and II. C.
Miller.

WILL ASSIST U.

HIGHESi

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

Are

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING

JOURNAL

OFFICE

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for Bheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Seuond and
Gold Ave.

USED CAR SALE
Look Over Uie List Yon May
Find Just What You Want.
Overland
Touring,
One
- passenger
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$450
One Overland
contouring (in excellent
$800
dition) almost new
$200
One Dodge Touring
Overland Touring,
One
"
.
t ..... . .$250
$450
One Dort, Touring...
One Overland Light Touring,
$150
One Wyllls-KnigTouring,
- passengerfc(an
excellent
$1250
buy) ' .
AMONG
MANY BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
6-

....

............

ht

7-

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

710.

CO.

D
813-81-

Hahn Coal Co.

5

W. Central.

Gallnp Btove
Oerrlllos Stove

tl

ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood. NaUv e Kindling,
ANTHRACITE,

lime.

i

I

